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A B S T R A C T
At the crossroads of two hot trends of modern computer science, namely service-orientation and mobile computing, great potentials arise together with tough
challenges. The list of advantages of combining these technologies is long and com-
pelling: Outsourcing of data- and processing-intensive software tasks from mobile
devices to more capable systems, quick mobile application development through the
use of existing software services that are otherwise difficult to implement on mobile
devices from scratch, and the list goes on. However, service-oriented messaging and
description technologies are characterized by a verbose, self-descriptive nature, in
order to achieve interoperability and platform-independence. This renders them often
heavyweight and thus not always a good match for the resource-constrained nature
of mobile, wireless devices.
In the face of the fact that very different devices will coexist in future service-
oriented systems, researchers are diligently trying to tackle the aforementioned
challenges by developing adaptation mechanisms. These are meant to allow the sys-
tems to dynamically and seamlessly switch to configurations that suit each particular
participant. When it comes to one of the most important service-oriented technologies,
namely Web services, adaptation for resource-constrained devices usually translates
to an attempt to use lightweight ways of communication that are dictated by the
system context.
The striving for enhancements in the field of Web service adaptation mechanisms
for wireless participants starts with three simple questions: Which specific adaptation
mechanisms can be used and what are their characteristics? Can the development
of new adaptation mechanisms contribute to the currently existing possibilities?
Which adaptation mechanisms should be used under which wireless system con-
texts? The systematic and scientific examination of these questions leads to the three
corresponding main contributions of this thesis.
First, the conducted survey and comparison of Web service adaptation mechanisms
is the first work examining the conditions of the wireless system context under which
the adaptation mechanisms achieve significant benefits. Thus, the survey results can
be used as a basis for examining the two further issues. Second, a new, caching-based
Web service adaptation mechanism is presented. The developed mechanism is the
first to enable the use of cached responses of external, i.e., third-party, Web services
with guaranteed 100% freshness in an automated and generic manner. The freshness
of cached objects refers to their probability of being up-to-date. The evaluation
proves that the approach can lead to performance enhancements of mobile Web
service invocations compared to other approaches that achieve absolute freshness.
Third, provided that no single adaptation mechanism is the best-performing under
all possible system contexts, the thesis offers insights with regard to the issue of
corresponding decision support. Decision support algorithms that are based on the
obtained survey results are developed and evaluated with focus on an important,
yet uninvestigated aspect, namely the existence of missing system context data. The
respective work reveals which data imputation approaches are best suited to the
examined scenario.
By discussing the above issues within a well-defined future scenario of mediated
Web service usage, the thesis provides further contributions, such as architectural
solutions, engineering approaches, and problem formulations. All in all, its findings
should be interesting for any work in the research area of mobile services.
K U R Z FA S S U N G
An der Schnittstelle zweier aktueller Trends in der Informationstechnik – Ser-viceorientierung und mobilem Computing – ergeben sich sowohl große Po-
tentiale als auch Herausforderungen. Die Kombination dieser beiden Technologien
bietet sowohl funktionale als auch nicht-funktionale Vorteile. Sie ermöglicht u. a. die
Umschichtung daten- und verarbeitungsintensiver Software von mobilen auf perfor-
mantere Hardware und die schnelle Entwicklung von Mobilanwendungen durch die
Nutzung existierender Software Services, die nur schwer auf den mobilen Endgeräten
implementiert werden können. Allerdings verwenden serviceorientierte Systeme zur
Erreichung ihrer Ziele, darunter Interoperabilität und Plattformunabhängigkeit, in
der Regel selbstbeschreibende und somit schwergewichtige Nachrichten- und Be-
schreibungsformate. Die Verwendung dieser Technologien auf mobilen, drahtlosen,
in ihrer Leistung beschränkten Endgeräten, stellt sich somit als schwierig dar.
Zukünftig wird eine große Zahl heterogener Endgeräte in serviceorientierten Sys-
temen Anwendung finden. Daher wird in der Forschung verstärkt die Entwicklung
passender Adaptionsmechanismen betrachtet. Diese Mechanismen sollen es einem
System erlauben, dynamisch und nahtlos zwischen verschiedenen Konfigurationen
umzuschalten, welche auf die Anforderungen der jeweiligen Endgeräte zugeschnit-
ten sind. Im Hinblick auf den wichtigsten Standard im Umfeld serviceorientierter
Systeme, d. h. Web Services, besteht eine solche Adaption häufig in der Erreichung
einer leichtgewichtigeren Kommunikation, die sich an den Vorgaben des aktuellen
Systemkontexts orientiert.
Ausgangspunkt der Forschung zu Verbesserungen im Hinblick auf Web-Service-
Adaptionsmechanismen für drahtlose Endgeräte sind drei grundlegende Fragen:
Welche spezifischen Adaptionsmechanismen können verwendet werden und welche
Charateristika besitzen diese? Kann die Entwicklung neuer Mechanismen weitere
prinzipielle Möglichkeiten der Adaption eröffnen? Welcher Adaptionsmechanismus
sollte in welchem mobilen/drahtlosen Systemkontext verwendet werden? Die syste-
matische, wissenschaftliche Untersuchung dieser drei Fragestellungen führt zu den
drei wesentlichen Beiträgen dieser Arbeit.
Erstens enthält diese Arbeit eine Erhebung und einen Vergleich verschiedener
Adaptionsmechanismen. Erstmalig wird in diesem Zusammenhang der Nutzen aller
Mechanismen unter gegebenen Kontexten mobiler und drahtloser Systeme untersucht.
Diese Untersuchung bildet die Grundlage zur Betrachtung der weiteren Fragestel-
lungen. Zweitens wird ein neuer, Caching-basierter Adaptionsmechanismus für Web
Services vorgestellt. Der Mechanismus ermöglicht erstmals die Verwendung von im
Cache zwischengespeicherten Antwortnachrichten für externe – d. h., durch Dritte
bereitgestellte – Web Services bei gleichzeitiger Sicherstellung von 100% Freshness
in einer automatisierten und generischen Weise. Die Freshness von zwischengespei-
cherten Objekten bezieht sich auf die Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass ihre Inhalte aktuell
sind. Im Rahmen einer Evaluation wird die Möglichkeit von Performanzverbesse-
rungen beim mobilen Aufruf von Web Services im Vergleich zu anderen Ansätzen,
die die Freshness garantieren können, nachgewiesen. Drittens wird – beruhend auf
der Feststellung, dass kein Adaptionsmechanismus über alle Systemkontexte hinweg
grundsätzlich die beste Performanz liefert – die Möglichkeit der Unterstützung bei
der Auswahl von Adaptionsmechanismen untersucht. Entsprechende Entscheidungs-
algorithmen werden auf der Grundlage einer vorhergehenden Erhebung entwickelt.
In der hierauf aufbauenden Evaluation wird schwerpunktmäßig der bedeutsame,
aber bislang unzureichend betrachtete Aspekt der Unvollständigkeit der den Sys-
temkontext beschreibenden Daten untersucht. Aus den Ergebnissen ergeben sich
Empfehlungen hinsichtlich der Wahl einer geeigneten Imputationsstrategie für das
untersuchte Szenario.
Die Arbeit betrachtet ein wohldefiniertes, künftiges Szenario der Web Service-
Nutzung über eine Vermittlungsschicht. In diesem Rahmen enthält die Arbeit weitere
Beiträge, darunter Architektur- und Entwicklungsansätze sowie Problemformalisie-
rungen. Die vorliegende Dissertation stellt somit einen wichtigen Beitrag für künftige
Arbeiten im Umfeld der Forschung von mobilen Services dar.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
»Well begun is half done.«
— Aristotle
The use of wireless (handheld, embedded, and mobile) devices is increasing[64, 107] in a scale that inspires people to argue that we are finally entering the
post-PC era, which had already been proclaimed as early as 1999 [118]. Smartphones
and other cellular devices, Personal Digital Assistants (PDA), vehicular systems, and
sensor motes are examples of such devices. The different wireless access networks,
protocols, and standards that are used to interconnect them are gaining in importance,
as well. However, these devices, which are usually limited in size and capabilities
compared to server systems or stationary Personal Computers (PC), do not comprise
the only domain that is racing forward. Highly capable systems, enabled by the never-
ending development of hardware, but also by grid and cloud computing [9, 151], are
not likely at all to play a less important role in the future [9]. As usual, the truth is
somewhere in between: Devices and connections of different types and capabilities
will most probably coexist in future systems.
This coexistence requires the utilized design paradigms and computing approaches
to be flexible and technology-agnostic. For systems where interoperability, platform-
independence, and extensibility are considered important, service-orientation is very
likely to be a dominating aspect [35, 106]. According to the paradigm of Service-
Oriented Computing (SOC), software is built in the form of autonomous services that
can be published, discovered, executed, and composed platform-independently [35,
57, 106], based on certain technologies and standards for their description, discovery,
and messaging. The corresponding architectural paradigm is called Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA), while the use of services can cross the boundaries of design
and architectural paradigms, as is the case in the evolving Internet of Services (IoS)
scenario [22, 136]. In the IoS, services are seen as (tradable) goods and a high number
of them are offered by different providers to diverse clients through global service
marketplaces.
When service-orientation is adopted in the field of mobile and wireless computing,
both great potentials and tough challenges appear. On the one hand, the reuse of logic
that is difficult to implement on the devices from scratch1, the flexible outsourcing
of data- and/or processing-intensive software in the form of external services, and
the convergence of mobile applications with enterprise systems which are already
built according to the SOC paradigm [78], are all very appealing. On the other hand,
SOC technologies are based on the principle of self-description in order to achieve
1 The mentioned implementation difficulty might have diverse causes. Mobile programming languages
often offer only a subset of the commands and the capabilities of traditional programming languages,
they are sometimes characterized by a lack of libraries, while the installation and usage of database
management systems is much more constrained and challenging. Finally, even if such obstacles can be
overcome, why should logic that already exists be re-implemented with a different technology?
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interoperability [57]. This means that the communication may include considerable
overhead compared to traditional ways of network-based communication [157], e.g.,
for the processing and exchange of extra data and metadata. Although powerful
enterprise systems have rarely been affected by this, it may cause performance
degradation and higher costs for wireless devices [26, 160] or embedded systems [45].
Indeed, services are often designed target system-agnostically, without being tailored
to the features of particular clients. A discussion dedicated to the issues of mobile
services computing can be found in [178].
A drift away from the SOC paradigm when devices are likely to be involved is not
an option. This is both because SOC matches the needs of particular application types
(mobile payment, mobile location-based services etc. [115]) and because the paradigm
has further advantages for mobile computing (cf. the previous paragraph). Thus, if it
is desired to vanquish the drawbacks while retaining the advantages, SOC-related
technologies should be seamlessly and efficiently adaptable to the needs of different
system participants.
1.1 motivation
Although enterprise systems have been the originating and traditional domain of
SOC, “everyday” applications have also begun to play a very important role in this
field. A recent survey of TechTarget [40] positioned Web service-based mobile apps
at the second place in the category “service-based implementations planned for the
future” (planned by 60% of the questioned developers/companies), even higher than
the composite application assembly (planned by 58%), which has been often named
as SOC’s main potential [105].
Although some argue that the constraints of mobile devices (limited bandwidth,
CPU, memory, or energy resources) are disappearing due to technological progress,
the gap will not cease to exist. This is indicated by the latest analyses of future
wireless communications. For example, in the book of Sesia et al. [142], five categories
of user equipment are defined, with smartphones being placed only in the second
or third category. According to this categorization, devices of higher categories will
be able to use wireless internet connection rates up to six times greater than those of
lower categories. Furthermore, the wired connections of the future will be even faster
than that, not to mention the fact that devices less capable than smartphones, such as
sensor nodes, will be able to participate in service-oriented systems. Thus, the big
differences in device capabilities and connection qualities will maintain the need for
adaptation, also because the amounts of the data that are processed and wirelessly
transmitted are growing parallel to all other technological developments [17].
Most efforts for adapting SOC-related technologies to the needs of different,
resource-constrained participants focus on techniques for reducing the amount of
data that is processed and wirelessly transmitted during the usage of XML-based
Web services in order to enhance performance. The latter, from now on simply re-
ferred to as Web services (WS), constitute the most common technology for SOC
implementations. This is also the focus of the work-at-hand.
A look at the timeline of related research activities (cf. the surveys in [100] and [157])
reveals that the aforementioned efforts towards scenario-dependent, lightweight (i.e.,
less data- and processing-intensive) Web service communication began with intuitive
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solutions such as device- and connection-dependent compression of Web service
messages [160, 168]. Approaches for seamless transformation of the communication
protocol or format followed [2, 3, 7], while the most recent efforts are inspired by more
specialized features of Web service communication, such as the involvement of Web
services in known, repeatedly executed processes (so that prefetching of information
can be a solution), or the fact that Web service messaging, especially multicasting,
includes redundancies that can be eliminated [97, 135, 156]. In parallel to those works,
other solutions, such as caching-based [79] or transport-protocol-based [116] solutions,
have appeared.
Some of these approaches can be easily applied in the form of adaptation mecha-
nisms for existing Web services, while others would require re-designing protocols
or re-building system parts from scratch. Nevertheless, they are all important on the
way towards efficient and seamless adaptation of Web service communication. What
is missing comprises the offering of generic and automated Web service adaptation
mechanisms that correspond with a particular class of data reduction techniques,
namely those that directly handle the actual content and not just the format or the
representation of the messages. Furthermore, this development should come along
with an underlying intelligence that supports efficient selection and combination of
the possible adaptation mechanisms based on the context and the characteristics of
modern systems.
1.2 research goals and challenges
The identification of the aforementioned gap in related work, along with the further
examination of issues that have arisen during the development and operation of a
Web service adaptation layer for wireless participants of the IoS [99], drew the focus
of the thesis to the pursuit of the following main research goals:
• Examination and categorization of the most important Web service adaptation
mechanisms, together with an analysis that reveals their requirements and
limitations when they are applied in order to support wireless participants.
• Design and development of a new adaptation mechanism which complements
existing solutions by addressing limitations in the area of generic and automated
mechanisms for reducing the content of Web service messages.
• Development and examination of a decision support system that indicates which
adaptation mechanism(s) should be enabled for particular Web services based
on the system context.
All three described goals are components of the more general objective of improving
the performance of Web service usage on wireless and/or limited devices. Indeed, the focus
is on usage. The examination of the hosting of Web services on limited devices is
not among the goals of the thesis. Further, concerning the development of a new
mechanism, the goal is not to develop an adaptation mechanism that is universally
“better than the others”, but an adaptation mechanism which creates new potentials
and would be preferred over the others under certain circumstances.
Among many challenges that appear while pursuing the goals described above, the
most important challenges from a scientific point of view are the following:
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• It is hard to adapt Web service technologies without loss of interoperability, as
it is exactly the same feature of service-orientation that is responsible for both
interoperability and performance limitations, namely self-description [57].
• In the IoS, which is the target scenario of this thesis, users (or mediators)
normally do not have access to the service implementation or to the provider’s
system. Thus, some approaches for lightweight Web service communication,
such as [154], cannot be implemented as adaptation mechanisms of existing
third-party Web services, because they would require many changes at the side
of the service provider.
• Particularly for approaches that adapt the content of Web service messages,
generic solutions are very difficult to implement, because there is an infinite
number of possibilities concerning the way this content may look (e.g., included
information, used data types).
• Approaches for lightweight Web service communication have usually been
developed in different contexts and often with different motivating scenarios
[157]. Therefore, they have been evaluated from different perspectives, so that
comparing them is not as easy as putting a couple of experimental results next to
each other. Instead, their assumptions about the mobile computing context and
the conditions under which they perform better than standard communication
schemes have to be analyzed.
1.3 contributions
Although splitting the overall goal into more concrete research goals is a very im-
portant step, a quest for solutions to the most important challenges is a very lengthy
process, which does not necessarily lead to significant contributions, at least not
without innovative ideas and proper design decisions. In the following, the main
contributions of the thesis are listed. Although there is a direct (1-to-1) association
between the contributions and the previously stated goals, the contributions refer
to the concrete outcome of the work. As different decisions would have resulted in
a different outcome, the description of the contributions is followed by a very brief
summary of important decisions, characteristics, and limitations of the approach.
• The first contribution is a survey that analyzes, categorizes and formally com-
pares many of the most important published approaches for (performance-
oriented) Web service adaptation. To the best of my knowledge, it is the first
survey that analyzes the conditions of wireless communication (network-, device-
, service-, and application-features) under which each of the mechanisms can be
considered to be appropriate. The survey complements more general (i.e., not
oriented to wireless communication and not focused on adaptation) surveys of
approaches for Web service performance enhancements, such as [157].
• The core contribution of this thesis is the development of a new, caching-based
Web service adaptation mechanism, which remedies a well-known restriction
of Web service caching in an automated and generic manner. This restriction
is implicitly indicated in [159] and [152]. To the best of my knowledge, it is
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the first approach that automatically allows for the use of cached Web service
responses guaranteeing 100% freshness generically, i.e., for any Web service, even
if the latter is provided by a third-party. The freshness of cached objects refers
to their probability of being up-to-date.
• A further contribution is the development and examination of decision sup-
port for Web service adaptation. Accordingly, scoring algorithms have been
developed, based on the results of the related survey (cf. first contribution). The
previously mentioned algorithms score the adequacy of different Web service
adaptation mechanisms under changing conditions. As the scoring algorithms
often have to work with missing data, the best means of tackling this problem
are evaluated. The issue of missing data concerns the handling of unknown
values that appear for monitored system context attributes and is an important
issue, which has not been directly addressed for this scenario before.
The results of the survey are based on the information included in related publica-
tions, but also on complementary experiments. However, experiments have been used
only to validate incompletely proven statements or implicit allegations of the related
work and not in order to draw new exclusive conclusions of my own. Another impor-
tant decision was the use of discrete categorical (and not numerical) data. Otherwise,
the high number of unknown exact values and the related uncertainty factor would
make it difficult to characterize the approaches. Thus, the results are not appropriate
for reaching absolute statements of the type “A is better than B”, but they achieve the
goal of creating a basis for decisions.
The core innovative ideas of the newly developed caching-based adaptation mech-
anism comprise the automated Web service proxy generation and the generic en-
ablement of validity checks for Web service responses. In the designed approach, a
proxy-based solution has been preferred over a solution that would require changes
at the server-side. Direct comparison of contents has been preferred over compari-
son of XML documents. Further, automated software generation has been preferred
over a priori development and deployment. Finally, absolute freshness of the used
information has been set as a requirement (which is rarely achieved by caching
approaches). As a result, the approach has the limitation of the inability to spare
connection establishments, but it can achieve significant performance enhancements,
while being unique in that the performance enhancements come with a freshness
guarantee. Another limitation is that the algorithms used (and the evaluation results)
are bound up to a certain extent to characteristics of modern Web service technologies.
However, firstly, Web services are here to stay and, secondly, the core ideas and many
algorithmic parts could be transferred to different –but similar– technologies.
Last, the developed scoring algorithms have not been evaluated and compared
based on real scenarios because the sets of correct decisions defined for any scenario
would be subjective. Instead, the evaluation focuses on how the algorithms behave in
the presence of missing data, with missingness scenarios that reflect the examined
case. Thus, the results may not prove the superiority of any scoring approach, but
they can offer new insights that are interesting to decision support system designers
by proving the superiority of particular approaches for handling scenario-related
missing data.
6 introduction
1.4 thesis organization
The remaining chapters of the thesis are structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the necessary background by describing core concepts and
technologies of the scientific fields in which the thesis is positioned, namely SOC
and mobile computing. Furthermore, an overview of other related subjects, such as
Quality of Service (QoS) and caching, is given.
Chapter 3 introduces adaptation as a general, interdisciplinary approach for en-
hancing systems performance. Then, it provides the transition from adaptation in
general to adaptation in SOC, and, finally, to the adaptation of Web services for
wireless participants, which is the focus of the thesis.
Chapter 4 explores the subject of Web service adaptation for wireless participants
by concretizing the framework and the scenario of the conducted research and by
presenting the results of a survey of Web service adaptation mechanisms. Although the
examined adaptation mechanisms cover an important part of the related approaches,
more specialized related work about “Web service response caching” and “decision
support” is provided in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.
Chapter 5 describes the conception, the design, the most important technical and
algorithmic details, and a thorough evaluation of the first solution for generically and
automatically enriching the communication with any third-party Web service in a
way that cached responses can be exploited while a freshness of 100% is maintained.
Chapter 6 describes and evaluates algorithms developed for the decision support of
systems that include adaptation mechanisms such as the ones described in Chapters
4 and 5.
Chapter 7 summarizes the content, the main contributions, and the lessons learned
throughout this thesis. Finally, it discusses how future research can build upon the
foundations or extend the results of the work at hand.
2
B A C K G R O U N D
»The beautiful rests on the foundations of the necessary.«
— Ralph Waldo Emerson
Aventure that is concerned with the adaptation of Web services for mobilewireless usage belongs to the intersection of the scientific domains of Service-
Oriented Computing (SOC) and Mobile Computing. This chapter provides a back-
ground for understanding the rest of the thesis by introducing these scientific domains
with emphasis on the aspects and the technologies that are most relevant for the
subsequent chapters. Further fundamentals that are important to the thesis, namely
Quality of Service (QoS), Quality of Experience (QoE), caching, decision support, and
missing data, are also briefly explained.
2.1 service-oriented computing
SOC is a computing paradigm according to which software engineering is based on
autonomous, loosely-coupled, and platform-independent networked services, which
can be discovered and invoked by different participants and for different applications
[106, 167]. By designing each service in such a way that it corresponds with a well-
defined programming logic or business functionality and by managing, combining,
and organizing these services inside Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA), the goal of
SOC is to achieve higher levels of system flexibility, organizational agility, and software
reusability [35, 57, 106]. Due to these features, SOC is even being discussed as the
paradigm for the future internet architecture [89]. In order to achieve the mentioned
service characteristics and desired system advantages, the SOC paradigm is framed
by a set of basic concepts and principles and is realized by relying on technologies
that adhere to these principles, thus enabling service-oriented implementations.
Together with Grid, Peer-to-Peer, and Cloud Computing, SOC comprises one of the
most prominent paradigms for realizing distributed computing systems:
• While Grid Computing is based on the principle that the participants pro-
vide their resources [151], in SOC the participants only offer services with
well-defined interfaces. Simplified, this difference can be translated into the
“provision of hardware (processing power and memory) for the needs of remote
applications” vs. the “provision of software (service implementations) for the
needs of remote applications”.
• Although such a difference does not exist in this form when comparing SOC
with Peer-to-Peer, the latter paradigm is based on slightly different principles
and focuses on different goals. As can be read in [150], Peer-to-Peer dictates
the equality of the partners and focuses on decentralization. On the other
hand, SOC focuses on interoperability (which in Peer-to-Peer is usually assumed
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because of the partners’ equality) and retains many characteristics of centralized
approaches, e.g., the existence of service consumers and service providers in
accordance with the roles of the client/server paradigm. Practical experience
with SOC and Peer-to-Peer implementations also shows that peers of a single
Peer-to-Peer system are normally running very similar (if not exactly the same)
software, while this is not at all the case for the participants of a service-
oriented system. Some more specific differences between SOC and Peer-to-
Peer, also explained in [150], can be summarized in the following: (i) SOC
implicates the use of machine-readable but verbose technologies in order to
achieve interoperability, while Peer-to-Peer is not based on interoperability
standards, but it rather assumes that the peers “understand” each other, (ii) SOC
usually relies on centralized mechanisms for the publishing and the discovery
of services, while in Peer-to-Peer systems discovery is based on distributed
algorithms, and (iii) SOC relies on standard Internet Protocol (IP) addressing
with the use of the Domain Name System (DNS), while Peer-to-Peer assumes
that the peers might not have a permanent IP address and perform a distributed,
overlay-based addressing scheme.
• Finally, the Cloud involves the use of many concepts and technologies of SOC
and it rather complements SOC in that it provides a “value-added underpinning
for SOC efforts” [120] by helping outsource the Information Technology (IT)
resources (memory, computing, administration tasks, and more) to big server
clusters and data centers, though not harming the SOC principle of building
applications based on standardized, interoperable and reusable components.
However, new dimensions appear for the problems of service provisioning
and service distribution in the Cloud, so that new corresponding optimization
approaches are being developed [71, 145].
Before the exploration of the concepts, the principles, and the technologies of the
SOC paradigm, a brief explanation of the idea that lies in the core of the paradigm
is provided. This core idea is usually explained based on a simple role model that
defines three main roles (service provider, service consumer, and service broker) and
their relationships and interactions. The latter are represented as a triangle where
the service provider publishes a service that is discovered by the service consumer
over a service broker, so that the service consumer and the service provider can then
interact directly. This representation, namely the SOC-triangle (or SOA-triangle), can
be found in most of the related literature. In Figure 1, this triangle is used as the
basis upon which the main needs for standards and technologies in the SOC domain
are illustrated. More concretely, the fact that service providers have to publish their
services to service brokers or registries raises the need for standards and technologies
for the description of services, such as Web Service Description Language (WSDL)1
[166] or Unified Service Description Language (USDL) [22]. Through such descriptions
the consumers can find out where the running services can be found and how they
can be addressed or used in a platform-independent way, i.e., avoiding that the
consumers have to care about the technologies utilized for the service implementation.
Similarly, standards and technologies are needed for the discovery and the messaging
(cf. Figure 1).
1 http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/wsdl (Last accessed in January 2012).
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Figure 1: Basic model of SOC roles, interactions, and aspects
The SOC-triangle illustrates only a core idea, which has been complemented by a
series of concepts and principles that evolved and matured during the application of
the paradigm in the recent years. It is remarkable, for example, how strongly many
researchers have associated SOC with service workflows and service composition
(more about them is explained in the following), because of the interesting research
questions that appeared in that direction. However, service workflow management
and service composition are specific issues, which do not comprise the core idea of
SOC (cf. Figure 1), but arise as a consequence of the broad application of this core
idea and the existence of many well-described and interoperable services. The main
concepts, principles, and characteristics that complement this core “triangle”-concept
are described in the following.
2.1.1 Basic Principles
Only by adhering to certain principles can service-oriented systems achieve the
advantages mentioned in Section 2.1. For example, the advantage of system flexibility
is only achieved when the service design follows the principle of loose-coupling,
because only loosely-coupled services can be easily exchanged or enhanced without
affecting the rest of the system. With the goals of system flexibility, organizational
agility, and software reusability in mind, one can learn from the related literature
[35, 57, 106, 166] which principles are considered to be the most critical towards
achieving these goals. The most important of these principles (based mainly on [57]
and [35]) are summarized here, in order to discuss what they imply for the used
technologies.
service autonomy and logic encapsulation refers to the fact that the tasks
that can be performed by a service do not depend on any other specific software
implementations in order to have a meaning and be usable and valuable. The in-
ternal implementation of this autonomous service logic is hidden (encapsulated)
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but the logic itself can be nevertheless understood and exploited by potential
consumers.
interoperability and platform-independence refer to the fact that the ser-
vice participants (providers and consumers) can be heterogeneous in terms of
hosting environment (device, operating system etc.), programming language,
application characteristics, and more. The knowledge of well-defined interfaces
is enough, so that the underlying technologies may remain hidden.
loose coupling refers to the fact that the services and their interactions are de-
signed and performed in a way that the modification, or even the retirement,
of a service does not render the systems that use them (or any other service)
useless. Instead, services can be modified or exchanged with small or no impact.
The adherence to these principles can never be guaranteed alone by the existence of
certain technologies, but it rather depends on an appropriate design and development,
as well. However, in order to have the tools for such an attempt at the first place,
enabling technologies are necessary. Thus, the following question arises: What are
the characteristics that software technologies must have in order to support the realization of
these principles? With retrospect to the technologies that have prevailed as main SOC
enablers, with a careful examination of the standards that have been established, but
also based on similar remarks of many researchers, e.g., [57, 110], it can be argued
that the common characteristics of SOC-enabling technologies, which help adhere to
the aforementioned principles, are the following:
self-descriptive: As platform-specific formats, specialized encodings, and pro-
prietary methods for client-server communication would harm the autonomy
and the interoperability, SOC technologies are not limited to providing or ex-
changing data, but they must almost always accompany the data with metadata
(= data used to explain, describe, or annotate other data2 [169]). Thus, both
the descriptions of the services and the messages that they exchange are self-
describing, i.e., they include metadata that help service participants of all types
and platforms understand them.
web-driven: Interoperability means among others that communication may often
span the borders of enterprise networks, while loose-coupling means that the
providers of particular services may change after the system design phase,
which, in turn, means that service communication may run over different
networks at any given time. For this, SOC technologies cannot be designed with
a logic that matches, for example, local or proprietary networks. Instead, SOC
technologies are driven by the features and the trends of the Internet.
These two characteristics are of special importance to this thesis, because they are
responsible not only for the main advantages but also for some major drawbacks
of SOC technologies, which will have to be handled. As already mentioned, the
advantages are mostly related to interoperability and platform-independence, while
the disadvantages are related to verbosity and performance.
Other concepts and principles of SOC exist as well, but are not elaborated here
because of their small relevance to the goal of the thesis. However, they have to be
2 http://www.techterms.com/definition/metadata (Last accessed in January 2012).
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mentioned for the sake of completeness. These concepts include service composability
(into workflows or processes), service discoverability, service statelessness, interface
abstraction, business logic-driven granularity, and more [35, 66]. Accordingly, inten-
sively researched issues that are inspired by these concepts and principles are related
to the problems of service selection (for composed workflows), service resource plan-
ning, workflow similarity calculation, and SOA Governance. [13], [137], and [138]
present heuristic solutions for the service selection and composition problem, [33]
presents a heuristic solution for the service resource planning problem, [32] discusses
the impact of pricing models on the service selection problem, [172] discusses ap-
proaches for calculating workflow similarity, while [93] proposes a generic framework
for SOA Governance approaches.
2.1.2 Technologies
On the way from principles and characteristics down to technologies, it becomes clear
that the self-descriptive and the web-driven nature that SOC technologies should have
has played a very important role in the evolution of standards and in the selection of
protocols (or other basic technologies). Almost all established standards are based on
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) and most of the service-oriented communication
runs over HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), while IP (Internet Protocol) is the
most commonly used addressing protocol. XML is a flexible text format with a
set of encoding rules, designed to carry self-descriptive data3, while HTTP is the
standard protocol for sharing information over the Internet4. Indeed, SOC literature,
e.g., [35, 57, 166], almost always highlights XML and HTTP as the two basic standards
upon which most of the SOC-specific standards have been built. At the transport
layer, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is normally used, although User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) is theoretically also a possibility.
A particular collection of SOC-specific standards that have been defined, among
others, for the description, messaging and discovery of services are referred to as
standard Web services, or simply Web services [57, 166]. Web services have become
so popular as implementation means of SOC that the terms SOC and Web service
are sometimes being confused or are thought to be inseparable. However, further
standards and technologies that do not belong to this collection exist or may be
developed. Three categories of standards can be derived directly from the basic
SOC model (cf. Figure 1), namely for description, discovery, and messaging. Other
standards that became popular were designed for the composition and choreography,
but also for the security and reliability of Web services. The most popular standards
are listed in the following, grouped by the purpose they are used for:
• WSDL is by far the most popular description standard, although further stan-
dards have appeared. The latter may focus on business and operational aspects,
such as USDL, extensions of WSDL to support semantics, such as Semantic
Annotations for WSDL (SAWSDL), or slightly different communication styles,
such as Web Application Description Language (WADL).
3 http://www.w3.org/XML, http://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml_whatis.asp, http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/XML (Last accessed in January 2012).
4 http://www.w3.org/Protocols, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Http (Last accessed in January 2012).
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• The Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) standard has been
specially designed in order to support discovery of Web services. However, other
technologies, not directly related to the Web services standards collection, may
considered to be important. For instance, Electronic Business using eXtensi-
ble Markup Language (ebXML) is used for defining and registering business
processes, while SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is a
related query language.
• For messaging, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is the traditional standard,
although Representational State Transfer (REST) is also becoming popular as
an alternative that achieves more lightweight communication by sacrificing
transport protocol-independence and some possible interaction patterns [110].
• Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) has also become very popular
as a standard for composition and orchestration of services, while ebXML can
be considered relevant also for orchestration. The standard that is commonly
used in order to graphically represent BPEL processes is called Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN).
• A big set of standards such as WS-security, WS-reliability, and Security Assertion
Markup Language (SAML), but also basic XML-related techniques, such as XML
encryption, frame the security and reliability of Web services.
Although many of the most popular standards and technologies have been men-
tioned above, other categories may also be identified. An overview of Web service
standards can be found in [13]. Among them, WSDL and SOAP are the most relevant
to the following chapters of this thesis. In fact, the combined use of WSDL and SOAP
comprises the Web service realization of the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) concept
[132, 155]. Therefore, the structures of a WSDL description document and of a SOAP
message are explained in more detail in Figure 2. Although some fields are omitted,
Figure 2 clarifies the main parts and the logic of the two standards. Knowing that a
service can be used in order to perform particular actions (or tasks), which are called
operations, the rest of the information provided in Figure 2 should be self-explanatory.
The machine-readable formats of the documents do not only enable interoperability
during the use of the service operations on different platforms, but they open the way
for a variety of other actions, e.g., the automated semantic matchmaking of service
descriptions in order to identify functionally equal or similar services [139], probably
by using technology-specific query languages [140], or the automated identification of
service changes (just by parsing the WSDL), in order to easily (or even automatically)
adjust the service consumer applications accordingly [38].
Standards and technologies must, of course, come along with their implementations,
as well as a variety of enablers: code libraries, tools, accompanying software that
supports the deployment of services, service address resolution modules etc. These
enablers are usually delivered packaged in middleware and/or software solutions,
which are called service platforms. A service platform can vary from a simple enabling
infrastructure (e.g., a single service registry with a SOAP engine) to a complex
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [72]. More details about service platforms and the tasks
that they undertake are provided in Chapter 3.
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<description>
     <types>
          ...
     </types>
     <interface>
          <operation>
               <input>
                    ...
               </input>*
               <output>
                    ...
               </output>*
          </operation>*
     </interface>*
     <binding>
          <operation>
               ...
          </operation>*
     </binding>*
     <service>
          <endpoint>
               ...
          </endpoint>*
     </service>*
</description>
<envelope...>
     <header>
          ...
     </header>
     <body>
          <operation>
               <parameter>
                    
               </parameter>*
          </operation>
     </body>
</envelope>
Complex types that are used
as parameters of the offered
operations must be defined here
by being split to simple (primitive)
types, which are properly
arranged in an XML structure
The messages that are
used for each listed
operation are described
here. For describing the
operation's input and
output, the types defined
above can be used
The addresses where
the defined bindings
shall be published are
provided here in the
form of URIs (Unique
Resource Identifiers)
WSDL document structure SOAP document structure
Details of the
communication
protocol used
for the operations
(type, version, style,
transport protocol etc.)
are defined here
The symbol * indicates that multiples instances
of the corresponding XML element may appear
The whole SOAP message is enclosed
in the "envelope", which includes information
about namespaces, encoding styles etc
The header includes
application-specific information
that are not directly related to
the actual content of the
SOAP message. Date/time,
authentication/payment data,
and ruels about who should
process this message are
examples of such information
The content of the SOAP message is
included in the "body". A SOAP message
can be either a SOAP request or a SOAP
response. In both cases, the operation that
has to be (or has been) invoked is indicated
and the values of the parameters (either
input parameters or return values) are
passed structured again in XML, usually
with references to certain namespaces,
i.e., elsewhere defined types
Figure 2: High-level document structure of the most important standards for WS
description (WSDL, version 2.0) and messaging (SOAP, all versions)
2.2 mobile computing
As already explained in Chapter 1, mobile computing is becoming a very important
domain for SOC and Web services. Commonly used definitions5 [94], popular online
sources6, and scientific communities7 “agree” that the term mobile computing is not
limited to “mobility” or “movement”, but has grown to include all aspects of “not
physically connected” use of technology. Thus, the evolution of the wireless devices
5 http://research.itknowledgehub.com/technology/wireless/mobile_computing (Last accessed in Jan-
uary 2012).
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_computing (Last accessed in January 2012).
7 http://www.sigmobile.org/pubs/mc2r (Last accessed in January 2012).
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that can perform mobile computing and of the wireless networks that are involved in
it are two central aspects of mobile computing.
Mobile computing is subject to certain limitations compared to server or desktop
computing with fixed networks. These limitations, such as lower bandwidth, higher
latency, less Central Processing Unit (CPU) power, and power consumption (limited
battery), have already been identified as early as 1994 [39] and are undoubtedly
still valid today and probably also in the future6 [17, 135, 163]. [107] even mentions
“automatic offloading of data traffic from mobile to fixed networks” as a future
technique.
The reasons for the above limitations are in most of the cases obvious. CPU power
and memory limitations are usually related to the fact that mobile devices are desired
to be much smaller than stationary devices, because they have to be practical and
discrete, while battery limitations stem from the fact that the devices cannot have
continuous power supply from a network, because they have to be portable. A little
more complicated are the reasons for the bandwidth limitations, i.e., the reasons
why wireless communication is generally slower and more complicated than wired
communication. The most important reason are the much bigger interferences from
physical obstacles during the wave propagation, the electrical noise from the air, the
fact that the “competition” for wireless frequencies among different parties is much
more constrained and thus much harder than the competition for access to wired
media, the constraints of different transmission antenna technologies and the fraction
of the signal that is not received by the antennas, and more. The connection qualities
change continuously even for the same connections, as the so-called signal strength is
changing because of the above reasons. The notion of signal strength can, of course,
be used also in wired networks but it is meanwhile trivial for them.
With the motive of examining and potentially enhancing the use of Web services
in wireless environments, the types and the characteristics of modern wireless devices
and modern wireless access networks are examined in the following subsections. The
diversities and the limitations of mobile computing strengthen the motivation of
this work, while the knowledge of its characteristics is necessary for developing
approaches that suite it.
2.2.1 Wireless Devices
Since the appearance of Alexander Graham Bell’s photophone in 1880 and the works
of Guglielmo Marconi for long distance radio transmission in 1895, various types of
wireless devices have appeared, many of which are still of importance for the scientific
domain of wireless communications. However, the achievements that supported the
transition from simple wireless communication (usually analogous, “voice-only”)
to modern mobile computing have been a product of the last two decades. These
achievements were, firstly, the fast wireless transfer of digital data, and, secondly, the
integration of enhanced processing capabilities in wireless devices. Furthermore, as
also indicated by the survey of [107], almost 100% of the global mobile data traffic is
produced by new generation devices, such as sensors, mobile phones, smartphones,
laptops etc. Thus, only these types of wireless devices are relevant to Web service
usage.
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Table 1: Summary of recent classifications of wireless devices
source focus main criteria identified categories
Smura
et al.
[147]
Mobile ser-
vice usage
Device size, circuit-
switched call ca-
pability, operating
system type
Mobile phones, smart-
phones/PDAs, ultra-mobile
PCs, laptops and tablet PCs,
other devices
Sesia et
al. [142]
Cellular
networks
evolution
Max. data rates,
receive antennas,
modulation sup-
port, memory
requirement for
physical layer
processing
User Equipment 1 - User
Equipment 5 (The categories
have no names; they refer di-
rectly to numerical values of
specific characterictics)
Cisco
Systems,
Inc.
[107]
Future
mobile
data traffic
Intuitive criteria,
not explicitly
listed
M2M (machine to ma-
chine), non-smartphones,
smartphones, tablets, home
gateways, laptops and
netbooks, other portable
devices
Although different classifications of wireless devices can be found in literature,
e.g., in [107, 142, 147], none of them indicates that the characteristics of the different
devices are converging. [107] does not only predict that devices of different capabil-
ities will coexist, but also that all the examined device types will have significant
contributions to the global mobile data traffic in the future. Table 1 summarizes some
recent classifications of wireless devices based on the current situation, but with an
orientation to future technologies or forecasts about the future evolution of mobile
computing. It must be mentioned that the examined devices are –or will very soon
become– Web-service enabled.
In order to provide a feeling about the diversity of wireless device capabilities, the
following example comparisons can be mentioned: The CPU power of a sensor mote
(which would fall under the device category M2M of [107] in Table 1) may be up to
two orders of magnitude smaller than that of a contemporary smartphone (cf., for
example, [63]), while a smartphone is in turn many times weaker than laptops, PCs,
and servers, has a battery lifetime of up to a couple of “hours of data access” [112],
and would fall under the category “User Equipment 2” of [142] (cf. Table 1), which
means that, in future cellular networks, other wireless devices will be able to use
(cellular) connections that are up to six times faster [142].
Some current devices are particularly popular and representative of their categories.
Such devices are also commonly used in experiments and evaluations that focus
on the respective categories. For example, the iPhone of Apple, the Android-based
smartphones of Google and Motorola, the E– and N–series of Nokia etc. are popular
smartphones, while TelosB and Mica of Crossbow are commonly used sensor motes.
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2.2.2 Wireless Access Networks
The term wireless access networks is normally used to characterize the wireless com-
munication technologies that are used in order to offer to a wireless device access
to a fixed (or core) network, usually the Internet. Although there are many different
wireless communication technologies, not all of them are highly relevant to mobile
computing. For example, satellite networks are used for other purposes, such as naviga-
tion, but they are not (yet) well suited for data exchange in mobile computing, mainly
because of their technical complexity and their costs [125]. Another wireless commu-
nication technology that is not used in mobile computing is broadcasting, which is only
suitable for radio and television, because it only supports one-way communication.
The wireless communication technologies that should be considered in the context of
mobile computing are mainly Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) and cellular
networks, while Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN) may also play a role. It
is the different variations of these three technologies that normally serve as wireless
access networks for mobile computing devices.
wireless local area networks are relatively fast but they usually have a quite
short range. They are mostly based on the 802.11 family of standards of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). In the context of mobile
computing and mobile Web service usage, they are important because wireless
devices often use this technology in order to connect to an Internet access point,
which grants them faster and cheaper access to the Internet compared to cellular
networks. When using the standard frequency band of 2.4 Gigahertz (GHz), the
latest WLAN versions (802.11n) currently have a maximum data rate of 72.2
Megabits per second (Mbit/s). However, users normally experience much lower
rates for single connections, depending on the access point (router) technology,
the load, and the signal strength. Furthermore, the vision of having so many
WLAN access points that all users could be always connected over public or
third-party access points [49] has not yet become a reality, not even in dense
urban areas. Even if there is a possibility for this vision to overcome problems
related to costs, technology, security, and privacy, WLAN-usage is at the moment
very far behind cellular network usage when it comes to guaranteeing the
“always-connected” feature of moving devices.
cellular networks are used for mobile telephony and include different tech-
nologies for connecting to data networks, e.g., the Internet. Depending on the
way (used frequencies, signal multiplexing techniques etc.) in which the devices
communicate wirelessly with the base stations, but also on the way in which
the core (“backbone”) network operates, there are different possibilities for data
access in a cellular network. The most widely used are the following: General
Radio Packet Service (GPRS), Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE),
High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA), and Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS), while Long Term Evolution of 3G mobile networks (LTE) is
still not widely used but is considered to be the future standard in the domain
[142]. The provided data transfer rates change continuously. GPRS and EDGE
offer transfer rates of less than 0.5 Mbit/s, UMTS and HSPA can theoretically
offer up to some tens of Mbit/s, while LTE has a theoretical maximum of
approximately 100 Mbit/s (or even up to more than 300 Mbit/s when multiple
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Table 2: Realistic characteristics of cellular networks according to [109] and [6]
technology min. delay max. delay max . rate
GPRS 150 ms 550 ms 80 kbit/s
EDGE 80 ms 400 ms 236 kbit/s
UMTS 35 ms 200 ms 1920 kbit/s
HSPA 35 ms 200 ms 3072 kbit/s
LTE 12 ms 50 ms 7680 kbit/s
antennas are used). Nevertheless, the realistic values that end-users experience
are usually much lower than these. Table 2 shows the realistic characteristics of
cellular network data access technologies according to recent white papers of
Motorola [109] and Android [6]8,9,10. The rates are expressed in Kilobits per sec-
ond (kbit/s) (remember that 1 Mbit/s equals 210 = 1024 kbit/s). Similar values
have been experienced by own validating experiments, performed in the context
of the work for [104]. It is reminded that fast wired connections, e.g., Gigabit
Ethernet, are still many orders of magnitude faster. Cellular networks are often
assigned to the category of wireless Wide Area Networks (WAN). However,
WANs do not only include cellular networks, which are of interest for this work,
but also broad-area ad-hoc networks, such as Wide Mesh Networks (WMN),
which are based on the 802.16 standards and are based on ad-hoc connections
and distributed routing algorithms that can be jointly optimized for big sets
of nodes [88]. Although cellular networks are associated with devices used in
telephony, it must be mentioned that they are also supported and used by a
steadily increasing number of mobile devices (e.g., laptops, tablets, or other,
smaller, specialized devices) that do not belong to (or not originate from) the
domain of telephony.
wireless personal area networks also play a role in mobile computing and
mobile Web service usage, as they may also be used by devices in order to
grant access to a network over other, closely located, devices. Examples of
this category are infrared and bluetooth, which are usually used for simple
device-to-device connections. Simple device-to-device connections that are used
for trivial actions, e.g., file transfer, and not in order to grant access to other
networks are, however, not interesting in the context of mobile Web service
usage.
Transfer data rates and delays are not the only interesting characteristics of wireless
access networks, though. In any case, these are only the delays introduced by the
cellular network technologies themselves, while the delays of end-to-end connections
of devices with particular hosts depend on other factors as well, e.g., geographical
locations [61]. Other characteristics should be considered, as well, when developing or
8 All data transfer rates mentioned in this section are downstream rates, i.e., for transmitting data from
the network to the device. Upstream rates (the opposite) are always lower, but usually less important.
9 The values for HSPA refer to the version HSPA+ Release 8 (cf. [109]).
10 The values for LTE refer to a spectral bandwidth of 10MHz and in the presence of multiple antennas (2)
at both the transmitter and receiver side (cf. [109]).
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adapting systems for usage in particular wireless networks. For example, as explained
in [11], the energy consumption models of devices change when communicating over
different wireless access networks. Thus, when the reduction of energy consumption
is a goal, the related characteristics of the networks should be taken into account.
Pricing models are another example, as they are also usually different for different
wireless access networks.
2.3 other necessary fundamentals
Although this thesis is primarily positioned in the SOC and mobile computing
domains, the subsequent chapters can be better understood when supported by a
basic knowledge of some other fundamentals, which will be very closely related
to specific goals and exact approaches and techniques that will be used. QoS and
QoE, caching, and decision support with missing data are such fundamentals. The
following subsections provide the necessary background.
2.3.1 Quality of Service and Quality of Experience
QoS and QoE are high-level terms that need to be specified before they can be
used as metrics in the context of a particular domain or problem. As a result, many
different definitions and many different subordinate aspects and parameters have
been proposed for them.
For example, [133] defines QoS as “the well-defined and controllable behavior of a
system with respect to quantifiable parameters”. More closely related to the context of
this thesis, [122] and [31] include models that explain which aspects and parameters
QoS embraces when examined in the SOC domain, while [83] examines the QoS
issues of Web services. Analyses of QoS attributes and metrics from the multimedia
domain are also relevant, especially those that include and examine aspects of mobile
computing. Such analyses are provided in [149] and [92].
While QoS can be measured, tested or evaluated without involving the user of
the system (or application), QoE has emerged more recently as a quality-related
concept that involves the user. One definition of QoE came from the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), claiming QoE to be “the overall acceptability of an
application or service, as perceived subjectively by the end-user”[96], while Telenor
gives a similar definition in [50], although it states that it is “based on both subjective
and objective measures”. QoS and QoE have been examined in parallel in [148],
namely in the context of cellular networks.
From the point of view of this thesis and based on the above sources, the scope,
the subordinate aspects, and example metrics of QoS and QoE can be summarized as
follows:
quality of service refers to a set of technical aspects such as performance, flexi-
bility, scalability, reliability and more, which can be used for characterizing the
overall quality of a system, service, or application. For each of these aspects,
case-specific metrics can be defined. For example, the data transfer rate is a
performance-related QoS metric for wireless access networks (cf. Section 2.2),
while response time is a common performance-related QoS metric for Web
services.
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quality of experience refers to a set of user-related aspects such as opinion,
satisfaction, QoS-perception and more, which can also be used for characterizing
the overall quality of a system, service, or application. Obviously, QoE depends
on QoS, but it rather measures the effect that the QoS metrics have on the user.
User ratings or user choices are examples of possible QoE metrics.
In the context of this thesis, QoS is important because it is the target of the adapta-
tion mechanisms. Certain QoS metrics will be defined as goals (and later as evaluation
metrics) of the developed adaptation mechanisms. Both QoS and QoE will play a role
in the analysis of decision support by indicating two different approaches for taking
adaptation decisions, namely QoS-based adaptation and QoE-based adaptation.
2.3.2 Caching
Caching is a technique that aims to improve the QoS or reduce the costs of certain
computing tasks by storing data as close as possible to a data consumer that may
need it again. The memory that lies close to the consumer, where the data is –usually
temporarily– stored, is called cache. In the following, first the characteristics of caching
approaches and, then, the metrics that are used to analyze and evaluate them, are
discussed.
Characteristics of Caching
Caching may be performed in many different domains, such as the World Wide Web
(WWW), i.e., for Web content [12], multiple-hierarchy disk storage [146], databases
[5], Web service responses [159], and more. Furthermore, there are many possible
goals that may be pursued with caching, e.g., reduction of response times, relieving
of the network, reduction of costs. Different goals may be served better by different
caching approaches.
Another important aspect that characterizes caching approaches is the principle
on which their cache logic is based. The cache logic usually refers to the algorithms
that are used to determine which data shall be cached, when cached data should be
used, and when it should expire or be replaced. Although such algorithms in related
literature often fall under the category “cache replacement strategies” [117], the term
“cache logic” is more general and does not necessarily refer to “replacement”, but
rather to the core idea behind a caching approach, e.g., to the features (age, size,
external information, etc.) on which the usage (or not) of cached data depends.
Caching approaches can also be categorized according to the system parts that are
involved or have to be implemented. In client-based (or client-side) solutions, all the
work is performed by the client system itself, while other system parts do not even
need to be aware that caching is applied. Server-based (or server-supported) solutions
rely among others upon logic that is implemented at the side of the server, while proxy-
based (or mediator-based) solutions use intermediary systems in order to cache data or
support the cache logic. As a matter of course, client systems are very often involved,
i.e., contain some caching logic, even in proxy-based or server-based solutions.
Examining the possibilities for the application domain, the goals, the involved system
parts, and the cache logic, the landscape of the characteristics of caching approaches is
described in Figure 3, based mainly on the information and the opinions found in
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Figure 3: Categorization of caching approaches according to four different criteria
[12, 44, 117, 159]. It is, of course, possible, that many instances from each category are
true for certain caching approaches.
Metrics of Caching
Independently of their application domain and their further characteristics, caching
approaches are almost always characterized, among others, by two caching-specific
metrics:
• The cache hit ratio (r) refers to the quota of the requests of the data consumer
that are satisfied by the cache.
• The freshness (f) refers to the quota of the cache-served requests for which the
used cache data are consistent with the data of the original data source, i.e., the
quota of the cache responses that are up-to-date. Thus, freshness is a metric of
consistency.
These two metrics are used in order to measure the performance of the cache. The latter
should not be confused with the performance of the system, which is an end goal of the
application of caching techniques. Enhancing the performance of the cache does not
necessarily mean enhancing the performance of the system, although this is usually
the case. Another term common to many caching systems is Time-To-Live (TTL),
which indicates for how long cached data should be considered to be valid, and
thus kept in the cache and reused. The term may be, however, misleading, because
TTL is not necessarily a time constant, but it can be rather determined by complex
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multi-variable functions. In the following paragraphs, let p denote the performance
of the system and ttl denote the TTL value.
When caching systems are properly designed, the following normally holds for the
relationships between ttl and f, and between ttl and p: ttl is inversely related to f and
directly related to p. The exact relationship is case-specific. For example, ttl and f can
be:
• linearly inversely related, i.e., f = a− b× ttl (a,b ∈ R constants).
• exponentially inversely related, i.e., f = a− ttlb (a,b ∈ R constants).
• or otherwise inversely related, e.g., sublinearly inversely related.
Analogously, p = a + b × ttl, p = a + ttlb, or similar. In any case, the above
relationships manifest that there is a trade-off between performance and consistency
(cf. also [69, 153]), when caching is applied.
2.3.3 Decision Support and Missing Data
Although decision problems are usually defined as the problems that can be answered
with yes or no11 and decision algorithms are the algorithms used to solve them, the
term decision support is less deterministically defined and is more general.
Decision Support Systems (DSS) are not limited to including decision algorithms,
but they rather usually include algorithms that are helpful for rating, ranking, scoring,
or evaluating different alternatives. The base methods and the tools for developing
such algorithms can be found in the fields of statistics, machine learning, and oper-
ations research [51, 170]. Optimization problems [51], Bayesian statistics [170], and
decision trees [170] are examples of such basic methods.
Diverse issues, such as complexity and programmability, make the mentioned
methods preferable (or not) under different circumstances. Another issue related
to decision support approaches that act upon datasets of non-trivial size is their
behavior in the presence of missing data, as well as the way the latter are handled.
The following paragraphs provide a brief introduction to data missingness, because
Chapter 6 will examine how the decision support algorithms presented in this thesis
can be improved with regard to the handling of data missingness.
Data Missingness and Imputation Algorithms
Real-world data sets are often not complete, but they rather lack certain values that
could not be obtained during the data collection process due to transmission errors,
reluctance or inability of the data source to release the data, etc. Many researchers and
other data analysts have been confronted with missing data, so that a theoretical basis
has been developed in the field concerning the characterization, the classification, and
the handling of missing data. In the following, the fundamentals of this theoretical
basis are summarized, mainly based on [4, 90, 126, 131].
Assume a dataset u of data units u(n) and size N (n ∈ [1,N],n ∈ N). Each data
unit consists of J attributes j, j ∈ N. Thus, each tuple (n,j) describes one variable,
11 http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/rjw/csu390-sp06/LectureMaterials/Decision-Problems.pdf (Last
accessed in January 2012).
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with the value u(n,j) = v , n ∈ [1,N], j ∈ [1,J], from a predefined set of values V(j)
for each attribute. For modeling missing data inside such a dataset, the fact that
a value could not be obtained needs to be stored. Hence, for each variable u(n,j),
an indicator variable r(n,j) can be added, which is set to 1 if the value is present,
0 otherwise. r(j) denotes the set of r(n,j) for all n ∈ 1..N and r denotes the set of
r(j) for all j ∈ 1..J. The missing values of variables of a dataset is also referred to as
missingness. The case where all variable values of a data unit cannot be obtained is
called unit nonresponse, whereas the case when only a few variable values are missing
is called item nonresponse. If the dataset is the outcome of repeated data collection
from the same set of sources, a certain source may stop the data output for some
time or forever. This phenomenon is called wave nonresponse, in case of “forever” it is
called attrition or dropout.
The properties of missingness can be specified further by looking at what is called
the distribution of missingness, that is, the distribution of the r(j). Let:
• uobs(j) be the variables of attribute j where the values could be obtained (or
observed), that is, r(n,j) = 1 for all elements of uobs.
• umis(j) be the missing values, that is, r(n,j) = 0 for all elements of umis. Hence
u = uobs ∪ umis, uobs ∩ umis = ∅.
The classification relates to the distribution of missingness as follows:
• The class Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) includes the cases where
the distribution of missingness is independent of uobs and umis. That is, the
distribution of the observed and the missing values have no influence on
the missingness. In probability theory, two random variables A and B are
independent if the following statement holds: P(A|B) = P(A). This means that
the probability that A is true when it is given that B is true, is equal to the
unconditional probability of A to be true. Hence, P(r) is MCAR if P(r|u) = P(r)
holds, hence P(r) = P(r|uobs) and P(r) = P(r|umis). Both, uobs and umis not
correlated to the distribution of the values of the complete data set.
• Missing At Random (MAR) is a class of cases where the distribution of miss-
ingness depends on observed values, but not on missing values. Hence, P(r)
is MAR if P(r|u) = P(r|uobs ∪ umis) = P(r|uobs). For a single random variable,
that means that its missingness distribution may depend on values of some other
random variable, but not on its own. When looking at the response behavior,
MAR means that for one data unit u(n) that is requested from a data source, the
ability (or decision) of the data source to not reveal the value u(n,j) of a variable
may be influenced by other observed values from the set uobs, but neither by
the required value u(n,j) itself nor by variable values from the set umis.
• The last class of missingness is Missing Not at Random (MNAR), which denotes
distributions of missingness that are neither MAR nor MCAR. That means that
the missingness might be associated to any other values, missing or observed.
Observed At Random (OAR) is a subclass of MNAR, where it is known that the
missing data have no association with observed data.
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Note that MCAR has the strictest requirements in terms of correlation between the
data and the missingness, followed by MAR and finally MNAR, which does not have
any restrictions at all. As the three classes are mutually exclusive, each missingness
found can be described by exactly one of the classes. The described classification
works for complete data sets as well as for single random variables, thus allowing to
treat them individually if needed. When working with real data, the classification of
the distribution of missingness is difficult. Since in most cases the real distributions
of the data are unknown, it is impossible to test whether a given data set is MAR or
not [131].
Once the theoretical basis has been provided, different approaches have appeared
for handling missing data. Most of them fall under the category of “imputation
algorithms”, because they substitute missing values with other values, which are
expected to be close to the original ones or to affect the further data processing as
least as possible. Some of the most commonly used approaches are summarized here,
while one of the most complete lists of such approaches can be found in [87], along
with more detailed descriptions of the underlying mathematical models.
• Case deletion is an approach according to which data units that miss values are
removed from the data set, i.e., for all n ∈ [1,N]: if ∑j∈J r(n,j) < J, then u(n) is
removed from the data set.
• Modus Imputation is an approach according to which the value that appears
most frequently among the observed values of an attribute (modus) is used in
order to replace all the missing values of that attribute. Mean Imputation is a
similar approach, which uses the arithmetic mean instead of the modus.
• The Random Hot Deck approach replaces missing values with an observed value
that is randomly chosen from the current dataset.
• Distance Function Matching is an approach based on the calculation of distances
between data units. The logic is similar to that of Random Hot Deck, but the
value is chosen with higher probability from data units that lie spatially or
temporally close to the data unit of the missing value. In the deterministic
variation of the approach, the value “closest” to the missing one is always used
for the replacement.
• Multiple Imputation is considered to be state of the art among the approaches
that are based on the maximum likelihood concept. With Multiple Imputation,
standard statistical methods are applied repeatedly in order to calculate es-
timates and confidence intervals of the examined variables, so that a certain
degree of uncertainty exists during the replacement of missing values and cer-
tain statistical characteristics, such deviation, are not lost from the final dataset.
For more details, refer to [4, 127].
As already mentioned, it can be rarely judged without further experiments which
approach suites best a given problem, because the success of imputation depends on
the characteristics of the missingness, on the values of the dataset, but also on the
nature of the problem and on the algorithms that will run upon the dataset after the
imputation.

3
A D A P TAT I O N I N S E RV I C E - O R I E N T E D C O M P U T I N G
»The proof of evolution lies in those adaptations that arise from improbable foundations.«
— Stephen Jay Gould
System adaptation is the general approach that will frame all the enhancementsproposed throughout this thesis. For this reason, this chapter is dedicated to
offering a transition from theoretical adaptation concepts to practical ideas about what
kind of adaptation is relevant for SOC and what potentials arise if this adaptation
is performed with a focus on wireless participants. After a general introduction in
adaptive systems, an important notion of adaptive service-oriented systems, namely
autonomic computing, is presented. The idea of enhancing service-oriented systems
through adaptation is then validated with an own extension of a state-of-the-art
open source service platform, while the chapter concludes with a discussion of the
potentials of drawing the focus of SOC adaptation on wireless participants.
3.1 self-adaptive systems
The scientific field concerned with adaptation and self-adaptive systems is not based
on completely new ideas, but it rather borrows concepts from other fields, such as
biologically-inspired computing, distributed artificial intelligence, machine-learning,
control theory etc. [25]. However, the ad-hoc combination of isolated approaches from
these different fields is not enough. Therefore, more specialized software engineer-
ing approaches and runtime maintenance techniques for developing self-adaptive
systems are emerging [25, 129]. A self-adaptive system is a system that adjusts itself
or its behavior to its environment. Many questions about what, where, how, and
when should be adapted arise. Although the answers depend heavily on the system,
there are some common denominators that help develop generic frameworks and
approaches, which can be reused for different self-adaptive systems.
One of these common denominators is the so called generic adaptation loop. The
generic adaptation loop is not only one of the most important ingredients of adapta-
tion, but also one of the best ways to explain the adaptation concept. It is the formal
representation (or the engineering expression) of the fact that a system adjusts itself
to its environment and it should be revisited or refined for every self-adaptive system.
Such a refined version will also be presented in the context of this thesis, in Chapter 4.
In its generic form, the loop has appeared in different versions, which are nevertheless
very similar.
Figure 4 shows two different versions of the generic adaptation loop, based on
[129] and [28]. In both versions, the lifecycle of a self-adaptive system is split into four
phases. The theoretical viewpoints behind these versions may differ in some details.
For example, [129] considers the recognition of system symptoms as part of the first
phase (monitoring), while the first phase of [28] seems to be limited to the pure
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Figure 4: Different versions of the generic adaptation loop, based on [129] (top) and
[28] (bottom)
collection of the data. Further differences become obvious by studying Figure 4 or the
referenced publications. However, a one-to-one matching of the adaptation phases, as
well as of their core concepts and employed techniques, can be easily performed.
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As the above lifecycle can have different instantiations and may be used for different
purposes, a set of properties (often referred to as self-* properties has been defined
for self-adaptive systems, in order to describe the nature (or the purposes) of given
instantiations. The most important of these properties [62, 129] are listed here because
they will be referenced in subsequent sections:
self-healing is the property of identifying, diagnosing, and repairing problems,
bugs, or other failures, which appear during the operation of a system, probably
due to changes of its environment.
self-optimization is the property of modifying particular system parts in order to
enhance system performance. The fact that runtime modifications can enhance
performance is, again, because the context of the system usage can change
dynamically. Optimization here does not have the meaning of “finding an
optimal solution” (as in the field of operations research), but it could be a
synonym of self-enhancement.
self-configuration is a property that relates mostly to incompatibilities between
system parts or software modules. It is understood as the re-installment, updat-
ing, or re-arrangement of them, so that the system remains functional despite
dynamic extensions or revisions.
self-protection is a security-related property, which means that the system can
prevent the propagation of errors than cannot be self-healed or even that it can
enhance its security mechanisms by “learning” throughout its operation and
without externally added enhancements.
self-organization and self-management , when used in this context, are
normally superordinate terms, which refer to the whole set of the aforemen-
tioned self-* properties. In a more general context, self-organization is often
understood as a synonym of “biologically inspired computing”. [85] offers an
interesting comparison of self-organization mechanisms in nature and IT.
3.2 self-adaptive service-oriented systems
A variety of research works related to adaptation have appeared in the SOC domain,
as well. Some of them are more generally applicable, while others are concerned
with very specific issues. They usually focus on different aspects, e.g., on new archi-
tectures for QoS-Management in SOC [164] (self-optimization), on new Web service
specifications and standards for defining adaptation (re-)actions [123], on mecha-
nisms for letting service-oriented systems automatically adapt to changing service
implementations [161] (self-configuration and self-healing), or simply on re-visiting
generic adaptation concepts in the context of enterprise SOC [14] (all self-* properties).
Among the most important series of works in the field are the works on Autonomic
Computing, which originate from the International Business Machines (IBM) company.
In the following, the works on autonomic computing are summarized in order to give
an example of how self-adaptation can be interpreted in the SOC domain. After that,
a proof-of-concept for self-adaptation in SOC is provided. For the latter purpose, an
open source service platform has been extended in order to include self-optimization
features.
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3.2.1 Autonomic Computing
The works of IBM on autonomic computing [14, 62, 108] focus on enterprise architec-
tures, often have explicit references to particular SOC technologies, e.g., Web services
[62, 108] or even the Web Services Distributed Management (WSDM) standard [14],
and they consider all self-* properties. Actually, although they are no generic or pure
theoretical works, they belong to the works that have established the term self-*. More
concretely, the works on autonomic computing propose and describe, among others,
the following:
• The existence of a set of components inside the SOA (called autonomic elements),
which have well-defined roles in a conjoint attempt to fulfill the adaptation
lifecycle. Autonomic managers are hierarchically placed inside the architecture in
order to control and orchestrate the lifecycle. Managed resources, self-managing
resources, knowledge sources, but also manual managers help them achieve this.
• The combined use of a set of specialized SOC-related standards, namely WSDM,
WSDM Event Format (WEF), a symptoms reference specification, and a solu-
tion deployment descriptor. The concepts are similar to popular WS standards,
though these ones should not be designed for developers, but rather for auto-
mated machine-to-machine communication inside a self-adaptive system.
Although Autonomic Computing provides a SOC-specific view of the abstract
adaptation concept, it is still an engineering concept that is far from presenting exact
technological solutions and proving that self-adaptation in a service-oriented system
can enhance performance. The latter potential will be examined in the next subsection
through a more concrete example.
3.2.2 Proof-of-Concept with an Open-Source Service Platform
The goal of this subsection is to provide a proof-of-concept, namely to discuss some
experiments that have been performed with an open source service platform. The
service platform has been extended with self-optimization features that can help
keep service availability at high levels despite changing usage conditions. The used
service platform, the added functionalities, and the main evaluation results are briefly
summarized in the following, while all design and implementation details have been
omitted. For the latter, please refer to [101, 102].
The service platform
In accordance with the nature of service-oriented software, some tasks exist, which
must be fulfilled in almost all SOA solutions, e.g.:
• The service registry mechanisms (publication of service descriptions, look-up of
service descriptions etc.).
• The address resolution (mapping of name-based service invocations to exact
addresses/endpoints).
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• The service deployment (loading, configuration, starting, and stopping of ser-
vices).
• The management and monitoring, usually in the form of auditing and logging,
with focus on QoS parameters such as service response times or hardware
metrics such as CPU load.
As already mentioned in Chapter 2, these tasks can be undertaken by a service
platform (or an ESB). Thus, enriching a service platform with self-adaptation mecha-
nisms means that these mechanisms will be present in every system built to run upon
this service platform. The service platform that has been selected for experimenting
with self-optimization extensions is Apache Tuscany1, which is the state-of-the-art
Service Component Architecture (SCA) platform. “SCA is a set of specifications which
describe a model for building applications and systems using a SOA”2. No service
platform has fulfilled the original vision of autonomic computing [29]. Thus, like all
other service platforms, Apache Tuscany lacks many relevant features. The following
paragraphs describe the main functionalities with which Apache Tuscany has been
extended. Prototypical self-optimization techniques that are enabled by the added
functionalities are then evaluated.
Main added functionalities
The extensions have been based, firstly, on the distribution of the platform core and,
secondly, on the enhancement of the monitoring mechanisms. More concretely, the
ability to perform deployment actions has been distributed to many different nodes,
so that services can be, for example, started or stopped remotely. As for the monitoring
modules, they have been enriched with Event Stream Processing (ESP) capabilities
[81], so that any node can launch so called software sensors with a developer-defined
goal in order to capture events that concern particular services. As a consequence, the
extended platform is equipped with the following two functionalities:
• Interest Registration: Any component can register itself as “interested” in a
service, storing at the same time its related ESP queries, determining this way
what kind of information the software sensors will be sending to it and when.
Components that register their interest contain software modules called actors,
which enforce reactions upon the occurrence of certain events.
• Service Instance Control Mechanism: The extended deployment mechanisms offer
to any component the possibility of retrieving the number of running instances
of a particular service, as well as the addresses of the nodes that could potentially
host further instances. Builds on these capabilities, the Service Instance Control
Mechanism and can be used by any component in order to define a minimum
number of instances of a service that should be running. This is obviously a
service replication-based approach. A related approach, which, however, focuses
rather on mobile service hosting, is proposed in [30].
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Figure 5: Input of the test runs (i.e., number of Web service users over time) and the
corresponding erroneous service invocations (for a test run with a simple
service)
Evaluation
The experiments have been performed on a simple, prototypically implemented, Web
service that receives keywords and returns responses of 1-2 kilobytes, after searching
in a database. This service, from now on denoted with S, has been subject to load
tests3: External clients have invoked it with the pattern shown in Figure 5. A linearly
increasing number of clients has been sending consecutive requests for 3 minutes.
Figure 5 also shows how the linear increase of users leads to an exponential increase
of erroneous service invocations, i.e., to an exponential decrease of the availability
levels. The test-clients record errors when a timeout occurs.
The load of Figure 5 has been sent to S for four different scenarios. With Nt(x)
denoting the number of occurrences of x in the last t seconds, the availability of S is
defined here as the value
A =
N10(Successful invocations of S)
N10(Invocations of S)
× 100%
This value has been measured over time for the following four scenarios:
• Scenario1: An instance of S is running on the original Apache Tuscany release
platform.
• Scenario2: Three instances of S are running on the original Apache Tuscany
platform and the invocations are equally distributed to them. The number
1 http://tuscany.apache.org (Last accessed in January 2012).
2 http://oasis-opencsa.org/sca (Last accessed in January 2012).
3 The load tests have been implemented with the tool soapUI, cf. http://www.soapui.org (Last accessed
in January 2012).
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Figure 6: Availability of all tested scenarios over time
of instances (3) has been chosen empirically, so that it could almost always
satisfy the given invocations’ curve (Figure 5). For this case, as well as for the
next two cases, the distribution of the invocations among the instances has
been simulated. This is safe because the load balancing is not the focus of the
experiments, though it would, of course, be interesting to test with different
balancing of the invocations.
• Scenario3: An instance of S is running on the extended platform, the deployment
instance of a node (more nodes could be used for fail-safety) registers itself as
interested in S, with a query for retrieving the number of users of S each second.
The deployment instance (more precisely its “actor” upon the retrieved data)
has the following simple logic: use the Service Instance Control Mechanism to
add an instance every time that the load of S exceeds a limit. This limit was
chosen in this scenario so that, for the given input of Figure 5, the mechanism is
started every minute.
• Scenario4: As in Scenario3, with the difference that the Service Instance Control
Mechanism now doubles the number of instances every time it is triggered.
With these two different configurations, the flexibility of the freely defined
adaptation logic is shown, indicating how the platform can easily integrate
application-dependent logic in order to be optimally exploited in different
systems. Obviously, the choice of this logic affects the results.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 present the results for the four described scenarios (Figure 7
is actually a zoom into the three “good performing” curves of Figure 6). Although
the experiment has been performed with a sample service, it is easy to understand
that similar effects would be noticed for almost any Web service, maybe with slight
modifications of the invocation pattern. Furthermore, this evaluation intends to
demonstrate the possibility of enhancing a service platform through self-adaptation
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Figure 7: Availability of scenarios 2, 3, and 4 over time (Zoom in the high-availability
results of Figure 6)
and should not be seen as a direct and complete comparison of different approaches
(or platform versions).
The results for Scenario1 prove that the availability of a service sinks when the
number of users increases heavily. The same effect is slightly noticeable even in the
case of the second scenario that is based on the original Tuscany platform, namely
Scenario2, although the number of service instances was manually chosen in order to
satisfy the given input. The decrease of the availability level is in that case much slower
than in Scenario1, though steady. If the number of users would grow further, then the
number of service instances would not be able to satisfy them any more, and an effect
similar to that observed in the case of Scenario1 would appear. Even if the maximum
load that can be expected for a service is known from the beginning, excluding this
way the possibility of such effects to appear, the usage of many instances from the
beginning can lead to a big waste of resources. In scenarios where the service usage
explosion is expected to happen suddenly but also rarely, this waste will be ongoing
during most of the time.
Contrary to Scenario1 and Scenario2, the number of service instances during Scenario3
and Scenario4 is adapted to the service load, maintaining high availability levels
without wasting resources. Figure 7 shows the effect of service instance control.
The component that uses the extended mechanisms in order to perform the service
instance control is (implicitly) informed (in this case every ca. 1 minute) by its
software sensors that the availability is sinking. Accordingly, further service instances
are remotely deployed and the service invocations are again distributed among them.
Thus, with an appropriate configuration at the side of the monitoring (and acting)
component, the availability can be maintained at the desired levels, as long as this is
allowed by the total resources that are available in the system. In a similar manner,
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the service instances can be adapted to a decreasing number of users, though this is
not shown in this evaluation.
During the last minute of the evaluation, Scenario4 presents a higher availability,
because the number of service instances is increased more abruptly. The difference
between Scenario3 and Scenario4 demonstrates the configurability of the used mecha-
nisms. The fact that different logics can be used inside the adaptation mechanisms
offers flexibility in the regulation of the availability levels and of their trade-off with
the costs. For example, a logic like the one used in Scenario3 would be used in a
scenario where service instance adaptations can be performed often, while the logic
of Scenario4 would rather be applied in scenarios where the frequent adaptation is
either impossible or not desired.
As mentioned, the regulation of availability with self-adaptation mechanisms is
only an example and a proof-of-concept, intending to demonstrate that state-of-the-art
service platforms can be enriched with adaptation mechanisms and that this can, in
turn, lead to significant enhancements. However, this is only a general statement and
one could still think of a vast amount of different possibilities, but also constraints,
concerning the application of the idea towards different goals. This thesis is concerned
with enhancing Web service performance for wireless consumers. Therefore, the next
subsection discusses the potentials of drawing the focus of the adaptation mechanisms
on wireless service participants.
Further related approaches that can be considered as technology-specific instantiations
of the self-adaptation principle have appeared in the SOC domain. Some of them
consider fault-tolerance and, with that, service availability, as well [48, 65]. However,
any comparisons of the presented service platform extension with them are out of
scope, because the extension has been developed merely as a proof-of-concept and
not as a solution for the mobile computing challenges that are of central interest for
this thesis.
3.3 the potentials of focusing on wireless participants
As already mentioned in Section 3.1, the systems that can profit from adaptation
are those that have variable, multifaceted, or changing environments. Compared to
stationary participants of traditional IT systems, wireless participants are prone to
exist in environments that present bigger variations in terms of device and network
capabilities, user contexts, and more (cf. also Section 2.2). Therefore, a number of
different potentials can be identified for the adaptation of SOC technologies for
wireless devices:
• First of all, there is a big potential for adaptation mechanisms related to per-
formance [80, 176]. The roots of this potential lie in the variety of network and
device capabilities, together with the fact that, because of the nature of SOC,
services are very often designed without prior knowledge about the types of
consumers that will use them. For example, if a service is designed to com-
municate using a protocol/format that is appropriate for smartphones, then
the ability to automatically adapt the used communication protocol/format
would be worthwhile if the target group may change in the future. Performance
is, in any case, usually the first “bullet” when listing the challenges of mo-
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bile SOC. Specific solutions in this direction would fall under the category of
self-optimization.
• A further potential stems from the fact that the technologies for implementing
mobile service clients are not as mature as the technologies for implementing
stationary or PC-based service clients [99, 158]. Therefore, apart from unexpected
performance issues, technical incompatibilities may also appear when new types
of mobile clients join a system. For example, if many mobile clients which are
not equipped with implementations of certain specifications needed in order
to process SOAP responses joined a system, it would probably make sense to
adapt the service so that it can be addressed with simpler message formats.
Specific solutions in this direction would fall under the category of self-healing
or self-configuration.
• Last but not least, context-awareness is often a very important issue in mobile
applications [8]. Even when the appearance or the definition of new types of
context in a system does not cause performance degradation or incompatibilities
for mobile clients, it may still be desired that the mobile clients become capable of
using these new types of context and it is normally desired that this happens in
an automated way. For example, [98] discusses, among others, how Web services
can be automatically adapted in order to be able to handle optional parameters,
which can be used for personalization and context-awareness. Such solutions
would fall under the category of self-configuration, or even self-optimization, if
Quality of Information (QoI) is considered to be an aspect related to QoS or
performance.
Examples
Figure 8 illustrates4 the three mentioned potentials with somewhat more concrete
examples, though still high-level ones. Assume WS1 as a location-based standard
(SOAP) Web service that provides the exact locations of emergency vehicles, e.g.,
ambulances and fire tracks, along with plenty of information about their status and the
operating staff. As input, WS1 requires the location range of interest and an optional
parameter which indicates the exact interests of the consumer and can thus be used
in order to filter the results. Imagine that this service, which has been typically used
by workstations stationed in the headquarters or offices of the emergency-handling
organizations, is desired to be integrated in new mobile applications which support
the on-site staff.
The Web service-related technological requirements that arise because of this new
way of use have not necessarily been considered during the development or the
previous operation of the service. Thus, adaptations to the needs of the mobile
devices that will appear as service consumers are necessary. Ideally, these adaptations
can be enforced in an automated manner, not only for WS1, but for any similar service
that needs it.
4 The example scenario is inspired by a project in which the author participated, cf. http://www.soknos.de
(Last accessed in January 2012), while the screenshots are taken from own demonstrators of the author.
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Web service WS1 offers an operation that informs about the locations of emergency forces (e.g., ambulances 
and firefighters). The operation takes a parameter that indicates the location of interest and an optional 
parameter that can be used to filter the searched types of forces. WS1 provides a SOAP interface and has 
been typically consumed by stationary devices.
If, at some point of its lifecycle, WS1 has to be used by...
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set the value of the optional parameter, which has not been 
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activated by the Web server of the service provider.
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Figure 8: Examples that illustrate the three main potentials (i.e., the handling of
performance, technical incompatibilities, and context-awareness) of drawing
the focus of Web service adaptation towards mobile consumers
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The three cases shown in Figure 8a–Figure 8c provide a feeling about how a
performance-related, a technical-incompatibility-related, and a context-awareness-
related adaptation action could look like for this Web service.
Assuming that the big-sized responses of WS1 cause low performance of the Web
service calls when the latter are performed by a bandwidth-constrained consumer,
Figure 8a shows that activating compression for the Web service responses could heal
the performance problems. It should not be forgotten that, in the absence of mobile
consumers such as those of Figure 8a, compression may not only be unnecessary, but
also burdening for the (server- and client-) CPUs, and thus undesired [160].
Another possibility is that the new mobile application must be quickly developed or
adjusted for a different type of mobile devices, whose platform does not offer native
SOAP support, so that the implementation of service consumers for WS1 involves
a very high degree of complexity. For example, for Java-based mobile applications,
Web service consumption has been enabled by the definition of a corresponding
specification5, which is not necessarily implemented on every device. In such a case,
it would make sense to automatically offer the Web service with an extra interface
and messaging format, e.g., REST, thus easing the Web service consumption on the
devices of interest, as shown in Figure 8b.
Finally, it is possible that, in order to enhance the quality of the provided informa-
tion, it is desired to filter the results of the Web service responses even for clients
that do not provide the corresponding optional parameter. Although this may be
impossible, if consumers such as those of Figure 8c appear in the system, for which re-
lated context information can be found in a separate context database, the automated
enrichment of the Web service calls might be an option. Figure 8c demonstrates a
case in which the Web service has been implicitly informed that the consumers of
this type are only interested in information about ambulances.
Although this has only been an example, it must be noted that location-based
services comprise a very important category of services that can be enhanced with
adaptation mechanisms. This is because location-based services are present in a very
big number of different application domains, they have a very close relationhip to
context-awareness, and may exchange big amounts of data. Further, their consumption
on mobile devices has only recently advanced, thanks to new positioning techniques,
new programming languages specifications, middleware etc. [68]. All the above leads
to a more frequent necessity for adaptation.
The three identified potentials are based on the study of related approaches and
on considerations about the most important issues of mobile SOC (cf. also [99, 178]).
However, this does not mean that the potentials of the application of adaptation
mechanisms in the field will always be limited to these three points. New approaches
may enable or reveal new dimensions of the enhancement of mobile SOC through
adaptation mechanisms.
The current thesis will focus on performance, and, to be more specific, on adaptation
mechanisms for enhancing the wireless performance of existing (possibly third-
party) Web services. The next chapter will eventually focus on particular adaptation
mechanisms of this category. However, before presenting specific solutions, it will
present a complete architecture/framework for the adaptation of services for wireless
participants. Although the framework and the architecture will include modules for
5 http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=172 (Last accessed in January 2012).
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automated context enrichment and –implicitly– also for the handling of technical
incompatibilities, all further approaches and scientific contributions will be dedicated
to the goal of enhancing performance.
3.4 summary and conclusions
In this chapter, generic concepts of system adaptation have been presented, followed
by a gradual concretization of the issue towards SOC adaptation and, finally, service
adaptation for wireless participants. On the way towards achieving the long-term goal
of enhancing SOC for wireless participants, adaptation will be the general approach.
More specific solutions will be presented in its context.
Self-adaptive systems have been introduced as the systems that adapt themselves to
changes in their environment and it has been discussed why almost all self-adaptive
systems are characterized by an adaptation loop, which is practically an instantiation
of the generic adaptation loop (cf. Section 3.1).
A series of works on autonomic computing have been identified as the state of the
art for applying abstract adaptation concepts in the SOC domain. In an attempt to
test the applicability of adaptation concepts in a service platform –which is, from a
technical perspective, the heart of service-oriented systems–, a state-of-the-art open
source service platform has been accordingly extended. Core capabilities of the
platform have been distributed, dynamic monitoring and event-based reactions have
been enabled, and replication-based adaptation mechanisms have been evaluated.
Referring to [102] for design and implementation details, this chapter has mainly
presented evaluation results that demonstrate how service availability can be enhanced
or regulated by using such adaptation mechanisms.
It has been highlighted that the described service platform extension is merely
a “proof-of-concept”, which only includes prototypically implemented mechanisms
and does not consider wireless participants. However, the chapter has concluded by
explaining that, in the field of service-oriented systems with wireless participants,
adaptation mechanisms can be mainly used in order to handle issues of performance,
incompatibilities, and context-awareness.

4
M E D I AT I O N - B A S E D W E B S E RV I C E A D A P TAT I O N F O R
W I R E L E S S D E V I C E S
»There is something different about communications that are mediated by a piece of
technology; it is easier to talk about difficult subjects, and that is both good and bad. You
don’t see the person’s upper lip tremble. You don’t hear their voice quiver.«
— Amanda Lenhart
Different service adaptation mechanisms can be better examined and comparedin the context of an adaptation framework. Therefore, this chapter starts by in-
troducing the high-level scenario of the work at hand, namely the Internet of Services
(IoS). Then, the Mobility Mediation Layer (MML) is presented as an architecture for
hosting service adaptation mechanisms in the IoS. After identifying the part of the
MML where the adaptation mechanisms considered in this thesis reside, technical
details of the considered contexts and a revisited adaptation loop (cf. Chapter 3) com-
plete the description of the adaptation framework. Although the MML is referenced
throughout this thesis as the host of the performed adaptation, all the mechanisms
and solutions contributed by the thesis could be part of any layer similar to the
MML, provided that it shares with MML the goals and, coarsely, the adaptation loop
described in Section 4.3.
Once the framework and the focus are well defined, possible service adaptation
mechanisms can be examined. Thus, Section 4.4 contributes a detailed study and
comparison of approaches for lightweight Web service communication in the context
of mobile computing, because these are the approaches that could be possibly used
as adaptation mechanisms in the MML (or a similar layer).
4.1 the internet of services scenario
The IoS [21, 22, 95, 136] should be understood as a future scenario for service-
orientation. In short, the IoS refers to a globalization of service-oriented solutions,
where Web services are offered by different providers through common global ser-
vice marketplaces. New stakeholders and roles (such as marketplace hosts or other
intermediaries) appear [136], making the relationships between service providers
and service consumers eventually even more loose and flexible. Universal service
markets have been envisioned and discussed even earlier, e.g., in [77], as the common
denominator of the collection presented in that work. However, with SOC still being
immature, [77] focuses on telecommunication services.
The realization of the IoS scenario is supported and accelerated by certain enabling
technologies. For example, new service description specifications such as USDL [22],
which include the business and operational aspects in addition to the technical details,
turn Web services into perfectly tradable goods. However, in the context of this thesis,
more important than the technologies are some features of the IoS scenario. The main
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IoS features that determine how, where, and what kind of service adaptation can be performed
inside it, are the following:
• Many Web services gathered under single portals: If service marketplaces offer
homogeneous and easy access to a large number of Web services, then particular
adaptation mechanisms can be performed at once for many of them. Generic
adaptation mechanisms (i.e., adaptation mechanisms that can be applied to any
service) whose implementation or operation is difficult are probably not worth
their effort when they can only be applied to few services. If the modules that
can apply these mechanisms have access to global service marketplaces or even
exist as marketplace extensions, then their development and operation may be
much more beneficial.
• Less predictable Web service usage characteristics: Traditionally, Web services have
been developed for a set of consumers which has been more or less known
a priori. In a scenario where Web services are published as tradable goods
waiting for potential consumers to find and buy them, it is much more difficult
to predict under what system conditions the Web services will be actually used.
For service adaptation mechanisms of the IoS, this means that they should
consider a wide spectrum of different possible system contexts/conditions.
This unpredictability is a side-effect of flexible relationships between service
providers and consumers.
• Less control or influence over third-party Web services: Another side-effect of the
looser relationships between service providers and consumers is the fact that
consumers have less influence on the implementations of third-party services.
This has the following very important effect on adaptation: Adaptation mecha-
nisms that need any kind of modifications in the code or the hosting system of
the service, which have often been examined in the context of SOC adaptation,
normally do not come into question in the case of the IoS, because it is rare
to assume such access rights. As mentioned earlier, the modules that host the
adaptation mechanisms are expected to lie inside the control sphere of an IoS
stakeholder other than the Web service owner.
The next section describes an IoS-oriented architectural solution for performing
service adaptation for wireless participants.
4.2 the mobility mediation layer
The MML has been conceived as a service adaptation layer that suits the IoS scenario,
i.e., it has been designed for working with service marketplaces that give access to
various services, it assumes no access to the implementations or the hosting systems
of the services, and it focuses on the types of adaptation that are dictated by the
needs of mobile computing (cf. Section 3.3). Such a layer could be operated by a
service marketplace host that desires to offer services with different access methods
or communication protocols, by a mobile application developer that desires to adapt
the way services are consumed by her/his application, or by any stakeholder that
has the business model of offering enhanced access to existing third-party services.
Figure 9 shows the high-level MML architecture and indicates the modules where the
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Figure 9: High-level architecture of the Mobility Mediation Layer
performance-related adaptation mechanisms are located. Before focusing on the latter,
the complete MML architecture is briefly explained for the sake of completeness.
The MML can, of course, be accessed by all types of clients. However, its target
group are mobile and wireless, often constrained, Web service clients. Thus, these
clients can substitute their direct Web service calls (left dashed arrow in Figure 9)
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with mediated calls through the MML (right dashed arrow in Figure 9). For this,
they use the MML Interface, which also includes an Authentication Mechanism. The
calls are then handled by the Execution Engine, which involves the Context Manager
in order to personalize the calls and perform automated context enrichment and
the Service Manager in order to find the appropriate services (and their Proxies) that
will be used. Particular approaches for implementing or enhancing the application-
spanning personalization and context-enrichment of the service calls are not examined
any further in this thesis, because the focus lies on performance-related adaptation
mechanisms. Interesting related considerations can be read in [15]. The actual call
of the external Web service is then performed by a proxy, which may vary from
a simple “dummy” request/response forwarder to the enforcer of any adaptation
mechanism. More on this issue will be explained in the next sections. The availability
of proxies, i.e., the types of proxies that are generated and used for each service,
depends on the MML Settings, which, in turn, depend on the System Context, as
can be seen in Figure 9, while the service descriptions are also necessary for the
proxy generation process. Further, the MML includes an Admin Portal, which can
be used to configure/administrate the MML or to manually examine monitoring
and logging information stored by the proxies for every Web service call. Finally,
the MML accesses service descriptions and other service-related information from
the IoS through its IoS/Marketplace Connectors, while a Push Mechanism is responsible
for the reverse communication with the wireless consumers, when the latter must
be informed about an event that is triggered by the current context. Some of the
MML components can be derived and/or are inspired by abstract components of
general-purpose QoS-middleware concepts such as that of [91]. In particular, many
conceptual similarities can be found between the MML adaptation components and
the descriptions of [91] about QoS-adaptation with “resource adaptors”, “component
configurators”, and “service configurators”.
As already mentioned, the adaptation mechanisms presented in this thesis are not
middleware-specific and could lie inside any other similar layer. For this reason, no
further details about the MML as a whole are presented here. However, such details
could provide a more complete understanding of the technical context. Therefore,
Section A.1 provides further information and screenshots about the operation, the
use cases, and the overall practical benefits of the MML. Furthermore, some initial
ideas and the first high-level architecture of the MML can be found in [99].
4.3 focusing on adaptation for performance
Before referring to exact adaptation mechanisms (or proxies), i.e., before examining
what tasks and techniques can be performed by a proxy, the concept of using Web
service proxies in order to enhance performance is first described abstractly. Thus,
Subsection 4.3.1 explains the relationship between proxies and adaptation mecha-
nisms and provides a simplified view of the mediated Web service communication,
abstracting from all further details of a layer such as the MML. After that, all the
background information needed for the design of a specific, revisited adaptation loop
will have been presented. Thus, Subsection 4.3.2 provides and describes the revisited
adaptation loop for the examined scenario.
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Figure 10: Simplified view of the Mobility Mediation Layer proxying concept
4.3.1 Enhancing Performance with Web Service Proxies
Due to the lack of control over external Web services (cf. Section 4.1) is the proxying
of Web service calls the obvious approach for enforcing adaptation mechanisms [2].
Any layer that needs to mediate Web service calls would have to use some kind of
proxies.
Proxying is an abstract concept that implies the interception of requests and it may
be used in many different fields. The definition of a Web service proxy in the context of
this thesis is specified with the following statement:
web service proxy is a module of a mediation layer that can intercept the calls
to a particular external Web service in order to enforce an independent and
well-defined adaptation mechanism.
More concretely, as depicted in the simplified view of Figure 10, Web service proxies
have the following mission: They try to avoid that a heavyweight communication
takes place over the wireless channel by replacing direct calls (long dashed arrow in
Figure 10) of wireless service consumers to Web services with proxied service calls.
The latter consist of two parts: a wireless call (short dashed arrow in Figure 10) to the
proxy and a wired call (short direct arrow in Figure 10) from the proxy to the Web
service. As the proxy enforces an adaptation mechanism, the wireless call is expected
to be more lightweight, i.e., to be completed by exchanging less data, while the wired
call normally uses exactly the same data exchange as the original direct call (long
dashed arrow in Figure 10) would. Different proxies enforce different adaptation
mechanisms. The adaptation mechanisms that a Web service proxy can possibly
enforce will be discussed in Section 4.4. Figure 10 also illustrates that multiple proxies
may exist for the same service.
It must be noted that the Web service proxies could be implemented manually.
However, such a manual implementation requires some development effort for every
individual proxy generation. The approach of this thesis is an automatic Web service
proxy generation that is based on the service descriptions (cf. Figure 10). This approach
is much more challenging in terms of development, but, once implemented, it can be
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Figure 11: The case-specific adaptation loop for performance-related Web service
adaptation in a mediation layer concerned with wireless service consumers
used for as many proxy generations as desired. The automatic proxy generation is
also partly based on novel concepts and will be described in Chapter 5 as part of the
solution for enabling a new adaptation mechanism.
4.3.2 Revisiting the Adaptation Loop
The previous sections concretized the examined case of adaptation, namely performance-
related Web service adaptation for wireless consumers, so that a revisited, case-specific
adaptation loop can be designed, as promised in Chapter 3. Referring back to the
generic adaptation loop (Figure 4), the main case-specific contents of the four adapta-
tion phases are listed in the following, while the resulting loop is shown in Figure 11.
Low-level details, e.g., the exact and complete lists of relevant context attributes, can
only be determined after the examination of the possible adaptation mechanisms in
Section 4.4.
• Collect: Here belong all the attributes which can be potentially captured by
a mediation layer and whose values may determine the adaptation decisions
or actions. In the described case, these attributes could be either context at-
tributes or Web service characteristics, while the latter may also be understood
as part of the system context. Thus, there are four types of relevant system
context: (i) Network-related context includes network connection features such
as bandwidth, latency, packet loss etc., (ii) device-related context refers to the
characteristics of the devices used by the Web service consumers, e.g., processing
power, memory etc., (iii) service-related context refers to the features of the Web
services, e.g., average request/response sizes etc., and (iv) application-related
context includes application features such as the frequency of the Web service
calls, their criticality etc.
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• Analyze: In this phase, the collected context attributes must be preprocessed,
structured, or analyzed in a way that renders them usable for the proxy generator
decision support system. An important task of this phase is to gather the context
data from the different sources and organize them in a structured data set of
Web service call records. For example, one Web service call is characterized by
Web service features, which can be found in the service registry or by testing
the Web service, by monitored response times, which can be found in the
monitoring and logging database, and lots more. Further, practical experience
from using the MML in a project1 proved that many of the information that can
be potentially captured are missing for particular Web service calls. Therefore, a
handling of the missing values through data imputation is an important part of
the analysis phase.
• Decide: Once the collected data has been prepared, it serves as input of the
decision support algorithms that help decide which proxies should be generated.
By examining the possibilities for this case and referring back to the theory of
Subsection 2.3.3, it becomes obvious that there are two possibilities for scoring
the different alternatives: the “QoS-based scoring of the alternative proxies” and
the “QoE-based scoring of the alternative proxies”.
• Execute: The main actions involved in the examined adaptation scenario are the
generation or the deletion of a Web service proxy, as well as its (de-)activation,
i.e., the enforcement of its use (or not). Although the MML includes further
actions, such as “register proxy”, they are not considered to be directly related
to the adaptation process.
The revisited adaptation loop also reveals the importance of context in the adapta-
tion lifecycle. As it becomes obvious, context is handled at many different levels, as it
is the object of the two first phases (collect and analyze), while it may also play a major
role during the other phases. Thus, although some works ([82, 114]) have analyzed
the research issues related to context in general, context may be examined from many
different perspectives depending on the research focus. The perspective from which
context is examined determines, in turn, the scientific methods that should be used
for handling it.
For example, the adaptive system for the support of communication services
presented in [134] could also be modeled with a similar adaptation lifecycle and
presents interesting approaches for retrieving and evaluating context. However, the
focus of that work is explicitly set on the retrieval of context and on its evaluation
for identifying user stati. The user stati are then considered to be higher-level context
information. The mentioned actions are parts of the first two phases. The current
thesis focuses partly on the context analysis (with focus on data imputation), but
more extensively on the decision support (Chapter 6) and the design and execution
of adaptation actions (Chapter 5). Both the difference of the research focus and the
difference of the system goals (capturing events vs. enhancing performance) render
the specific algorithms used in works such as [134] out of scope for the current
thesis. The same holds for works in the field of context-based multimedia content or
rate adaptation [1, 124]. For example, [124] handles the network context as a “black
1 http://www.greenmobility-project.de (Last accessed in January 2012).
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box” and focuses on involving user feedback as adaptation trigger, while [1] uses
system context in order to design a set of predefined, video-specific, adaptation rules.
Concerning the adaptation actions themselves (execution phase), the referenced works
present technology-specific solutions, which are also out of scope for this thesis. All
in all, ideas and approaches from works that involve context-based adaptation can be
rarely and only partly applied, because the technological object of adaptation and the
research focus vary in a very big scale.
4.4 study and comparison of web service adaptation mechanisms
Given that a Web service proxy is a component that enforces a Web service adaptation
mechanism and that it must be investigated which types of proxies come into question
for the MML, it is necessary at this point to list and analyze the possible Web service
adaptation mechanisms, i.e., the possible proxies. For this, the following subsections
present the details and the results of a study and comparison of Web service adap-
tation mechanisms, based on related publications from research and industry. No
similar survey has been found in literature that could form the basis for examining
the described proxy-based adaptation. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first survey that examines and compares the adaptation mechanisms in
the context of mobile computing, i.e., the first survey that discusses under which
particular conditions of the mobile/wireless environment each adaptation mechanism
achieves its maximum benefit.
The analysis of the benefits of different adaptation mechanisms under different
circumstances can be useful in other scenarios, as well. Thus, the contribution of
the presented survey is not limited to the scenario of Web service mediation, which
has been described. For example, one can imagine future mobile applications that
decide themselves at runtime which available service endpoint to connect to. Then,
the insights of the survey would be useful at the side of the service consumer, as well.
A service bus that offers multi-channel access [67] to its services is another example
of a system that could exploit the insights of the survey.
Concerning the Web service adaptation mechanisms themselves, the related work
will be covered in the next section. As for related studies, the work of [80] can
be mentioned. Nevertheless, it only considers high-level Web service adaptation
approaches rather than particular implementable adaptation mechanisms, it is limited
to descriptions, and it does not offer a deeper analysis or any direct comparisons. A
much more complete listing of approaches for enhancing Web service performance
can be found in [157]. However, that work is more general, it does not focus on
mobility, and it does not use the aspects of mobile computing as criteria for its
analyses. Thus, the main contribution of the survey at hand is the analysis of the
adaptation mechanisms according to the “mobile computing-related” circumstances
that make them beneficial, the identification and description of categories, and the
mapping of related work and specific approaches to the identified categories. Some
validating experiments can be considered as further contributions.
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Table 3: Aspects that comprise the technical setting of mobile Web service calls and
thus determine the suitability (or not) of the adaptation mechanisms. The last
column indicates the thresholds used during the survey for characterizing
the aspect values as small (s), medium (m), or high (h)
component aspect values / thresholds
Network
Bandwidth
s: 6 50 kbit/s
m: 6 1 Mbit/s
h: > 1 Mbit/s
Latency
s: 6 10 ms
m: 6 50 ms
h: > 50 ms
Packet loss
s: 6 5%
m: 6 15%
h: > 15%
Stability
s, m, and h based on subjec-
tive statements of the exam-
ined publications
Device CPU power
s: sensor mote or similar
m: phone, smartphone
h: laptop or similar
Service
Data size / SOAP size
s, m, and h based on subjec-
tive statements of the exam-
ined publications
SOAP message size
s: 6 100 bytes
m: 6 1 kB
h: > 1 kB
Processing time
s: 6 1 s
m: 6 1 min
h: > 1 min
Application
Service call frequency
s: 6 0.1 calls/min
m: 6 10 calls/min
h: > 10 calls/min
Service call criticality
s, m, and h based on subjec-
tive statements of the exam-
ined publications
4.4.1 Determining Aspects
The consumption of Web services by wireless devices has many aspects that affect
performance. After a careful study of the examined related work, four components
that make up the technical setting of a wireless Web service invocation have been
identified. As already mentioned in Subsection 4.3.2, these are the service itself, the
device, the used network connection, and the application that uses the service. Each of
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the components includes various relevant aspects, i.e., aspects that determine which
adaptation mechanism would perform better under specific circumstances.
The four components, their subordinate aspects, as well as the corresponding values
and thresholds used for the analysis, are listed in Table 3. For this analysis, the three
discrete categorical values small (s), medium (m) and high (h) have been used for each
aspect. They were considered to be a good fit because of two main reasons: Firstly,
they have an appropriate granularity, which allows for an analysis of the approaches.
Related work does not always provide the details that would be needed in order to
support a more precise analysis. Secondly, the exact values and the thresholds change
with technological advances and may also depend on the goals of the developer or the
platform that want to exploit this knowledge. However, the technological advances
are analogous to the workloads [17], as well as to the user expectations, so that a
more coarse analysis with categorical values has much better chances of remaining
valid. For some aspects, no thresholds are given at all. For these aspects, relevant
statements or subjective –but logical– arguments from the related literature are used
in order to fill the analysis table. The exact thresholds that are indeed provided in
Table 3 are provided in order to give a feeling about the meaning of s, m, and h in the
context of current applications.
4.4.2 Analysis and Categorization
As a matter of course, not every approach that could implicitly dictate a possible
adaptation mechanism could be included in the survey. The approaches that have
been studied and listed satisfy the following criteria:
• They are prominently published and they focus on (or refer to) mobile com-
puting, i.e., they include an evaluation or a discussion of the benefits of the
approach for wireless consumers.
• It is obvious that they can be implemented as adaptation mechanisms2 even if
the original publications do not describe them as such, i.e., they can be enforced
by a mediation layer for external services without changes on the provider-side.
The studied approaches are listed in Table 4. Each approach is described by a Web
service usage setting in which its authors/developers expect the approach to have a
big benefit compared to the standard Web service usage. Aspects whose influence is
unknown or irrelevant to the efficiency of the approach are simply omitted (indicated
by the symbol “–” in Table 4). The following paragraph provides an example of how
each row of the table has been filled:
In [116] and [70], for example (cf. first row of Table 4), SOAP-over-UDP (SoU) is
compared to classic SOAP transport (over HTTP/TCP or directly over TCP). The
transmission overhead of the three methods is compared, showing that SoU has the
2 Other approaches for lightweight remote procedure calls, e.g., the approach presented in [121], could
also be interesting, but cannot be included in the study because the ability to translate their message
representations to SOAP messages (and the other way round) is not proved, while the target domain
and the evaluation focus are also different than the ones examined here.
3 Again here, s(=small), m(=medium), and h(=high) are ordered categorical values with s < m < h, so
that, for example > m means “m or h”. As explained in more detail in the text, “–” refers to values that
are either unknown or unimportant.
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Table 4: Analysis of the Web service adaptation mechanisms according to the technical
settings that maximize their benefit3
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SOAP-over-UDP
[70, 116]
– >m 6s – – – 6m 6s – 6s 8–10x
SOAP-over-SCTP
[143, 165]
– – >m >h – – – – >h – 1.1–1.3x
Compression
[59, 160]
6s – – – >m – >m – – – 1–1.5x
SOAP-over-WAP
[42]
6m – – – – – – – – – 1.3x
Persistent connection
[59]
>m – – >h – – >m – >h – 2–5x
SOAP-over-SMTP
[16]
– – – 6m – – – >h – – –
Wireless SOAP
[7]
6m – – – – 6s >m – – – 3–5x
JAVA RMI
[26]
>m >m 6s – – – – – – – >10x
HHFR
[97]
6m – – – – 6m – – >m – 1.5–10x
MundoCore
[3]
– – – – 6m – – – – – 3–5x
Fast Web Services
[130]
6m – – – – 6m >m – – – 2–10x
smallest overhead. The overhead to user data ratio improvement is highest for small
message sizes, while it gets very small with high message sizes. Therefore, as can
be checked in the related evaluation results [70, 116], significant improvements are
achieved with small and medium message sizes, as indicated by the notation 6 m in
Table 4. Furthermore, the response times are tested through a loopback link (i.e., a
local call) and over a WLAN link. On the loopback link, the SoU improvement is small,
whereas it is ten times higher over the WLAN link, which introduced a significant
amount of latency. However, the UDP protocol does not guarantee a failure-free data
transmission. Packets can get lost or duplicated. With packet loss values that are not
small, the approach may be considered to be useless. Further, the application must be
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able to cope with this feature, which means that the approach should not be used
for critical service calls, but rather when their criticality for the application is small.
Finally, for UDP, a timeout is defined, which is usually approximately 60 seconds.
Thus, if the processing time of the service is not small or medium, there is a danger
that all packets get timed out, leading to an unsuccessful service call.
A similar logic, easily comprehensible and traceable through a careful study of
the approaches, was followed in order to analyze all the remaining approaches.
Thus, no detailed explanation is provided for the rest of them. Instead, only the
idea of each approach is summarized in one sentence: [165] suggests using Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) as the protocol for the transmission of the
SOAP messages, [160] and [59] intend different types of compression for the SOAP
messages, [42] uses the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) suite and WAP gateways
instead of sending the SOAP messages over HTTP, [59] evaluates the use of persistent
connections for the Web service communication, [16] transmits SOAP messages with
the e-mail protocol Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), [7] introduces a more
lightweight encoding technique for the SOAP messages, [26] evaluates the use of the
traditional Java-based technique Remote Method Invocation (RMI) as an alternative
of SOAP, [97] uses a framework called Handheld Flexible Representation (HHFR)
that helps avoid the transmission of redundant data, [3] presents the MundoCore
middleware, which is also based on a new lightweight encoding for remote calls
that can be used alternatively to SOAP, while [130] describes an approach of Sun
Microsystems (called Fast Web Services) for the optimization of the representation of
Web service messages.
In addition to indicating the values that the various aspects should have so that
each approach can enhance the performance, the expected performance enhancement
is provided. The last column of Table 4 shows the Web service response time enhance-
ment measured or calculated by the authors/developers of the approach. This was
expressed in comparison to standard Web service calls (SOAP-over-HTTP-over-TCP)
and indicates how faster the alternative solution should be in a best-case scenario. It is
very important to take into account that these improvements have not been measured
under counterbalanced experimental settings and have not been validated for the
purposes of this survey. Therefore, they should not be used for direct comparisons, but
rather as a reference or just in order to get a feeling of the potentials of the approaches.
More important than the exact improvements are the settings that let each approach
achieve its maximum benefit, because these settings can help determine which proxy
would be suitable for which contexts.
Nevertheless, the results of the survey are extensible and adjustable to different
requirements. For example, further approaches could be examined, evaluated, and
added, gaps in the table could be filled in with values that are proven by new
experiments, or existing values can be adjusted by system designers that need to
use different thresholds. Thus, Table 4 is considered to form an extensible basis
for decisions and further analyses and not to comprise a final and undisputable
comparison result.
For a mediation layer that needs to include adaptation mechanisms which corre-
spond to the listed approaches, it may be desirable to avoid the complexity of imple-
menting every possible solution. Instead, only some of them may be implemented.
For this reason, a further step of the presented analysis could be the identification of
similarities and the categorization (or grouping) of the approaches. For example, a
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mediation layer may want to be equipped with only one adaptation mechanism from
each category.
At first sight, no strict categorization seems to be possible based only on the values
of the aspects. Not only because these values have a coarse granularity, but also
because, as mentioned, some of them are based on educated guesses rather than
experiments and many entries are still blank, a strict categorization has been avoided.
Instead, five non-deterministic categories are identified, which can be obtained by
comparing the ideas behind the approaches. In this context, non-deterministic means
that an approach may belong to more than one category, while different analysts
could come up with a slightly different mapping of approaches to categories. Up to
an extent, however, approaches of the same category are expected to offer benefits
under similar circumstances. Other adaptation mechanisms could belong to one of
these categories, but adaptation mechanisms that do not match to any of them could
also appear. The following five distinguishable ideas were found behind the studied
approaches:
• Reduction of redundancies in a stream of Web service calls, i.e., elimination of
the repeated transmission of the same information [59, 97, 143, 165].
• Protocol transformation, i.e., replacement of SOAP messages with alternative,
more lightweight, RPC mechanisms [3, 26].
• Reduction of the amount of data transmitted during a Web service call, while
leaving the rest of the Web service stack untouched (solutions based on com-
pression or encoding) [7, 42, 59, 130, 160].
• Introduction of a message queuing infrastructure that queues messages for
retrieval when the device connection is ready for it [16].
• Ignorance of transmission failures for the performance enhancement of probably
non-critical service calls [70, 116].
4.4.3 Accompanying Experiments
The survey has been accompanied by experiments that had two main purposes:
Firstly, the conducted experiments validate some of the performance improvement
expectations found in the studied literature and provided in Table 4. Secondly, they
investigate if other aspects, whose influence has not yet been sufficiently examined
and analyzed in related work, could have an influence on the benefit of the adaptation
mechanisms, as well.
In the following, an exemplary accompanying experiment is described, which
partially validates the improvements of [26]4 and [160]. Additionally, it proves that
the service-related aspect “used data types” could also affect the efficiency of the
mechanisms. As the influence of this aspect has never been examined in this context,
this experiment is considered to be novel. However, due to the absence of relevant
experiments and discussions in the related work, the aspect has not been included in
the analysis of Subsection 4.4.2.
4 This has also been the only analyzed approach that is not explicitly evaluated in a mobile computing
context in its referenced publication. However, the proposed technique is often referenced in this context,
so that it has been interesting to include it in the accompanying experiments.
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The experimental setup for the examination of the “used data types” as an aspect
that could affect the efficiency of the adaptation mechanisms has been as follows:
• Two Web services have been tested. One of them sends responses with complex
types (a list of complex objects), while the other sends responses with simple
types (a string of varying size).
• The size of the data in the response messages has been varied from 1 to 106
bytes (X-axis of Figure 12 and Figure 13). In the case of the complex data, the
minimum size was approximately 2000 bytes (= size of one complex object).
• The two services were called directly with SOAP communication, as well as
with the two alternative access methods, i.e., with the RMI protocol and with
compression.
• The reduction of the amount of data that has been exchanged for the transmis-
sion of the responses was measured in all cases and was expressed as the size
of the adapted response (compressed or RMI-encoded) divided by the size of the
original SOAP response. This ratio is represented on the Y-axis of Figure 12 and
Figure 13.
As the results in Figure 12 validate, the RMI protocol-transformation approach
offers almost no benefit for services that use big-sized, simple-typed data (e.g., large
texts/strings or binary data/images) and a bigger, varying benefit in other cases. The
compression-based approach (cf. Figure 13) leads to different curves, offering bigger
benefits in cases where the RMI protocol-transformation does not, and vice versa.
More concretely, the benefit of compression increases with increasing response size,
while the data type has a smaller influence in this case.
The reasons for these results relate to the type of overhead that is reduced by each
of the two approaches. RMI eliminates the self-description overhead but does not
reduce the size of the actual parameter values. Compression simply reduces the size
of all message parts, i.e., not only of the metadata for self-description but also of the
content itself. Thus, when the size of the content is dominating over the size of the
metadata, compression performs naturally better than SOAP-to-RMI transformation.
This happens in the case of big responses with simple data types, because complex
data types need proportionally lots of metadata in the Web service response, no
matter if the objects are small or big. On the other hand, SOAP-to-RMI transformation
achieves a very good, i.e., low, ratio when the content of the responses is trivial. In
that case, RMI messages are also trivial, while compressed messages still include the
metadata, which have a considerable size even in their compressed form.
The examination of the compression approach can be even more fine-tuned. For
example, parallel to the nature of the data types (i.e., simple vs. complex), the nature
of the texts used in the Web service responses could be varied, as well. This is a
standard factor that can affect the efficiency of compression. If auto-generated texts
are used in the metadata or in the content parts of type “string”, the results are
usually better than when natural language is being used. However, such an analysis
is here out of scope, because it does not concern other adaptation approaches and
because the mentioned factor is usually unknown or cannot be influenced.
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Figure 12: The effect of the used data types on the overhead reduction achieved by
SOAP-to-RMI protocol translation
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Figure 13: The effect of the used data types on the overhead reduction achieved by
SOAP compression
Thus, the results have shown that, if further experimental works appear in the
domain, it is always possible to extend Table 4, in order to include more details or to
consider the newest technological advances. However, Table 4 is a consistent survey
result, which is currently sufficient for further analyses, e.g., the identification of open
issues, as will be discussed in the following Section.
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4.5 identification of open issues
The presented survey has been carried out during the first steps of the MML devel-
opment and its results have been carefully studied in order to identify open issues,
where research questions possibly appear. Two obvious and intuitive questions are
the following:
• Can other adaptation mechanisms be developed which would be preferred under certain
circumstances?
• Which of the adaptation mechanisms should be used in a mediation layer, for which
services, and when?
With these questions as a starting point, the study of the survey results leads a
researcher to two respective, more concrete issues that are open for research:
• Lack of caching-based adaptation mechanisms: Caching is according to [80] one of the
three main classes of solutions for mobile Web service consumption in general.
The remaining two are data compression and protocol-transformation. While
most of the analyzed adaptation mechanisms belong to the two latter classes,
none of them is caching-based. Despite the fact that much related work has
appeared in the domain “mobile Web service response caching”, the proposed
approaches can normally not be seen as adaptation mechanisms which could be
enforced by a mediation layer for external Web services, because they usually
either eliminate the Web service invocation or they need modifications at the
provider-side. Even if they could be modified in order to be implemented as
adaptation mechanisms, there are further challenges [159], such as the danger of
using outdated information, which often prevent their use. All this is explored in
much more detail in Chapter 5, which presents a new caching-based adaptation
mechanism.
• Need for decision support: The coarse granularity of the results of the survey
and the diversity of the characteristics of the approaches prove the difficulty of
deterministically answering the second question stated above. Corresponding
decisions are made even more complex if the mediation layer cannot or does
not want to generate (or activate) an infinite number of proxies that enable
the adaptation mechanisms. Therefore, the second open research issue is the
investigation of the methods that can be used in order to build a decision
support system that matches the peculiarities of the Web service mediation
scenario. With respect to this open issue, Chapter 6 formulates an exact decision
problem, describes decision support algorithms that are based on the results of
the survey, and evaluates different approaches for handling the issue of missing
data in this scenario.
4.6 summary and conclusions
As the focus of this thesis lies on performance-related Web service adaptation mecha-
nisms for wireless participants, this chapter has presented the scenario in which these
adaptation mechanisms shall be useful in future service-oriented systems. Further,
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the MML, described in Section 4.2, has been described as a corresponding technical
framework, which has been developed in order to host the Web service adaptation
mechanisms.
By analyzing the scenario (IoS) and a possible technical framework (MML), it has
been possible to further specify some details of the adaptation that can be performed
for external Web services. This has led to the design of a case-specific, revisited
adaptation loop. Among others, this adaptation loop has indicated that the relevant
context information includes network-related, device-related, service-related, and
application-related aspects. Further, it has pointed to the fact that the adaptation
actions of interest refer to the generation of Web service proxies that enforce different
adaptation mechanisms.
In order to find out which are the possible adaptation mechanisms, a related survey
has been performed. The survey has analyzed and categorized a list of adaptation
mechanisms that are retrieved from related publications and has concluded that
most of them are based on compression, encoding- and protocol-transformations,
or elimination of redundancies of the Web service messages. The results of the
survey have also indicated the mobile computing context conditions that allow each
adaptation mechanism to reach its maximum benefit. Thus, these results can serve
as a basis for the identification of open research issues (such as the development
of automated caching-based mechanisms, cf. Section 4.5), as well as a basis for
decision support algorithms of a Web service mediation layer, though the latter issue
is examined in Chapter 6.

5
A N E W C A C H I N G - B A S E D W E B S E RV I C E A D A P TAT I O N
M E C H A N I S M
»Don’t worry about people stealing an idea.
If it’s original, you will have to ram it down their throats.«
— Howard H. Aiken
Anew Web service adaptation mechanism is presented in this chapter. The ap-proach is enabled by mediator-based support of the caching of Web service
responses on wireless devices. The proposed mechanism complements the approaches
analyzed in Chapter 4 and is proven to be worth employing in a mediation layer such
as the MML under certain circumstances.
5.1 research question and scope
The scope of the research that has been conducted towards the development of
the new Web service adaptation mechanism has been already framed through the
descriptions of the scenario and the technical landscape in the previous chapter. What
is missing in order to have a completely defined research scope of the contribution that
is presented in the current chapter is a summary of the main idea and a formulation
of the research question, as well as a description of assumptions and limitations.
Main Idea and Research Question
The main idea is to use proxies on a mediation layer in order to support the application
of Web service response caching on wireless devices. The more specific goal of this
part is to enable the use of cached Web service responses with guaranteed 100%
freshness generically, i.e., for any external Web service. As will be explained in
Section 5.2, no current approaches can achieve this goal. Design decisions that have
been made in order to achieve the desired results will be discussed along with the
description of the solution (Section 5.3), whose core parts have been first published
in [104]. As the mentioned enablement is pursued with the final goal of enhancing
performance, the research question has to be formulated as follows:
Can the caching of Web service responses on wireless devices be supported by a media-
tion layer in a way that, firstly, enhances performance compared to other approaches that
achieve 100% freshness and, secondly, presents significant qualitative advantages compared to
approaches that perform better by risking freshness?
Assumptions and Limitations
General assumptions and limitations refer to conditions of the future of the examined
technological and scientific domains, while the more specific ones refer to scenario
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and application details. Starting from the more general, and getting down to the
more specific ones, the following assumptions and limitations hold for the presented
solution (and its evaluation):
• Access networks of different capabilities continue to exist: Proxies that try to relieve
the data exchange over a particular wireless part of a communication channel
are meaningful only as long as access networks with different capabilities exist.
However, it is very unlikely that the capabilities of all (wired and wireless)
networks ever converge. For a relevant argumentation, refer back to Section 1.1,
but also to the huge variety of works (of many different domains) that focus on
“adaptation for mobility” (cf., for example, all chapters of [73]).
• Self-description and verbosity remain a characteristic of SOC technologies: The ability
to achieve significantly better-performing Web service communication through
adaptation mechanisms will be there as long as SOC messaging remains
metadata-based and thus more verbose than its lightweight alternatives. This
is also unlikely to change, because self-description and verbosity are for good
reasons core features of all established SOC technologies (cf. Section 2.1). Fur-
thermore, the Web service technology as it is established today is probably here
to stay, as indicated by its very widespread usage [75], but also by its involve-
ment in modern technologies, such as the Cloud [9, 167]. However, even if the
details of the proposed solution will be tailored to the Web service technology,
the main idea and many parts of the solution would be applicable for any
similar self-descriptive SOC technologies.
• Mediation layers are trusted and used (or operated by the mobile application developers
themselves): The work assumes that mediation layers such as the MML are used
by mobile application developers. Although security is not closely examined in
this thesis, good SOC-related security mechanisms are a prerequisite for this to
happen [84], although certain security mechanisms, such as anonymity, often
reduce the performance of Web service invocations [86]. Chapter 4 has explained
why this is likely to happen in the IoS scenario, while the internal usage of Web
service mediation layers from mobile application developers themselves is a
technique that is already often employed [2].
• Web service usage patterns that have been observed and/or predicted for current and
future mobile applications remain realistic: The evaluation of the proposed solution
has to be based on realistic mobile Web service usage patterns/scenarios, which
are in turn based on current applications and recent future-oriented surveys.
Thus, the corresponding results are relevant as long as similar scenarios are
likely to appear in real-world mobile applications.
5.2 related work
Caching is only one of many approaches towards lightweight Web service consump-
tion. When caching approaches are developed in this context and with the goal of
reducing the amount of data that is being processed and transmitted during mobile
Web service usage, they have to be considered in the general fields of “Web service
performance enhancement” or “lightweight Web services”. Indeed, this is where
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the work of this chapter is positioned. It aims at achieving lightweight Web service
communication based on caching. However, research for caching can be applied with
small changes in many fields, as explained in detail in Subsection 2.3.2. Thus, related
approaches for caching in other domains must be studied and cannot be ignored.
On the other hand, specialized approaches for Web service response caching have
also appeared, bringing some specific challenges and particularities of Web service
response caching to the surface. In the following, our approach is first positioned
in the research field where it originates from, namely the approaches for achieving
more lightweight Web service consumption. Then, two classes of caching-related
research works (general-purposed and SOA-related) are discussed, leading us to the
identification of the gap that has not been successfully bridged yet.
Positioning the Approach
A listing of the most important approaches that have been designed to reduce the
amount of data processed and/or wirelessly transmitted during Web service calls
has been already provided in Section 4.4. Some insights of that survey, as well as
insights of a more recent survey of SOAP processing enhancements [157], are briefly
summarized here in order to explain why it has been decided to pursue the use
of caching as a Web service adaptation mechanism for lightweight Web service
consumption.
Most of the adaptation mechanisms examined in Section 4.4 fell into one of the
following categories: reduction of redundancies, on-the-fly protocol transformation
(SOAP-to-X), and compression (or optimization of the representation). Obviously, the
use of caching in the form of an adaptation mechanism would be a category by itself.
A proof of this is that all the approaches listed in Section 4.4 had calculable upper
limits for the “message size reduction ratio” that they can achieve. Such limits do not
exist for an adaptation mechanism that is based on caching, because the mentioned
ratio is case-dependent and can, theoretically, have very big values, in cases where
the complete content of the response does not have to be transmitted.
The survey of [157] does not focus on mobile computing and is not limited to the
examination of possible adaptation mechanisms, but it rather considers all SOAP
performance enhancement approaches. An important consequence is that some
of the approaches described there may not be applicable without changes of the
original Web service, i.e., may not make much sense when external, third-party
services are considered. However, this survey helps position the current work more
precisely, because it defines six levels (i.e., six points/phases of the “lifecycle” of a Web
service call), where the focus of the enhancement may lie. These are the following:
serialization, parsing, de-serialization, security policy evaluation, compression, and
multicasting. Although approaches that are limitless in terms of the “message size
reduction ratio” may be included in this survey (a corresponding analysis is not
provided), it is self-evident that enhancement approaches with different focus are
beneficial under different circumstances, depending on the goals of the system. For
example, a client-side caching approach is listed as an enhancement of the serialization
phase, because it does not always reconstruct identical requests. However, if we do
not consider caching as a client-side optimization but as an adaptation mechanism of
the service itself, i.e., if the idea of caching is not used in order to avoid connection
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establishments, but in order to reduce the size of messages (as the presented approach
will do), then the corresponding approach that falls under a different category, creates
new potentials, and achieves different goals.
Caching In General
Much of the research effort in the area of caching has been devoted to the development
of cache replacement strategies [117]. Such strategies concern the maintenance of
the cache and their goal is to retain in the cache the entries that are most likely to
be needed again soon, i.e., to maximize the cache hit ratio. Although most of the
caching approaches are based to some extent on the classical strategies Least Recently
Used (LRU) and Least Frequently Used (LFU) [60]), the research interest in the field
is still alive. New approaches are still being developed, exploiting the characteristics
of particular technologies in order to be more efficient. For example, [53] recently
developed a replacement policy that has better performance than LRU and less
complexity than LFU in the case of Zipfian request probabilities and big cache sizes,
while [18] has enhanced cache management for mobile computing systems based on
a concept for adaptively prefetching the content.
However, enhancing the hit ratio does not enhance at all the freshness of the cache
information. Thus, if the usage of up-to-date information is of high importance,
additional techniques have to be used in order to update the cache regularly. While
the aforementioned solutions focus on the cache hit ratio, the state-of-the-art solution
to optimize the cache freshness is the use of invalidation reports [19]. In that case,
the servers indicate the changed data items to the clients at intelligently-determined
intervals. Otherwise, the freshness normally just relies on “Client Validation”, which
means either “polling every time”, or defining an adequate TTL for the cached objects,
as is explained in more detail in the survey of [20].
Either because of their scope (i.e., they often do not consider freshness at all) or
because it is impossible to apply them “as they are” in an arbitrary domain, these
general-purposed works may be very important and fundamental, but they are not
always sufficient when it comes to the caching of Web service responses. This is
explicitly argued in related surveys and implicitly proven by the fact that specialized
approaches for Web service response caching are intensively researched.
Supporting the aforementioned argument, Table 5 summarizes some important
differences between Web content (WWW) caching and Web service response caching,
as they are, implicitly or explicitly, found in related sources (e.g., [43, 74, 135, 159]).
The implications that these differences have, or the challenges that they generate, are
also discussed. It must be noted that Web content caching is most closely related
to Web service response caching than any other type of caching, because of their
technical similarities, e.g., the fact that they are both handled by Web servers, they are
(normally) both transferred over HTTP, they use similar content formatting (HTML
vs. XML) etc. Among the differences discussed in Table 5, most interesting for the
work at hand are the ones related to the cache (lookup) mechanisms, because they
comprise the main reason why the details of the solution presented in Section 5.3 are
irrelevant for any related work in the domain of Web content caching.
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Table 5: Differences between Web content (WWW) caching and Web service response
caching summarized from [43, 74, 135, 159]
aspect difference implication/challenge
The content of Web service re-
sponses is hidden in a document
part which is not handled di-
rectly by the Web server
Contrary to Web content, HTTP
header details cannot be used as
(caching) keys for Web service
responses
Cache
(lookup)
mecha-
nisms
The same contents are very of-
ten enclosed in (slightly) differ-
ent documents
Identifying cache hits or check-
ing consistency is not as easy as
checking if two documents (or
document parts) are identical
Web service responses are not
stored in an hierarchical struc-
ture of Web proxies, which is of-
ten an important characteristic
of Web content storage
Caching approaches that are ori-
ented to or dictated by this clas-
sic proxy structure are irrelevant
for Web service responses
Content
Web services are often part of
known (or discoverable) pro-
cesses, which are sometimes
even formally described
Cache maintenance, or even
prefetching of responses, can be
based on the knowledge about
these processes
features The diversity of Web service op-
erations makes it difficult to sort
them as “read” or “write” ac-
tions
Keeping cache consistency by
checking simple dependencies
and performing simple updates
is not straightforward
Security
Web services use authentication
mechanisms more often and in a
different way than web sites
Cache managers usually handle
only content, but they should
perform the necessary checks if
authentication is demanded by
the providers
Caching Web Service Responses
By studying the particularities of Web service response caching (i.e., questions like:
what are the technical differences compared to caching in other domains? What phases
of Web service calls are the most resource-consuming? What are the alternatives for
the representation of cache responses?), some researchers came up with specialized
solutions for the field. Before proceeding to the description of proposed solutions,
[159] is referenced as one of the most detailed analyses of the peculiarities of Web
service response caching for mobility. A demand for new technical solutions and
standards, rather than algorithmic extensions, has been identified, because most of
the challenges were related to technical enablements, and not to enhancements of
algorithmic efficiency. Thus, implicit directives such as those provided by [159] led
researchers to suggest three different types of solutions: provider-based, mediator-based,
and client-based. The categorization is not perfectly unambiguous, but it depends on
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where the main components or the important caching logic of each approach are
located and it helps to identify aspects that each class of solutions cannot address:
Provider-based solutions rely upon logic or modules that are added to the host of the
original Web service. Thus, they have the major drawback that they require modifica-
tions of the original service (or of its hosting system). Because of the target scenario
of this thesis, such solutions come out of question. Any proposed solution should be
able to work with existing (probably third-party) services without “touching” them.
However, some techniques and ideas that appear in provider-based solutions may be
useful. [79] describes an approach based on metadata that indicate if Web services are
cacheable or not. The important issue of cache performance vs. cache freshness (or
consistency, as it is called there) is mentioned, but without any attempt to maximize
the two properties at the same time. Further, the authors focus on the case of “connec-
tivity loss”, which is not focus of this thesis, while they also rely upon provider-side
metadata and modules. In [74], the provider responds with a hashcode instead of
retransmitting an identical complete response, when a client requests unchanged data.
Unfortunately, it is not clear if and how the provider-side middleware (called Sigsi-
tAccelerator Proxy) could work outside the provider system. Furthermore, the proxy
might become a bottleneck, because it seems as if there is only one dedicated proxy
for all backend services. Even if the above problems could be solved, a proof that the
proxy could be generated for any Web service and a technical description of how
this could be achieved in an automated manner would be still missing. Further, the
solution of [74] is not designed for and evaluated in the context of mobile computing.
Some interesting ideas about efficient caching based on metadata-based knowledge
about how response messages are generated is presented in [154], but this work is,
again, strongly dependent on a new architecture and new standards for the provider,
while the freshness of Web service responses is not considered at all.
Mediator-based solutions need modules that are hosted separately from both the
provider and the consumer. Although many of the referenced works mention the use
of proxies, they are not considered here as mediator-based if the proxy is actually
part of either the provider- or the client-system or network (which is often the case).
In order to consider an approach as mediator-based, it must be possible (and it
must also make sense) to physically separate the mediator (or proxy) from both the
provider- and the client-system. [135] presents an efficient mediator-based technical
solution about how mobile Web service response caching should be handled when
processes are concerned. Processes can be learned and responses can be prefetched.
Nevertheless, prefetching is obviously forbidden when the goal is 100% freshness.
CRISP [34] can also be used as a mediator-based solution, because its architecture
enables method-call interception without further requirements at the provider-side.
However, the existence of two modes (“consistency mode” and “performance mode”)
proves that the constraint mentioned above for [79] is present in this work, as well. The
approach presented in this chapter is mediator-based but it differs from the referenced
approaches in that the proxies at the mediator-side are generated automatically and
separately for each service and, of course, in that it will guarantee 100% freshness.
Client-based solutions enrich only the client-side (usually with some client-side
caching middleware) and do not need any other entity elsewhere. They attempt to
enhance the way a client can store, represent, handle, replace, and re-use identical
requests and responses. However, when a message-exchange does occur, it conforms
exactly to the message-exchange that occurs in the absence of any caching mecha-
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nism. Within the context of this thesis, [152] presents the most relevant client-based
approach. There, the idea of using “browser-like” responses that replace the content
with freshness codes (cf. Subsection 5.3.1) is theoretically mentioned, but it is not
further handled and it is only mentioned as a technique for the representation of
responses that come from the client cache and thus not as a technique that can be
used for reducing the wirelessly transmitted data. The idea was not considered from a
technological point of view and it was, of course, not generically enabled for existing
Web services. The work assumes that “it is the responsibility of the client application
administrator to configure a TTL for each operation”. The existence of TTL is a proof
that the risk of using outdated data is accepted. A very important point of that work
is the idea to compare application objects instead of XML messages. This idea will
also be embraced in this chapter, but will be implemented in a more generic manner,
because the modules that compare the responses will not be built once statically, but
they will be built automatically for every Web service, thus being able to handle every
possible application object. It cannot be judged if the cache of [152] uses some other
way in order to be able to handle every application object, but many of the previously
referenced approaches compare XML messages. This is slower and reduces the proba-
bility of a “match” because of small, unimportant, content-irrelevant differences that
may appear in an XML message.
Putting it all together
All in all, Web service response caching has always been handled as a feature that
can be inherent part of a Web service system or not. In none of the referenced works
has caching support been examined as an adaptation mechanism for existing Web
services. Further, the focus of related scientific work has rarely been on freshness.
Tables with detailed comparisons will be provided in Subsection 5.3.4, after the approach of
this thesis has been described. The latter approach will be referred to as Proxied Calls
with Validity-checks (PCV).
5.3 an adaptation mechanism based on response validity-checks
Having identified in Section 5.2 a particular gap, the current section presents the core
idea and the details (techniques and algorithms) of a solution for bridging this gap.
5.3.1 The Novel Idea of Validity-Check Enablement for Web Services
In the following, an important constraint of Web service responses caching is intro-
duced and described, along with an explanation of why the generic withdrawal of this
constraint is just now starting to be motivated in modern service-oriented landscapes.
The core idea of PCV is to be able to automatically withdraw this constraint from any
Web service without having access to its hosting system.
Naturally, with or without mediation layers being involved, every client can store
Web service responses for future usage. However, there are three main reasons why a
client may avoid doing so:
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• Frequent changes: The content changes so frequently that client-side caching does
not make any sense.
• Criticality: The service call is so critical for the user that she/he needs to be 100%
sure about the validity of the content, even if the old response has good chances
of being up-to-date.
• Legal issues: Caching may be implicitly or explicitly stated to be illegal for a
particular service.
In a global marketplace, it is difficult or unusual to know about these features,
unless relevant information is included in an extended service description. But even
if it is known that one of the above statements is valid, the best that the user can do is
always request a new response.
Furthermore, Web Service Response Caching presents the following important con-
straint: As already identified shortly after the appearance of Web service technologies,
XML-based Web services present many technical challenges that prevent them from
being involved in a caching process similar to the one used for simple Web content
(e.g., pure HTML) [159]. Based on directives provided by Web servers and supported
by Web browsers, simple Web content is not reloaded each time it is requested, if the
old (cached) content is still valid. The main technical reason why this mechanism
cannot be transferred to the Web service technology is that Web services do not just
rely on the HTTP-GET method for their communication, but they implement a rather
more complex message exchange in order to export a diverse set of operations. As
a result, Web services always transmit the complete response when they receive a
request. The only alternative in order to support a validity check is to manually
implement it inside the logic of each service. A survey among 20 services provided
at www.webservicex.net (the 10 most popular and the 10 most recent) has revealed
that not a single one of them has inherently implemented such a logic. The reason is
obvious: the individual implementation effort outweighs the benefits, while the latter
may often concern a limited number of clients. But what about a generic solution that
could add this feature to any Web service in the IoS? Why has research not focused
on it until now and what exactly would it enable?
In fact, the MML (or any similar mediation layer) is one of the first systems
confronted with a scenario where such a generic “browser-like” solution would be
worth its effort, because:
• The MML has access to a huge amount of services over the global marketplace.
Some of them would benefit from being enhanced with support for safe client-
side caching. However, the MML cannot extend them directly with such logic,
because it has no access to their code or their hosting systems.
• The MML target group consists exclusively of wireless clients, while the service
providers are often more concerned about larger PC-based clients.
• The MML may be able to estimate better which services (or their clients)
would profit more from client-side caching, because of extra information about
“cacheability” that it could theoretically retrieve from USDL descriptions. How-
ever, a general-purpose mechanism should be able to function even without this
extra information.
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Example SOAP Request
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Example SOAP Response
Example SOAP Request
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Example (compact) SOAP Response
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a) SOAP request/response pair with the typical 
Web service communication scheme
b) SOAP request/response pair with the 
envisioned Web service communication scheme
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Figure 14: Visualization of the idea of “browser-like” validity checks for Web service
responses
• The adaptation of Web services for mobility is the business model of the MML.
Thus, the access either to the proxies generated by the MML or directly to the
MML software in order to generate own proxies would be tradable goods in
line with the MML business model.
For these reasons, the MML needs a mechanism which, when applied to any
external Web service, allows the mobile clients to perform service calls that have the
chance to be satisfied with very small, lightweight responses, whenever there is no
reason to retransmit lots of data. Upon receiving responses with particular codes in
their content (for example, 304, as in simple HTTP calls), clients would know that their
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cached data was still up-to-date. This would not eliminate the need for establishing
a connection, but could significantly reduce the wirelessly transmitted data. In any
case, there is no way to be 100% sure of the validity of the data without establishing a
connection each time that the data is needed. The principal difference between typical
Web service communication and the communication scheme that PCV will enable is
abstractly explained in the following with the help of an example.
Figure 14a shows a SOAP request/response pair of an example Web service that
informs its invoker about recorded noise incidents at a particular place/address. Such
a response may contain binary data, resulting in very big content sizes. This happens
mostly in cases where the responses contain multimedia content, because multimedia
representation often involves the use of big data volumes [149]. Indeed, it is not rare
for Web services to be used in the multimedia domain [177]. Of course, this is only
an example. Responses that do not contain binary data may also become very big, as
will be discussed during the evaluation. Currently, with the typical implementation of
Web services, the transmission of a request such as this of Figure 14a leads inevitably
and every time to the transmission of a complete response.
The idea is to enable a communication scheme where it can be automatically
recognized if the response contains any data that would be “new” for the invoker. In
that case, instead of receiving a response such as this of Figure 14a at every invocation,
the invoker would sometimes receive a response that signals the fact that the invoker
still has up-to-date information from a previous invocation and can thus reuse it. An
example response is shown in Figure 14b, making it obvious that there is a potential
for much more lightweight communication.
Enabling request/response pairs such as those shown in Figure 14b normally
requires reengineering and reprogramming of the Web service. However, the MML
needs a generic solution which somehow enables the described vision for any third-
party Web service without access to its code and can be used by the clients without
having to bother about any of the obstacles listed previously (frequent changes,
criticality, legal issues).
5.3.2 Benefit Analysis of the Enabled Communication Scheme
Figure 14 has given a first impression of how much data traffic can be saved if
validity checks are enabled for the Web service communication. However, a Web
service-related analysis based on response parts and appropriate caching variables is
necessary in order to mathematically express the effect that the use of validity checks
has on data traffic.
Assume a sequence of identical service requests and the following scenario-related
variables:
• savg: Average response size.
• s304: Size of a compact response (cf. Figure 14b). Note that, contrary to the size
of original/complete responses, s304 is not variable.
• r: Hit ratio. Not that in the case of validity-checks, a hit refers to a Web service
call that is satisfied by a compact response, while in the case of traditional
client-side caching, a hit means that the response is found in the client cache.
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• hbenefit: Average amount of data spared by a hit.
• mloss: Average amount of additional data needed in the case of a miss.
Finally, the amount of data traffic saved per service call in comparison to standard
Web service communication (without caching) is used as a metric, and denoted as b
(for benefit).
Obviously, for the Web service call sequence enabled by PCV, the benefit is:
b = hbenefit × r−mloss × (1− r)
= hbenefit × r−mloss +mloss × r
= (hbenefit +mloss)× r−mloss
= 1((savg − s304) + s304)× r− s304
so that, finally,
b = savg × r− s304 (5.1)
In order to better understand what this practically means, assume the existence of
an optimal client-side caching approach, namely of one that has all previous responses
in its cache and “magically” knows when to use them, i.e., transmits a new request
only when the cached response is outdated. Obviously, the hits and the misses (and,
consequently, the hit ratio) coincide with those of the validity-check case examined
above. Thus, the benefits can be examined based on the same terms, as they have
been defined above. The benefit of this theoretical, optimal caching solution would be
then:
b = savg × r (5.2)
because it would not transmit any data in the case of a hit, while mloss would
be equal to 0. Equation 5.2 provides also a theoretical upper bound for approaches
that guarantee the freshness of the used responses. Interestingly, a comparison of
Equation 5.1 and Equation 5.2 indicates that, for nonzero values of r, the benefit of
PCV converges to the theoretical upper bound for increasing values of the quotient
savg/s304.
The quotient savg/s304 is of course unknown before the actual usage of the service.
Neither can it be calculated by parsing the service description, because the descriptions
cannot be aware of the exact amount of data that the users will exchange with their
Web service messages. However, it is interesting to note that some coarse estimations
of the quotient could be performed by analyzing the service description. For example,
the amount of parameters of an operation, as well as their types and name lengths,
can help calculate the size of the XML metadata needed in order to wrap the actual
data in the corresponding responses. To provide a simplified example, n parameters
(of primitive types) appearing one after the other with an average name length of
l would produce in the response an overhead of n× (2× l+ 5) characters for the
1 For this step, the following (pessimistic) assumption is made: mloss, which is caused by the extra fields
that the validity check needs to use (e.g., ifModifiedSince, cachingCode), is equal to s304. Actually,
s304 already includes (at least) the extra fields and probably more data, so it is indeed true that mloss
is actually always smaller or equal to s304, as has been also confirmed by practical tests with the
implementation that is described later.
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metadata, according to the scheme <parameterName>...</parameterName>. Similar
but more complex functions could calculate the overhead for the complete response,
helping to estimate savg and, with that, the quotient of interest.
5.3.3 Automated and Generic Web Service Proxy Generation
The described idea is enabled by a solution called Web Service Proxy Genera-
tor (WSPG). In addition to proxies for caching support, the WSPG can also be extended
to generate other proxies for overhead reduction (e.g., protocol-transformation, com-
pression). Although parts of the proxy generation process that will be presented can
be used for these other kinds of proxies, as well, all descriptions that follow refer to
the examined caching-support proxies, because of the innovative concepts, techniques
and evaluations that are involved in their case. To get a good understanding of the
(caching) WSPG, one should also refer back to its environment and its technical
landscape (Figure 9 and Figure 10) and be reminded that it should generate proxies
of external, third-party Web services for a mediation layer. Accordingly, the following
paragraphs explain how the caching (or validity-check enabled) proxies are generated
based solely on service descriptions. Firstly, the workflow of the proxy generation
process is described on a high level and, secondly, a closer look at the workflow and
at some important details of the proxy generation process are provided.
The Logic of the Generic Proxy Generation
Figure 15 shows the steps of the workflow that is used in order to achieve the
automated and generic proxy generation. Each step will be described separately. The
descriptions are provided from an engineering point of view, though some helpful
references to the Java-based implementation are made whenever this can potentially
sharpen the understanding of the reader. The highlights are to be identified in the
conception of the workflow itself and in the innovative code adjustment techniques
(esp. of Steps 3 and 4), but also in the difficulty of implementing such a logic
generically, i.e., for any external Web service.
• Step 1 – Description Parsing: All the necessary information, such as operations,
data types, interfaces, ports etc., is read from the service description. Because
specialized information is needed, but also because the parser has to be extensi-
ble in order to support other Web service descriptions standards (in addition to
WSDL), the WSPG does not use an off-the-shelf service description parser but
a new one. An important scenario-related part of its logic is explained later in
this section, based on an algorithmic extract.
• Step 2 – Consumer Generation: This step generates the part of the proxy that is
responsible for calling the original Web service. As no sophisticated or scenario-
related actions have to be performed during the consumer generation, the
standard tool wsimport2 is transparently and automatically used by the WSPG
for this step.
2 http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/E17802_01/webservices/webservices/docs/2.0/jaxws/
wsimport.html (Last accessed in January 2012).
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Figure 15: Workflow of the Proxy Generation Logic
• Step 3 – Code Enrichment: The code generated by wsimport is different for each
service. Each time, the WSPG has to search deep into that code in order to
find the points that have to be enriched. Then, it automatically modifies and
adds code as needed. For example, (i) the addition of extra parameters in the
request/response wrappers and (ii) the adjustment of the interface classes,
which determine how the new WSDL (i.e., the WSDL of the proxy) will look
like, are two important code enrichment actions.
With regard to (i), a request (or response) wrapper is a class that determines
what the SOAP request (or response) contains. After detecting these classes by
analyzing the annotations of their code, the WSPG inserts the field ifModifiedSince
to the request wrapper and the fields statusCode and identTag to the response
wrapper. These newly inserted fields are always preceded by the annotations
that are necessary for their inclusion in an XML message and accompanied by
the corresponding getters and setters. This allows for a communication pattern
such as the one presented in Figure 14b and for validity checks implemented
based on the comparison of ifModifiedSince parameters with previously saved
identTag parameters.
As for (ii), the WSPG has to detect the interface classes and replace pairs of Re-
questWrapper/ResponseWrapper annotations that are included there with the
annotation: @javax.jws.soap.SOAPBinding(parameterSytle=ParameterStyle.
BARE). This allows for the use of extra parameters (see previous paragraph)
without having to change the Web service signature, i.e., without additional
wrapper classes for the new service.
• Step 4 – Cacheability Injection: Similar code adjustments are also needed for the
cacheability injection. However, this step concerns the actual handling of the
cache, i.e., of the classes that access it or support it. Its logic is separate from the
previous step, and most of the results of the code enrichment actions of Step 3
are preconditions for the cacheability injection.
The most interesting actions of the WSPG during this step are the insertions
of appropriate annotations to all the entities that must be persistable, i.e., are
involved in the storage of request/response pairs, as well as the automatic
generation of two further modules for each operation: A builder module and a
controller module.
The builder module is capable of storing request/response pairs so that validity
checks can be performed. Note that the automatically generated databases that
are used by the builder module are different for every proxy. This is because it
is desired to use service-specific databases that store application objects, rather
than generic databases that store XML documents.
The controller module can search among the mentioned pairs and compare new
responses with cached ones, in order to decide whether the new response or
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just a status code should be sent back to the wireless client. Like the builder
module, also the controller module includes service-specific parts.
• Step 5 – Transparent Deployment: In this step, not only the code that results from
the execution of Step 4 has to be packed and deployed but also the file structure
and the configuration files of the Web container that will host the proxy have
to be transparently adjusted. After this step has successfully completed, the
generated proxy becomes automatically available as a new Web service. In terms
of content, the Web service description of the proxy has only trivial differences
to the description of the original external Web service.
Important Details of the Proxy Generation Process
In order to make the proxy generation process more comprehensible and traceable, a
sequence diagram is presented, along with extracts of algorithms that highlight and
further explain some important procedures. The latter procedures include many of
the parts that differentiate the presented approach from standard approaches. These
parts will then be summarized again in Subsection 5.3.4.
The sequence diagram of Figure 16 reveals how the proxy generation program
runs through concrete actions of the five workflow steps. An understanding of the
workflow described in the previous subsection is necessary in order to study the
sequence diagram, while algorithms that refer to the actions 1.2, 3.1, and 4.3 are
provided separately with the help of pseudocodes (Pseudocode 1–Pseudocode 3). It is
reminded that this sequence diagram does not depict how a caching proxy operates,
but how the proxy generator works. The depicted entities should be understood as
follows:
• The Proxy Creator is the module that coordinates the process and stores globally
needed information. It also organizes the generated software parts, ensuring
thus the easy integration of the generated proxies into the system(s) where they
will have to operate. Thus, it is the entrance and the exit point of the process
and it is mainly involved in the workflow steps 1 and 5.
• The Description Parser analyzes the service description. As shown in the sequence
diagram, it is used by the Proxy Creator and, apart from integrating an XML
parser, it has no further interactions with other modules. However, it includes the
logic for retrieving the proxy-related information from the parsed Web service
description. This logic differentiates it from existing Web service description
parsers, as will be explained in the discussion of Pseudocode 1.
• The Generation Module is the module that actually implements all the complex
tasks of the workflow steps 3 and 4. After initiating the consumer generation, it
generates various classes, the most important of which are shown and explained
in the diagram and in the corresponding pseudocodes.
• The External Modules include all third-party libraries, as well as any non-source-
code-related components that are used throughout the process (compilers, tools
etc.).
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Proxy Creator Description Parser Generation Module External Modules
1. parse service description
1.1 parse XML document
1.1.1 parse XML
1.1.2 return document Structure
1.2 retrieve proxy-related information
1.3 return information
2. generate proxy code
2.1 use wsimport
2.1.1 run wsimport
2.1.2 generated source code
3.1 modify interfaces
4.1 generate cache base class
4.2 generate cache wrapper classes
4.3 generate cache lookup classes
3.2 generate response wrapper
4.4 return source code
5. generate proxy deployable archive
5.1 compile source
5.2 generate desc.
5.4 return generated archive (.war)
5.3 generate archive
cf. internal logic in pseudocode below
cf. internal logic in pseudocode below
cf. internal logic in pseudocode below
5.5 deploy and publish proxy in web container
Figure 16: High-level sequence diagram with the main entities of the WSPG
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Pseudocode 1: Retrieve proxy-related information
1 // Input: descDocument (the service description document)
2 // Output: service (the variable in which the service info will be stored)
3
4 // ’#’ means "value of" and ’:’ means "element of"
5
6 descService = parse_XML_description(descDocument)
7 if valid_description_document()
8 service.name = #(descService.name)
9 service.package = #(targetNamespace).toPkgName()
10 for_each binding:descService
11 endpoint.name = #(binding.name)
12 for_each operation:binding
13 params<name, type> = operation.findAllParams()
14 requestWrapper = find_wrapper_pkg_and_type_in_descService()
15 responseWrapper = find_wrapper_pkg_and_type_in_descService()
16 endpoint.addOperation(name, #(requestWrapper.class), #(responseWrapper.
class), params)
17 end for
18 service.addEndpoint(endpoint)
19 end for
20 end if
21 return service
Pseudocode 2: Modify interfaces
1 // Input: service (the variable in which the service info is stored)
2 // Output: -
3
4 // ’#’ means "value of" and ’:’ means "element of"
5
6 src = ‘‘ #std_package + #(service.package) ’ ’
7 src += ‘‘ import ...... ’ ’ // import all Web service models/annotations
8 src += ‘‘ web_service_annotation ’ ’ // (e.g. @WebService)
9 src += ‘‘ class #(service.name) ’ ’
10 for_each operation:service
11 src += ‘‘ request_wrapper_annotation ’ ’
12 src += ‘‘ #(requestWrapper.class) ’ ’ // ...of the current operation
13 src += ‘‘ response_wrapper_annotation ’ ’
14 src += ‘‘ #(responseWrapper.class) ’ ’// ...of the current operation
15 src += ‘‘ set_ParameterStyle_to_BARE() ’ ’ // to allow modified wrapper
objects to transport additional information like ‘‘ifModifiedSince’’ etc.
16 src += ‘‘ public #(responseWrapper.class) #(operation.name)() { ’ ’
17 src += ‘‘ modified_method_impl ’ ’
18 src += ‘‘} ’ ’
19 end for
20 wirte_#src_into_new_file()
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Pseudocode 3: Generate cache lookup classes
1 // Input: service (the variable in which the service info is stored)
2 // Output: -
3
4 // ’#’ means "value of" and ’:’ means "element of"
5
6 for_each operation:endpoint
7 src = ‘‘ #std_package + #(service.package) ’ ’
8 src += ‘‘ import ...... ’ ’
9 src += ‘‘ class #(operation.name).toCacheName() extends CacheBaseClass ’ ’
10 src += ‘‘ List<(operation.name).toRequestWrapperName(), (operation.name).
toResponeWrapperName()> cached; ’ ’
11 src += ‘‘ constructor() {cached <- popupate_Cache()} ’ ’
12 // requests and responses in the following contain
13 // ifModifiedSince and IdentTag attributes etc.
14 // NOTE: Talking about requests & responses is a further
15 // abstraction in order to explain the logic of the
16 // auto-generated method lookupCache.
17 // Don’t forget that for each operation, requests and responses are
18 // objects of different data types
19 src += ‘‘ lookupCache(request) { ’ ’
20 src += ‘‘ if compare_iteratively(request, x:cached) = true ’ ’
21 src += ‘‘ if mediator_offline_caching_allowed() ’ ’
22 src += ‘‘ return Code_303 ’ ’ // mediator had recent response
23 src += ‘‘ else ’ ’
24 src += ‘‘ response = call_Service(request) ’ ’
25 src += ‘‘ if (response = response_in_cached) ’ ’
26 src += ‘‘ return Code_304 ’ ’ // client response was fresh
27 src += ‘‘ else ’ ’
28 src += ‘‘ add_to_cache(response) ’ ’
29 src += ‘‘ return response ’ ’
30 src += ‘‘ end if ’ ’
31 src += ‘‘ end if ’ ’
32 src += ‘‘ else ’ ’
33 src += ‘‘ response = call_Service(request) ’ ’
34 src += ‘‘ add_to_cache(response) ’ ’
35 src += ‘‘ return response ’ ’
36 src += ‘‘ end if ’ ’
37 src += ‘‘ } ’ ’
38 // The lookup class for each operation is stored separately
39 Create_appropriate_package_directory(#std_package, #(service.package))
40 wirte_#src_into_new_file()
41 end for
The purpose of the algorithms in the pseudocodes is to explain the internal logic
of important actions, because this logic does not become obvious from the sequence
diagram alone. Furthermore, some of these actions are closely related to aspects that
distinguish this work from related approaches. The algorithms are high-level, as well,
and the provided parts may correspond with hundreds of lines of code in the actual
implementation:
• Pseudocode 1 shows how the description parser preprocesses and stores the
necessary information in a way that will best support the next steps of the
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workflow. It shows, for example, how the package structure that will be needed
is prepared based on the target namespaces, which are found in the service
description. If the packaging was not based on the target namespaces the way it
is done, it could lead to the automatic generation of wrong or inconsistent code,
which would not compile. The next lines gather and store the operations-related
information (name, wrappers, parameters) exactly as they will be needed later
for the code enrichment and the cacheability injection. Such actions are not
included in state-of-the-art (WSDL) description parsers.
• The way in which the WSPG digs into the generated code in order to add the
annotations and the code that will determine how the new service interface and,
accordingly, the new service description (i.e., that of the proxy) will look like, is
shown in Pseudocode 2. The pseudocodes indicates how wrapper annotations
are added directly before the declarations of class variables. As can be seen, the
types of these variables are those that have been identified by the parser (cf.
Pseudocode 1).
• A closer look at the automatic generation of the class that performs the ac-
tual comparison of Web service responses (Pseudocode 3) is also interesting.
Contrary to the generation of the caching base class, which is similar for all
services/operations, the cache lookup classes have many operation-specific parts.
This makes it very difficult for the Generation Module to perform its task gener-
ically. The pseudo-code in Pseudocode 3 summarizes (among others) how (i)
the generated code must use the particular request/response wrapper objects
that correspond with the target operation, (ii) a constructor must be built that
is able to populate the cache by using operation-specific SQL queries, (iii) the
actual comparison will later be done by code that does not compare XML doc-
uments but response objects. As explained in Section 5.2, this is an important
aspect, which is very often implemented differently by related approaches. The
comparison of objects makes the cache lookup more efficient and bypasses
the undesired possibility that small changes in non-content-related details of
irrelevant XML parts (e.g., headers) lead to retransmission of actually identical
responses. The code 303 is returned when the proxy “thinks” that the response
the client already possesses is still fresh. This feature is very useful when the
calls to the original service need to be reduced, but it is out-of-scope for this
thesis. It is only code 304 that can guarantee the freshness of the responses that
the client has.
5.3.4 Comparison with Related Work
Based on the information provided in Section 5.2, as well as on further details that
can be found in the referenced publications, Table 6 and Table 7 summarize the
features of the approaches and imply the contribution of the approach presented
in this thesis. As reference points, Table 6 and Table 7 also include the two simple,
standard approaches, namely Direct Calls with Caching (DCC) and Direct Calls, No
caching (DCN). As their names imply, they perform Web service calls with (client-side,
TTL-based) caching and Web service calls without caching, respectively. It must be
noted that the tables summarize only the features of the approaches that concern the
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handling of freshness and the ease of deployment for existing, third-party services,
because these are the features that help us identify and highlight the innovative aspect
of PCV. Naturally, other approaches may have other advantages and focus on other
aspects, but the latter are out of scope for this comparison.
The conclusion that can be drawn by a parallel study of Table 6 and Table 7 is that,
in the domain of Web services, PCV is the only approach that can enable the use of cached
responses with a freshness guarantee generically for external, third-party services. The use of
cached or prefetched responses without establishing a connection to the server each
time leads, by definition, to a risk of using outdated information. Following most of
the described approaches, whenever 100% freshness is desired, caching must simply
be deactivated. The authors of [135] explicitly state that caching or prefetching of
critical responses must be avoided. This statement is true, unless the responses are
verified before use and this verification concept lies in the heart of PCV.
Finally, Table 8 is a recap of important design decisions whose combination differ-
entiates PCV from standard approaches. It is mainly due to the features explained
in Table 8 why PCV has achieved its uniqueness, i.e., the uniqueness that has been
stated in the previous paragraph.
5.4 evaluation
In the following, the PCV approach, which is enabled by the WSPG, is thoroughly
evaluated regarding its effect on the performance of wireless Web service calls.
5.4.1 Purpose and Setup
PCV can be combined with other overhead reduction techniques and its usefulness is
not restricted to the cases in which the devices act as SOAP clients. Indeed, throughout
the practical use of the MML, PCV has often been combined with protocol-translation.
The extra benefits are notable in these combined cases, as well. However, all other
techniques are out-of-scope for this evaluation, whose purpose is to measure what
PCV can contribute when used independently. Thus, all measurements refer to a
scenario where devices, MML, and external services all communicate using SOAP,
without any other optimizations.
The evaluation setup consists of the selection of the compared approaches, the
definition of (dependent, independent, and controlled) variables, as well as the
description of the experimental environment. After the description of the setup, some
decisions concerning the controlled variables are explained in more detail separately.
• Compared approaches: PCV focuses on achieving 100% freshness and, therefore, it
should be compared with the only existent approach for achieving this, namely
DCN (cf. Section 5.2). However, PCV must also be compared with traditional
client-side caching (i.e., DCC), in order to evaluate what has to be sacrificed for
achieving this absolute freshness. Thus, three approaches are tested, namely
DCN, DCC, and PCV. According to the expectations, DCC should performs
best (but it risks using old data), while PCV may complicate the communication
compared to DCN (PCV uses extra data for the validity check and replaces one
service call with two) but it should reduce the wirelessly transmitted data in
the case of a hit.
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• Dependent variables: Two metrics are considered, which –depending on the
scenario– may be most important to the client: The reduction of the amount of
wirelessly transmitted data or saved bandwidth (sb) and the user-perceived latency
(upl).
• Independent variables: As explained in Subsection 5.3.2, the main variables that
determine the performance are the response size (s) of the Web service and
the hit ratio (r). For PCV, the hit ratio is the probability of the cached response
being still up-to-date, while for DCC it is, equivalently, the probability of using
a cached response (of course, without knowing if it is up-to-date). s and r will
be varied, while the rest of the variables will be controlled.
• Controlled variables: Other parameters that affect the results are the client device,
the network connection, the structure of Web service responses, and the workload (or
service call pattern). How these variables have been chosen/controlled/varied
and why, is separately explained in the following.
• Environment: sb is exact and environment-independent. upl has been measured
as response time plus parsing time, because it refers to the time between the
user action that sends the request and the moment where the received results
are ready to be presented to the user [135] (cf. also the similar definition of
the metric referred to as “end-to-end delay” in [92]). Parsing times have been
measured on a real device, while response times have simulated in order to
ease tests with different networks (GPRS, UMTS, LTE). However, response times
have often been validated through sample tests from the device.
Setting the Controlled Variables
The measurements were done with an iPhone 3G (iOS 4.0.2) device. Less capable
devices would favor PCV even more compared to DCN, because even small bandwidth
savings would lead to big differences in upl. Furthermore, even if more capable
devices had been used, similar conclusions could be reached by slightly increasing
the examined Web service response sizes, which would still be completely realistic.
Thus, the mentioned device was exemplarily selected because it is popular and it
obviously does not favor PCV.
With regard to the network connection, different results will be presented, namely
for GPRS, UMTS, and LTE. EDGE and HSDPA perform similarly to GPRS and UMTS,
respectively. WLAN can perform similarly to LTE, while the cases where WLAN
achieves a performance almost equal to wired networks are obviously out-of-scope
for any adaptation technique. Refer back to Subsection 2.2.2 for details about the
mentioned access networks.
The experimental Web services have been chosen so that their response size can be
easily varied. However, other service features may affect the results, as well. Responses
with different structure may need different parsing times even for the same response
sizes. Thus, two different real Web services were used: YellowMap’s Point-Of-Interest
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Figure 17: Examining the Web services with regard to their parsing complexity
service3 (S1) has high parsing complexity, while a SOAP version of Apple’s “iTunes
new releases” service4 (S2) is easy to parse.
Figure 17 shows the parsing times measured for different response sizes and the
lines of best fit that represent the parsing time as a function of response size s. The latter
functions were calculated with linear regression to be approx. 8.6228× s+ 13.849
and 4.632× s+ 22.264 for S1 and S2, respectively, given that time is measured in
milliseconds and s in kB. Other Web services would probably give a line somewhere
between them, because, as mentioned, S1 and S1 are extreme cases in terms of parsing
difficulty.
Different workloads have been tested. In the first part of the evaluation (evaluation
of basic benefit, Subsection 5.4.2), most of the results are presented for a scenario
where a number of clients just send the same request twice. The number of clients
is irrelevant because the saved bandwidth and the user-perceived latency reduction
will be presented relatively. The existence of many clients is only assumed (and
simulated) in order to assign all possible values to the hit ratio. More precisely, the
whole response is always fetched at the first request, while the second request leads
either to retransmission of the response (cache miss) or to the transmission of the
compact response. Thus, the savings cannot exceed 50%. This generic scenario was
chosen because its triviality increases the comprehensibility of the results, its results
constitute again a worst case (minimal repetition of identical requests) for PCV, and
no other scenarios are commonly accepted as realistic [135]. This workload will be
called 50–50, indicating that 50% of the calls have a chance to –but will not necessarily–
be satisfied by cached results.
3 http://www.yellowmap.de/Partners/XML/PoiXmlServiceV21.asmx?wsdl (Last accessed in January
2012).
4 http://ax.phobos.apple.com.edgesuite.net/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wpa/MRSS/newreleases/rss.
xml (Last accessed in January 2012).
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In the second part of the evaluation (evaluation of the trade-offs under realistic
Web service call traces, Subsection 5.4.3), the workloads refer to a single client that
performs the same Web service call repeatedly but with different traces each time,
i.e., with different assumptions about how often the service is called, how often its
responses change etc. These workloads will be justified with references to related
surveys, as well as with examples of mobile applications.
5.4.2 Measuring the Basic Benefit
The basic goal of PCV is to increase the saved bandwidth (sb). Both response time
and parsing time reduction are actually caused by sb, so that upl depends up to
some extent on sb. The question with regard to sb is for what values of s and
r it becomes significant. Obviously, PCV cannot save much bandwidth when the
exchanged messages are small and it is not worth it either when the expected hit
ratio is low. For the 50-50 workload, Figure 18 represents sb in percentage of the
originally used bandwidth, i.e., the bandwidth used in the case of DCN. The results
prove that sb gets significant values early, e.g., ca. 25% of the bandwidth can be saved
for mediocre values of r even when s is smaller than 10 kB (kilobytes). Note that sb is
service-independent. The extra data used by PCV are normally trivial and may only
cause minimal performance degradation for very small values of s and r (under the
lowest delimitating line in Figure 18). In all other cases, the bandwidth savings are
positive.
Figure 19 shows the reduction of upl with a similar representation, i.e., as a
percentage of the values of upl without caching (DCN). As expected, the reduction
of upl is bigger for S1. Interesting is the fact that, depending on the relationship
between parsing times and response times, the percentage of upl reduction may be
similar for LTE and UMTS (compare S1-UMTS with S1-LTE in Figure 19). This is
due to the fact that the parsing time sometimes dominates over response time in
the overall upl, so that the connection becomes less important. The absolute upl
reduction is, of course, bigger for UMTS, but the same does not necessarily hold
when examining the relative reduction in percent. Most important is the fact that upl
presents significant reductions even though the call is proxied and the backend (wired)
call is, naturally, also included in the measurements. Figure 20 shows exemplarily and
scenario-independently some absolute values for the upl reduction when S1 is called
with PCV (compared to DCN). A logarithmic scale is used because the reduction is
much bigger for a GPRS network. Nevertheless, the upl reduction is significant for
UMTS and LTE, as well, because enhancements of hundreds of milliseconds can be
perceived by the user and thus cannot be considered to be trivial in this context.
The response sizes used throughout the evaluation were realistic and not very big.
Both test services can give response sizes > 500 kB, while other Web services may
cause even “heavier” communication. Frequent usage of such services causes much
bigger amounts of data to be exchanged and it is easy to imagine how the basic
benefit of PCV would become even more obvious in such cases.
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workload) as a function of response size (s) and hit ratio (r)
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for the 50–50 workload) as a function of response size (s) and hit ratio (r)
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5.4.3 Measurements with Realistic Web Service Call Traces
The results of Subsection 5.4.2 have been limited to presenting the sb- and upl-
reduction that PCV can achieve compared to DCN. DCC has not been involved yet
because the fact that no service call actually happens at a cache hit renders response
time equal to zero, so that it makes less sense to talk about upl. However, the following
evaluation results will illustrate the spectrum between the performances of DCC and
DCN where PCV is expected to lie, i.e., the trade-off performance vs. freshness between
the approaches. In order to demonstrate the mentioned trade-off, an appropriate
test dataset (workload) is needed. This datasets should normally consist of different
Web service call traces, i.e., logs of the monitored activity of mobile applications that
perform repeated service invocations. As also explained by [135], there are no such
real public datasets because monitored activity of popular applications is usually
private. Furthermore, finding a couple of such datasets would not be enough. They
should also be proven to be representative. Taking this into consideration, the three
approaches have been evaluated here with artificial traces, which are designed based
on a use case analysis supported by related surveys. An infinite number of different
traces could be designed and could appear in a real system. The traces used in the
following are single incidents that are considered to be realistic and representative.
The results must not be seen as a complete and exhaustive comparison.
The trace characteristics that are of interest –because they determine the perfor-
mance of the approaches– are the dynamicity and the response sizes:
dynamicity (d) is defined here as the probability of each response to be identical with a
previously sent response. The dynamicity depends on two factors: The expected
time intervals between subsequent service calls and the nature of the contents
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of the response (i.e., if are they static or change often). Being a probability, the
dynamicity is measured in percent (%).
response sizes (s) will have a different spectrum for each trace, depending on how
big the responses of the trace are expected to be. Response sizes are measured
in kB.
Use Cases (UC) of mobile, Web service-based applications that may perform re-
peated (identical) calls will be identified and discussed with respect to their expected
dynamicity and response sizes:
A survey of Gartner, Inc. [115] identified the following top 10 consumer mobile
application categories for the near future: i) money transfer, ii) location-based services,
iii) mobile search, iv) mobile browsing, v) mobile health monitoring, vi) mobile
payment, vii) near field communication services, viii) mobile advertising, ix) mobile
instant messaging, and x) mobile music. Along with these results, it should be
considered that the findings of two scientific surveys about public Web services
[36, 75] can be summarized as follows: ca. 50% or more of the public Web services offer
data lookup services, i.e., connections to –usually not very dynamic– databases, while
the other important categories (10%-15%) are sensing services ([75] probably includes
them in data lookup services), and data processing/conversion. After considering the
categories of the Gartner survey, the mentioned types of public Web services, and
some of the “hottest” application domains, the following UCs have been identified as
interesting and relevant to the purposes of a caching evaluation:
• UC1: Data lookup, location-based service in the domain mobility and transport
– Example: A mobile car-sharing application developed in the context of
the project Green Mobility5 includes a Web service request for Points-Of-
Interest (POI). This request may be sent every time that the user wants
to view possible meeting points on her/his map in order to choose one.
Another good example from this domain would be a mobile monitoring
application of a car rental company, which is informed periodically about
the status (incl. location) of its cars through Web services.
– Characteristics: The mentioned POI service sends responses that are usually
some tens of kB but could also be much bigger. Similar could be true for
a service that reports the status of cars, as location-based services in this
domain may include similar format and information fields. Concerning
dynamicity, responses may change because of newly added POI. This does
not happen very often, but it should be considered that identical calls do
not occur extremely often but between longer time intervals, a fact that
obviously increases the dynamicity. In the car rental application, the time
intervals may be much smaller (maybe some seconds) but the status of a
car is more likely to change often, so that a given dynamicity is present
there, as well. All in all, this UC is expected to have a medium dynamicity.
• UC2: Data lookup advertising service in the domain ads in communication apps
– Example: One can think of a Web service request included in a messaging
application. The request would periodically look for current ads (push
5 http://www.greenmobility-project.de (Last accessed in January 2012).
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mechanisms may be used but are, especially for mobile apps, hindered
by addressing problems or implementation difficulties, so that one could
argue confidently that periodical pull is used very often). For example,
the concept can be understood by considering Skype6, where ads are
continuously downloaded and shown at the bottom while the app is being
used.
– Characteristics: Ads may contain images, moving images, or even sound.
The message sizes can vary a lot here, but big-sized messages must be
considered here as a possibility, especially for the future. The dynamicity
is not necessarily very high, because the request may be sent often, but the
current ad will not change every few seconds. This would be bad for the
advertised party and annoying for the user.
• UC3: Sensing service for mobile health-monitoring in the domain assisted living
– Example: Many different example systems for this case can be found in [58].
According to the survey, the most widely monitored medical variables are
the electrocardiograph, the heart rate monitor, the blood pressure monitor,
and the oxygen saturation monitor.
– Characteristics: Although sensor data are usually compact, a look at example
electrocardiograph reports7 reveals that a Web service response containing
such a report could reach very big sizes (maybe hundreds of kB). However,
if this degree of detail is needed, no chance for unchanged responses exists.
Thus, only systems with summarized, smaller reports should be considered
for caching. These systems do not report every detail, but the status. These
have smaller sizes but a very low dynamicity, because the time intervals are
very small (critical applications), while the summarized status has great
chances of being identical for many subsequent invocations.
• UC4: Data processing/conversion service for mobile payment systems
– Example: A classic currency conversion service8 can be considered here,
maybe combined with the processing of some extra user data.
– Characteristics: Responses of such a service may normally not exceed a
maximum of 2–3 kB. The dynamicity is also pretty high, because usual
apps are not expected to perform many payments on a single day, while the
response of the currency converter is normally modified at daily intervals.
In accordance with the discussion of the above UCs, Figure 21 coarsely depicts the
characteristics that the Web service call traces of the UCs are expected to have. Based
on these expectations, the following four traces have been designed in order to mirror
the discussed UCs:
• Trace 1: Test run of Web service invocations with d = 50% and s ∈ [20,80], where
s gets uniformly distributed random values.
6 An Internet Telephony Application, cf. http://www.skype.com (Last accessed in January 2012).
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrocardiography (Last accessed in January 2012).
8 e.g., the public Web service at http://www.webservicex.net/CurrencyConvertor.asmx?WSDL (Last ac-
cessed in January 2012).
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Figure 21: Expected dynamicity and message sizes of the Use Cases of interest
• Trace 2: Test run of Web service invocations with d = 20% and s ∈ [50,200],
where s gets uniformly distributed random values.
• Trace 3: Test run of Web service invocations with d = 10% and s ∈ [5,20], where
s gets uniformly distributed random values.
• Trace 4: Test run of Web service invocations with d = 70% and s ∈ [1,3], where s
gets uniformly distributed random values.
Figure 22 shows for each trace the accumulated bandwidth used by DCN, DCC
and PCV for 20 subsequent identical requests. DCC uses for its cached objects a TTL
such that the objects expire after a time that corresponds with 5 calls, so that the 6th
call has to fetch a new response. TTL is normally used as part of DCC [20], while the
particular value has been chosen so as to be appropriate enough for the examined
cases. Other values, which make DCC look less efficient, have been tested but are not
included, because they do not offer many interesting new insights. Even so, it is easy
to imagine how altering the TTL would alter the results. Each trace has been run many
times, thus providing different instances. Averaging the results would be wrong and
meaningless, as they already contain many invocations with random values. Instead,
we select two typical instances of each trace and discuss their meaning.
After a first look upon all the results, it becomes obvious that for TTL <∞, PCV
can even achieve better results, i.e., use less bandwidth, than DCC. However, this
happens only in cases in which the responses change rarely and, in such cases, DCC
would not use many outdated information. Even in the normal case, where PCV uses
more bandwidth than DCC, PCV often achieves a bandwidth usage close to that of
DCC. Furthermore, the crosses denote invocations for which DCC would have used
outdated data. It is noted again that the only other approach that can prevent these
red crosses from occurring is DCN, whose results are depicted, as well.
More concretely, Figure 22a and Figure 22b show that, for Trace 1, the bandwidth
consumption of PCV remains somewhere between those of DCN and DCC. Indeed,
this was true for all instances of Trace 1. However, the appearances of (red) crosses in
the case of DCC are so frequent that PCV should definitely be considered, at least for
critical applications.
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Figure 22: Accumulated bandwidth used by the three caching approaches (PCV, DCC,
DCN) for the different traces. Red crosses indicate the use of outdated
responses
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Traces 2 and 3 are cases where PCV has very high chances of being the preferred
approach. Contrary to Trace 1, the difference of the used bandwidth between PCV and
DCC is usually insignificant and there have even been cases where PCV consumed
less bandwidth in total, although DCC has used a couple of outdated responses
(Figure 22d and Figure 22f). However, the used bandwidth is not the only metric
that may be of interest. If, for example, the number of established connections, which
may affect response times and/or energy consumption, is more important than the
freshness of the responses, then DCC may remain preferable.
As shown by Figure 22g and Figure 22h, Trace 4 reflects cases where PCV is
not efficient, at least in terms of bandwidth usage. In the corresponding instances,
PCV has used almost as much bandwidth as DCN. Sometimes, PCV uses even
more bandwidth than DCN (cf. Figure 22g), because in the case of small messages
(combined with low hit ratio), the overhead of the extra fields used by the proxy is not
insignificant compared to the size of the content field of the response. Analogously,
the data whose re-transmission is spared by PCV, is sometimes no more than half the
size of the response, which is transmitted anyway.
Concerning the impact that these differences of used bandwidth may have on the
application in terms of user-perceived latency, the reader may refer to Subsection 5.4.2.
5.4.4 Discussion
With retrospect to the research question formulated in Section 5.1, taking all evaluation
results into account, the following statements can be inferred:
• Concerning the applicability and generality of the mechanism: The fact that the only
input needed for the application of the mechanism are the (standardized) service
descriptions indicates that the solution is generically applicable to external Web
services. Furthermore, the evaluation has been performed with existing third-
party services, while proxies have been successfully generated for other Web
services, as well. Although it cannot be proven that the implemented proxy
generation would work for every supported Web service, the approach is generic
because is not based on any service-specific features or implementation details
and it does not assume access to external systems.
• Concerning the performance enhancement of PCV compared to other approaches
that guarantee 100% freshness: Although the universal statement “the proposed
approach performs always better than other approaches that guarantee 100%
freshness” cannot be made (cf. Figure 19, Figure 22g, Figure 22h), the com-
parisons of PCV with DCN definitely proves that PCV performs (in terms of
saved bandwidth and user-perceived latency) better than DCN for a very wide
spectrum of values of hit ratio and response sizes (cf. Figure 19) and for a variety
of realistic Web service call traces (cf. Figure 22).
• Concerning the qualitative advantages of PCV compared to approaches that risk
freshness in order to enhance performance: The results of Figure 22 show that, in
realistic scenarios, PCV not only avoids many occurrences of outdated Web
service response usage, but also that its performance in terms of used bandwidth
is very close to the performance of standard freshness-risking approaches, while
it may sometimes perform even better than them.
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Having completed the discussion of the most important findings of the conducted
evaluation, some final remarks of this discussion should be dedicated to the goals that
have not been pursued and the metrics that have not been investigated. This refers
to metrics that can normally be enhanced with the use of caching, but its detailed
examination has been out of scope due to the subject of this work. As this work has
focused on performance of Web service usage on mobile and wireless devices, consumed
bandwidth and user-perceived latency have been of interest, while energy consumption,
monetary costs, and server load have been only marginally relevant:
• Energy consumption is very implicitly perceived by the user. The user only
notices how often the battery of a mobile device has to be charged, which
is not counted in milliseconds or seconds, but in hours, days, or even weeks.
Thus, energy consumption is normally not considered to be a performance
indicator. However, it is relevant for most mobile and wireless devices and,
theoretically, it can indeed be influenced by the use of caching. For this reason,
in the margin of the presented evaluations, some energy-related measurements
have been performed. The corresponding results lead to generally interesting
findings and indicate open issues for research. However, they are only attached
and described in Section A.2 because of three reasons: Firstly, the variations in
energy consumption caused by the use of caching have been found to be much
less significant than those caused by other factors, such as the time intervals
between the Web service invocations, or the characteristics of the devices and the
networks used. Secondly, the caching approaches examined in this chapter were
not directly compared to each other because saving energy has not been the
primary goal of their design. Thirdly, as already mentioned, performance is the
main focus of this work and energy consumption is not a performance indicator.
However, the results have indicated that PCV may be close to DCC also in terms
of energy-efficiency, as the elimination of connection establishments between
the device and the Web service provider, which is achieved by DCC, did not
seem to contribute much in saving energy under the given experimental setting
(cf. Section A.2).
• Monetary costs are completely irrelevant to performance and depend much more
on other factors, e.g., service pricing models [32]. Even in cases of pay-per-use
service invocations, the use of cached responses (in order to save money) is very
often explicitly prohibited. In such a case, PCV would be the only option for the
exploitation of cached responses, because it does not violate this prohibition, as
it invokes the original service every time when a response is needed.
• Server load is at first sight irrelevant to mobile and wireless devices that act as
Web service consumers. Of course, if a provider gets overloaded, the response
times experienced by the mobile users may, in turn, become longer. However, the
handling of this challenge lies rather on the side of the provider. Further, in the
face of Cloud Computing, huge data centers, virtualization, and load balancing
techniques, the way some (probably isolated) mobile clients use caching (or not)
is unlikely to have a significant effect on the total server load.
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5.5 summary and conclusions
This chapter has presented a Web service adaptation mechanism that is based on the
idea of enabling response validity-checks for external Web services, so that devices
can use their old responses when they are still fresh, thus avoiding the wireless
transmission of complete responses during each Web service invocation.
The exploration of related work in Section 5.2 has revealed why this new adaptation
mechanism can offer a combination of advantages that cannot be provided by any
existing mechanism. These advantages relate to the guarantee of 100% freshness for
used cached responses, combined with the applicability of the mechanism for any
external Web service without access to its hosting system or source code.
The most important details with regard to the development of the proposed solution
are the following: The enabled Web service communication scheme, the workflow
for the generic and automated generation of proxies that enable the mentioned
communication scheme, and the algorithms that are used in order to fulfill critical
tasks of this workflow. These details have been explored and explained in Section 5.3.
The described solution has been evaluated through comparison with the standard
approaches for (i) achieving 100% freshness and (ii) enhancing performance by risking
freshness. Compared to the first ones, the proposed solution presents significant
performance enhancements for a wide spectrum of system conditions and under a
variety of realistic Web service call traces. Compared to the second ones, it remains
very close to them in terms of performance –sometimes even enhancing it– while it
does not risk the freshness of the responses as they do.
6
D E C I S I O N S U P P O RT F O R W E B S E RV I C E A D A P TAT I O N
»The percentage of mistakes in quick decisions is no greater than in long-drawn-out
vacillation, and the effect of decisiveness itself makes things go and creates confidence.«
— Anne O’Hare McCormick
Both of the two previous chapters form part of the proof that many differentWeb service adaptation mechanisms are possible to implement and almost all of
them have reasons to exist, i.e., may be the preferable mechanisms under particular
circumstances. For a mediation layer that enables, offers, and/or enforces such adap-
tation mechanisms, this truth already implies the existence of a decision problem.
The current chapter analyzes this decision problem by formulating it mathematically,
by suggesting algorithmic solutions that are based on insights of Chapter 4, and by
examining the possibilities for making these solutions resistant to data missingness.
6.1 research question and scope
In order to specify the examined issue and narrow the decision problem, it is noted
again that, in the reference scenario of this thesis, the Web service adaptation mecha-
nisms are enabled by proxies, which are generated on a mediation layer for existing
external Web services (cf. Section 4.2 and Section 4.3), while the suitability of the
mechanisms depends on aspects of the system context (cf. Section 4.4). Thus, the
decision question of “Which adaptation mechanism should be applied for each Web service
under particular conditions?” is translated to the decision question “Which proxy should
be generated/activated for each Web service under the current system context?”. But what
are the research questions that arise when corresponding decision support has to
be added to the mediation layer? The following paragraphs explain the main idea
and the research question that drive the research presented in this chapter, as well as
some assumptions and limitations about the environment for which this research is
meaningful.
Main Idea and Research Question
The main idea of this chapter is to design a decision support approach which is based
on the results and insights of the survey of adaptation mechanisms that has been
presented in (cf. Section 4.4). It is assumed that decisions based on these insights are
educated and thus reasonable. Therefore, the focus of the evaluation is not laid on
examining how good the decisions are. This is also because further restrictions make
the direct comparison of decision support algorithms difficult or even meaningless1.
Instead, the evaluation focuses on enhancing the proposed algorithms by tackling
1 The restrictions and further reasons that determined the focus of the comparisons and evaluations are
explained in more detail in Subsection 6.5.1.
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the problem of missing data scenario-specifically. The latter problem has proven to
be very relevant for a mediation layer such as the MML and is one of the major
research challenges of modern self-adaptive systems2. Thus, the research question is
formulated as follows:
Given an external Web service and a set of possible proxies, how can the suitability of each
proxy for this Web service be scored based on the system context and what is the best way to
make this scoring resistant to missing context data?
The examination of this research question evidently includes performing the fol-
lowing tasks:
• Concretization of the problem of deciding between different Web service adap-
tation mechanisms, i.e., proxies.
• Development of solutions for solving the concrete decision problem.
• Evaluation of the possible ways for making the designed solutions resistant to
missing context data.
These tasks are handled in the remaining parts of this chapter as follows: Section 6.2
handles the first task by providing a mathematical formulation of the examined deci-
sion problem. Section 6.4 handles the second task by describing two corresponding
proxy scoring algorithms for decision support, one QoS-based and one QoE-based.
Section 6.5 handles the third task by performing a thorough statistical evaluation
of the most important imputation algorithms that can be used in order to maintain
the quality of the scoring results in scenarios with missing context data. Section 6.3
explores related work and open research issues that are relevant for both the develop-
ment of scoring algorithms (Section 6.4) and the evaluation of imputation algorithms
(Section 6.5).
Assumptions and Limitations
Concerning general system features but also specific details of the proxy-based
adaptation scenario, the following assumptions should hold about the technical
environment for the decision support algorithms of this chapter to be meaningful:
• Correctness of the underlying survey: The fact that the proposed algorithms are
tailored to the characteristics of the results of the related survey (i.e., the survey
presented in Section 4.4) supports the argument that they provide an educated
scoring. This is also one of the reasons why they are not directly compared
to alternative decision support algorithms or to each other. Therefore, the
correctness of the methodology used throughout the survey, but also of the
results of the survey as such, is a requirement for the decision support algorithms
to be considered useful.
• Restrictions for the operation of too many proxies: A basic assumption is that the
mediation layer that hosts the proxies, e.g., the MML, cannot afford (or is not
2 Dealing with incomplete information and uncertainty is mentioned as an important research challenge
of self-adaptive systems in both [129] and [25], which are the most recent research roadmaps for
self-adaptive systems.
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willing) to generate and operate every possible proxy for every known external
Web service. In order to understand the validity of this assumption, one should
consider that space and security concerns arise from the operation of many
proxies. Concerning space, it is obvious that, for each Web service proxy, new
modules have to be deployed somewhere, e.g., on a Web container, on an RMI
registry, or similar. Concerning security, it is noted that the offering of each new
proxy means the opening of new interfaces and ports, which need maintenance
and administration and are often vulnerable to attacks. Furthermore, an infinite
number of Web services may be found on the IoS. Thus, a mediation layer
operator normally desires to avoid the generation and operation of unnecessary
proxies. Practical experience from the operation of the MML has also pointed
to this fact. However, the possibility of a mediation layer that is not concerned
at all with the mentioned issues cannot be excluded. In the latter case, the
decision support would be useless, although some of the research results could
be interesting for a similar scenario, where particular clients would, for example,
need to decide which of the available proxies to use. However, the current work
researches the issue from the mediator’s perspective.
• Client-proxy compatibility: In order to be general, the related survey has avoided
including device details, which may change from year to year or from a release
of a mobile operating system to the next one, and has focused on always-
important system contexts. However, it may occur that particular clients are
incompatible to certain proxies. This fact is not completely ignored (e.g., it is
implicitly considered by the QoE-based algorithm), but, generally, it is assumed
that the client devices are able (i.e., technically equipped) to use the generated
proxies.
6.2 formulation of the decision problem
The decision problem handled in this chapter is referred to as Always Best Served
(ABS), in accordance with the well-known and much investigated Always Best Con-
nected (ABC) problem [46, 175]. More information about their similarities and their
differences is provided in Section 6.3. While ABC scores available access networks,
ABS scores possible proxies. The outcome, i.e., the scoring, of the alternative proxies
can be used for diverse purposes. For instance, the scores may be seen as suggestions
to system operators or they may be used for the automated triggering of proxy
generations. These diverse ways of exploiting the scores are out of scope and will
not be further discussed, for the sake of simplicity. Instead, the scoring algorithms
are assumed to be part of a general-purpose decision support system. The latter is
provided with information about the proxy characteristics and about the past Web
service usage, and is expected to suggest how suitable each proxy would be for a
service.
The formulation of a problem that is to be solved by a scoring algorithm consists
of exact descriptions of the input and the expected output. Related descriptions and
definitions are provided in the following.
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Table 9: Possible proxies and their characteristics
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With respect to the nature of the data that shall determine the proxy scores, and
taking the involved entities and attributes, their possible values, and the missing data
issue into account, the following sets and variables are defined:
• P, as the set of possible proxies, with the elements pi ∈ P, i = [1,N], i ∈ N,
where N is the number of possible proxies.
• R, as the set of Web service call records (i.e., monitored Web service invocations),
with the elements ri ∈ R, i = [1,K], i ∈N, where K is the number of records.
• A, as the set of attributes used for characterizing the elements of P and R, with
the elements ai ∈ A, i = [1,11], i ∈ N. A has 11 elements, corresponding with
the context attributes derived from the analysis of Chapter 4.
• V , as a 4-set that consists of the possible values of the elements of A, namely
V := {s,m,h,u}. Refer to Section 4.4 for the meaning and order of s, m, and
h, while u denotes an unknown value. In order to denote thresholds based on
these values, a set of thresholds is also defined as T := {6 , > ,∅}× V .
• S, as the set of known external Web services, with the elements si ∈ S, i =
[1,L], i ∈ N, where L is the number of Web services. Although R has been
previously defined service independently (and may exist as such), each service
si may have its own set of records, which is then denoted as Ri.
Table 9 and Table 10 visualize the defined sets and variables, providing example
instances, as well as indicating the value ranges. Note that while the attribute values
of the elements of R (cf. Table 10) are always elements of V , the values of the
corresponding proxy features (cf. Table 9) are expressed with the help of the same
values, but the values are accompanied by the symbols 6 and > (cf. also Table 4 in
Section 4.4). The extra attribute a11 used in Table 10 indicates which proxy has been
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Table 10: Monitored Web service call records and their characteristics
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Table 11: Example output of a scoring algorithm
p1 p2 . . . pN
s1 0.1 0.67 . . . -0.55
s2 0.33 -0.5 . . . 0.8
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sL ∈ B ∈ B ∈ B ∈ B
selected for the recorded service invocation and shall only be relevant when user
choices are considered (QoE-based approaches). The information contained in these
two tables is the input to be given to a scoring algorithm.
Output
What is needed as output is a set of scores, each score corresponding to a service-
proxy pair (si,pj). The range and the meaning of the scores themselves depend on the
algorithm that calculates them. Thus, the range of scores is abstractly defined here
as B := [bmin,bmax], where bmin ∈ R is the minimum score and bmax ∈ R is the
maximum score. Normally, the bigger the score, the more suitable the proxy for the
respective service. Table 11 visualizes an example scoring output for bmin = −1 and
bmax = 1. As already explained, the exact way in which the mediation layer (or its
operator) uses these scores, is open and out of scope for this thesis.
6.3 related work
The described decision problem is called ABS, because a theoretical optimal solution
would help achieve the goal of always serving the wireless clients with the best
possible (adapted) way to consume a Web service. The focus of the research is on
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designing decision support algorithms that match the peculiarities of the problem and on
making them as resistant as possible against the existence of missing context data. Therefore,
after discussing the relationship between ABS and ABC, decision support algorithms
from related domains and the state of the art for handling missing data in engineering
are described in order to identify open issues, for which the remaining parts of this
chapter will offer insights.
ABS and ABC
ABC is a well-known and much investigated issue, concerned with letting wireless
devices switch among different access networks that they can possibly use (e.g.,
WLAN, UMTS, GPRS, or Bluetooth, cf. also Section 2.2). The goal is, of course, to
choose each time the access network which is most appropriate in the current context.
Research on the ABC problem over recent years presents an evolution which is driven
by the constant appearance of new alternatives for handling connectivity in the
wireless world, always accompanied by new challenges. After briefly portraying this
evolution, it is explained how ABS appears with a similar logic but on another level,
presenting similarities, but also differences, compared to ABC.
The term ABC has been probably introduced in [46]. This publication focused
mostly on the scenario, the architecture, and the involved actors, while it referred to
technologies of second- and third-generation mobile networks. Decision support (i.e.,
“Access Selection”) is mentioned, but not really examined as a well-defined decision
problem. The latter has been performed by a variety of works that appeared on this
issue in the years that followed, e.g., [37] and [174]. With the recognition of a series of
limitations of the involved network access technologies, the decision problem takes
more concrete forms, modeled for example as a knapsack problem with characteristics
and constraints derived from the technology-related limitations [41]. The evolution of
the issue does not stop there, so that [175] re-formulates and re-examines the problem
in order to address the peculiarities of fourth-generation mobile network architectures.
For example, [175] categorizes the fourth-generation network attributes involved in the
decision process in those that should be maximized, those that should be minimized,
and those that should exceed certain thresholds. It also considers personalization
of the decision process through user weighting, as devices and network usage start
to vary heavily among modern users. The described evolution of the ABC problem
indicates that new technological or architectural features generate a demand for new
approaches for providing corresponding decision support. Indeed, new algorithms
continue to appear for the ABC problem, re-considering, for example, QoE [27], user
preferences and new testing environments [141], and more.
ABS, as previously described, is a similar problem which appears when moving up
in the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model [181], from the network layer to
the transport and session layers. There, instead of access networks, access methods to
Web services have to be selected. However, the handling of ABS presents even more
differences to ABC than the various alternative formulations of ABC to each other,
namely:
• Appearing on a different layer, ABS needs partially different context information
(cf. Section 4.4). Depending, firstly, on the granularity with which the context
information can be rated and, secondly, on how deterministically the context
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pinpoints the appropriate alternatives, certain approaches may be adequate for
solving the one problem, but not the other.
• The conditions that make a proxy adequate for use have been researched to
much less extent than the conditions that render access networks adequate. This
is indicated by the big number of works that have already appeared for the
handling of the ABC problem (cf. previous paragraph).
• Because of the time required for the proxy generation and because of the
complex logic that would be otherwise needed on the client-side, the decisions
in ABS are normally not taken per device and on-the-fly (or “real-time”) for
particular tasks, but they rather refer to (and affect) a set of devices. As a result,
it is less meaningful to talk about optimization in the case of ABS. The reason
is that in ABC, a device may have all the information that it needs in order to
optimize the selection of an access network for a given action. In ABS, a proxy
is generated for future usage and for many devices, the exact characteristics of
which are unknown.
Decision Support Algorithms in Related Domains
ABC is, of course, not the only domain related to networks or computing in which
similar decision support or scoring algorithms have been developed. For example,
[148] provides a detailed analysis of QoS- and QoE-Management for UMTS cellular
networks, where decision algorithms play an important role. [148] is not concerned
though with ABS-specific attributes such as the characteristics of Web services and it
rather presents solutions for problems such as routing or mobile network configu-
ration. Concerning, for example, the structure of the used context and the types of
knowledge incompleteness that are likely to appear, ABS obviously presents many
differences compared to the problems discussed in [148]. Further interesting scoring
algorithms can be found in the domain of event-detection. For example, [182] scores
the relevance of events detected by sensors in order to decide if they should be
propagated to decision makers or not. However, the scoring of [182] is based on
structured score sheets and decision-maker weightings of the goals. Not only would
such score sheets be impractical in the ABS scenario, but the goals (used bandwidth,
user-perceived latency, energy consumption) are also so close to each other that
putting weights on them would not necessarily change the results dramatically, not
to mention that no detailed analysis such as this of Section 4.4 is available for the
specialized goal of reducing energy consumption.
All in all, decision support or scoring algorithms may be used in any domain and
may be based on any mathematical foundations. As the focus of this chapter is not
on providing optimal decisions of any kind, but rather on designing algorithms that
match the qualitative characteristics of the problem and on examining and enhancing
their behavior against missing data, the examination and comparison of any further
scoring approaches is here out of scope.
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Handling of Missing Data in Engineering
As explained in Subsection 2.3.3, missing data may appear in data sets such as those
generated by system monitoring modules. The approaches used for handling such
missing data are called imputation algorithms (or imputation strategies). An approach
that attempts to tackle the problem at its roots is to use scenario-specific correlations
of the missing data in order to repair the sources of the errors. For example, [171]
presents an approach for identifying erroneous sensor data sources by analyzing
the missing data in combination with knowledge about the business logic of the
system. Such solutions are, however, not considered here, because it is assumed that
data missingness cannot be avoided and that the control over the error sources (user
devices, mobile networks) is low or completely absent.
Thus, the focus here is laid on imputation algorithms. The state-of-the-art imputa-
tion algorithms are general-purpose and their success when they are applied in certain
domains depends on the peculiarities of the domain. Therefore, scientists of different
domains re-examine and/or try to enhance the suitability and the performance of
particular algorithms in their domain. In the following, a list of examples where im-
putation has been revisited for particular cases in the engineering domain is provided,
while the subsection concludes with remarks that explain which special features of
ABS are likely to determine the performance of different imputation algorithms:
• [173] points out that in a database consisting only of attributes of type “char”
(character), which have nominal categorical values, simple association rules for
the character values may perform better imputation than the state-of-the-art
(statistical) “nearest-neighbor” approach. For details about the nearest-neighbor
approach, the reader can refer to [87].
• [47] points out how the fact that sensor data are spatio-temporally related
affects the estimation accuracy of different imputation techniques, but also that
complex imputation techniques (e.g., multiple imputation, cf. Subsection 2.3.3)
would not be feasible in an environment where only few (the most recent) of
the past records can be used (because of memory constraints or similar).
• [76] points out that for sensor data which present spatio-temporal relationships,
a technique that is aware of the related spatio-temporal patterns can outperform,
for example, state-of-the-art algorithms based on the maximum likelihood
concept (cf. Subsection 2.3.3).
• [128] points out that for (audio) data collected for speaker identification, where
missing data are common, certain records can be marked as unreliable, so that
imputation techniques that ignore them should perform better.
• [180], [10], and [55] also revisit the issue of data imputation in the domains of
vehicle traffic, user movement, and sensor databases, respectively. However, they
are less concerned with standard imputation algorithms, but they rather focus
on scenario-driven heuristics. Therefore, they are not individually discussed.
All the referenced cases presented peculiarities that determine what kind of im-
putation is more efficient for their data. A closer look at the ABS issue reveals the
following aspects that should play a role in determining the efficiency of different
imputation algorithms in the context of ABS:
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• ABS involves the use of categorical data (as in [173]) and, more specifically,
discrete categorical data with a very restricted value range. This fact may affect
the importance of particular statistical properties (e.g., mean values, standard
deviation) used by the imputation algorithms.
• ABS presents its own types of missingness, which are not expected to be
MCAR (cf. Subsection 2.3.3). The monitored records are rather expected to
have dependencies which may be explicitly or implicitly caused by scenario-
specific properties such as: “More capable devices are expected to use better
connections”, “Records from better connections are expected to include less
network-related missing data”, etc. The possibilities that the monitored data
have such characteristics will be analyzed in more detail and reflected in the
evaluation test cases.
• In ABS, scenario-related decision support algorithms should run upon the
imputed data. The nature of the algorithms that run upon the handled data
is also critical for the efficiency of an imputation algorithm. It must be noted
that imputation algorithms may be evaluated either by measuring how correctly
they recover missing values or by measuring how well they eliminate the effect
of missing data on an algorithm that uses the data after the imputation. It is not
necessarily true that imputation algorithms which perform better with respect
to the first criterion (i.e., perform a more exact guessing), also minimize the
error of the final result (i.e., after some algorithm runs upon the imputed data).
[87] states accordingly that “it is probably a popular misunderstanding that the
goal of imputation is to predict individual missing values”.
Open Issues
Driven by the analysis of the related work presented in the previous paragraphs, the
open issues identified in relation to ABS can be summarized in the two following
points:
• Development of decision algorithms, or adjustment of existing ones, with the
following two properties:
– They can solve the problem exactly as it is formulated in Section 6.2,
delivering meaningful results, while also representing the state-of-the-art
general approaches for offering decision support, namely QoS and QoE (cf.
Section 2.3).
– Their logic is intuitively derived by the characteristics of ABS in terms of
used context attributes, involved value ranges, etc. The latter are deter-
mined by the granularity of the results of the related survey (cf. Section 4.4).
• Thorough evaluation of the application of different imputation algorithms in
ABS, in order to examine, firstly, which state-of-the-art solutions should be
preferred and, secondly, if the investigation of new imputation techniques
tailored to the ABS scenario is worthwhile.
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6.4 proposed scoring algorithms for decision support
In accordance with the definitions of QoS and QoE, two principally different categories
of scoring algorithms can be developed for decision support. A QoS-based scoring
algorithm for decision support would rate each proxy by comparing its characteristics
(cf. Table 9) with the monitored service call records in order to see how well the proxy
would match the respective invocations. On the other hand, a QoE-based approach
would focus on past user decisions, i.e., it would perform the scoring by analyzing
the relationships between the values of the parameter a11 (“chosen proxy”) and the
values of the other attributes. The correspondingly developed scoring algorithms are
described in the following. For the used notation, refer back to Section 6.2, as well.
6.4.1 Quality of Service-based Scoring Algorithm
As is usually the case in QoS-related theory, the proposed QoS-based algorithm
uses a utility function for the scoring of the different options. This utility function
is based on the idea of calculating distances of “ideal” and “actual” conditions, in
order to measure “how far” each proxy’s optimal setting is from the actual technical
setting. The decision for this approach was driven by the fact that both the service call
records and the proxy characteristics are already in a vector-like form with ordered
symbols (s, m, h) as values. This makes their distance-based comparison easy and
meaningful. As this is done for each element of R, the results are then aggregated to a
total score of each proxy for a given service. Thus, a utility function npi(rj) ∈ R must
be formulated.
Let Rsk ⊆ R be the set of service call records of service sk and Nsk,pi be the set of
scores that result from the application of the utility function for pi upon Rsk . Thus,
Nsk,pi contains the values of npi(rj) for which rj ∈ Rsk . Let
N+sk,pi := {x|x ∈ Nsk,pi ∧ x > 0} and N−sk,pi := {x|x ∈ Nsk,pi ∧ x 6 0}
then ρ+ :=
|N+sk ,pi
|
|Nsk ,pi |
=
|N+sk ,pi
|
|Rsk |
is the quota of calls that would result in a positive
score for this proxy.
Let γ := [0..1] be the minimum acceptable threshold for ρ+, β := max{0, ρ+ − γ}
be the positive distance of ρ+ to the threshold γ, and η := β1−γ be the ratio of this
distance over the range of acceptable values for ρ+. Then, the scoring function is
f(R,S,P,sk,pi) := δ(η,|N+sk,pi |)×
∑
N+sk,pi + δ(1− η,|N
−
sk,pi |)×
∑
N−sk,pi
with
δ(a,b) =
0, if b = 0a
b , otherwise
Explanation: The above description explains how results of single records are ag-
gregated and γ is only used for customization purposes. When the ratio of positive
results is lower than γ, the positive results are ignored and only the negative ones
are accumulated. If the ratio of positive results is between γ and 100%, the values of
positive and negative results are weighted and summed up as the result. For example,
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γ could be 0.6 for a minimum of 60% positive results, while γ =0 means that no lower
limit for the positive results is set.
Next, it must be defined how the utility function npi(rj) ∈ R works for single
records. For each proxy, there is a description that consists of a set of conditions, i.e.,
thresholds (cf. Table 9). Let Ψ be the set of attributes3 {a1, . . . ,a10} and tpi(x) be the
threshold of pi for the attribute x ∈ Ψ. For ease of use in the function to be definded,
the symbols are mapped to integers with the mapping z(v) := {(s,1), (m,2), (h,3)},
maintaining their defined order. The symbol u is a special case, describing the fact
that the attribute value is unknown, hence a mapping to an integer is not necessary.
If t1 is the operator (6, >, or ∅) and t2 the value (s, m, h, or u) of a threshold t,
while y is an attribute value, then let
ϕ(y,t) :=

0, if t2 = u
min{ϕ(s, t),ϕ(h, t)}, if y = u
z(y) − z(t2), if t1 =>
z(t2) − z(y), if t1 =6
Explanation: The function ϕ takes a tuple of a value (y) and a threshold (t) and
calculates the distance between the two. This is done by mapping the values to
numbers, and then calculating the difference. The difference must be positive if
the value matches the threshold, negative otherwise. Positive differences have the
meaning that the condition is satisfied. For example, an h value of an attribute where
the condition is > m gives a positive difference of +1. Although, for instance, a value
m for a threshold > m is also a match, the function ϕ would give zero as a result. For
this reason, all individual results of the function ϕ that have constituted a match4 will
be later augmented by 1 by the utility function n. If the value (y) is u, the function
ϕ assumes that u could be any value of {s, m, h} and thus calculates the minimum
difference, so that no positive proxy suggestions are made “by accident”. In case the
threshold is u, the difference is zero.
If for a record rj there is a match for all attributes, then its single score is the sum
of the value to threshold distances of each attribute. Otherwise, the negative score
is calculated as the sum of the value to threshold distances of parameter values not
meeting the threshold.
Thus, the utility function is defined as
npi(rj) :=

1
µ(pi)
×∑x∈Ψ 1ϕ(rj(x),tpi(x))<0ϕ(rj(x), tpi(x)),
if ∃x∈Ψϕ(rj(x), tpi(x)) < 0
1+ 1µ(pi) ×
∑
x∈Ψ 1ϕ(rj(x),tpi(x))>0ϕ(rj(x), tpi(x)),
otherwise
with
1f :=
1, if f = true
0, otherwise
3 The set of attributes is not denoted with A here, because a11 is missing, so that Ψ 6= A.
4 These are all the positive results, but also all the “zero” results that have not been caused by an unknown
threshold.
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and
µ(pi) :=
∑
x∈Ψ
1tpi(x) 6=u
Explanation: If all thresholds are met, the proxy can certainly achieve benefits. This
is the only case where the utility function assigns a positive value. Otherwise, it
assigns a negative value. Obviously, proxies could offer benefits even when their
score is zero or negative. Assigning positive values only to perfect matches is just one
feature of the algorithm, which aims at giving positive values only when the benefit is
a certainty. The resulting scores of the different possible proxies are probably going to
be compared relatively, anyway. In all cases, the result is normalized by being divided
through the number of values that are not u.
Proof of the value range of the QoS-based decision support algorithm
In the following, it is proven that the maximum score that can be assigned by the QoS-
based scoring algorithm of Section 6.4 to a proxy is +3. The maximum score of function
f is obtained when the second part of the expression δ(η,|N+sk,pi |)×
∑
N+sk,pi + δ(1−
η,|N−sk,pi |)×
∑
N−sk,pi is equal to zero, i.e., when there are no negative results, while
the first part is maximized. In that case, the maximum score is:
δ(η,|N+sk,pi |)
∑
N+sk,pi
=
max{0, ρ+ − γ}
1− γ
3|N+sk,pi |
|N+sk,pi |
(because max npi(x) = 3)
=
ρ+ − γ
1− γ
3
=
|N+sk ,pi
|
|Nsk ,pi |
− γ
1− γ
3
=
1− γ
1− γ
3 (if N+sk,pi = Nsk,pi)
= 1 ∗ 3
= 3
Following the same principle, it can be proven that the minimum value is equal to
-2, resulting in the value range [-2,3]. However, the scores that appear in reality for
various different service call records usually are between -1 and 1, thus rendering
the approach more easily comparable with probability-based scorings, such as this of
the QoE-based algorithm of Subsection 6.4.2, which are per definition in the range
[-1,1]. However, such a direct comparison has not been performed in the context of
this thesis.
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6.4.2 Quality of Experience-based Scoring Algorithm
Because users have their own subjective selection criteria, a different indicator of
the suitability of the proxies is needed in this case. In QoE-based approaches, this
indicator is based on user feedback, which can be explicit or implicit. The algorithm
presented here uses past user decisions (i.e., user choices of proxies) as implicit
feedback and calculates a “proxy suitability indicator” as its probability to be selected
by the users in the future, if all proxies for this service exist. As the algorithm that
calculates this probability should use part of the data in order to “learn” past user
behavior and part of it in order to set evidence about the service that is examined
each time, machine learning was an obvious choice. In particular, an algorithm based
on a Bayesian Network (BN) has been developed, because BNs match the problem for
two main reasons: First, they do not only classify cases (as simple decision trees do,
for example), but they compute exact probabilities, as needed for a detailed proxy
scoring. Second, they are an appropriate approach for setting evidences about future
attribute values, which has to be done for every examined service.
The idea is to let the algorithm learn about a given service by examining the past
user behavior upon “similar” services which had been offered with all proxies. Two
services s1 and s2 are similar if ai(s1) = ai(s2),∀i ∈ {6,7,8} (cf. Table 10), because
a6,a7, and a8 are the service-related attributes. The variables that are likely to
determine the user selection are included in the BN, together with the variable about
the user selection itself (a11). These are the variables that are most probably known
to the user, e.g., {a1, a5, a9, a10}. Summarizing in simple steps, the following is done
in order to assign each proxy a score for a given service:
• Step 1: A logical BN structure is manually built, showing which attributes affect
the user decision.
• Step 2: The records of similar services are analyzed in order to find out how
users decide (generation of the Conditional Probability Tables of the BN).
• Step 3: The records of the examined service are analyzed in order to find out
how the service is likely to be used in the future (Evidence in the BN).
• Step 4: Once the Conditional Probability Tables and the Evidences have been
calculated, the BN is used in order to infer the probability of each proxy to be
used for the examined service during the next calls. This probability is the final
score of the proxy.
Figure 23 illustrates the aspects of the mentioned steps that are necessary in order
to understand how the algorithm works. Concerning the BN structure (Step 1), manual
construction is suggested instead of learning the structure from test data, because the
causal relationships between the attributes are more or less straightforward. As [111]
explains, in this case, the BN structure should be created manually by placing the
causes before the effects. (Step 2) of Figure 23 shows example conditional probability
tables for the variables used in a simplified version of the suggested BN. These
Conditional Probability Tables are used together with the evidence (Step 3) in order to
answer questions of the kind “what is the probability of a user selecting the proxy px
to invoke the service sk?”. Several tools and mechanisms exist [170] for the inference,
i.e., the calculation of these probabilities (Step 4). Simple examples are presented
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Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
a9
a11
a10
a5a1
a11
a5a1
The suggested Bayesian Network structure:
a11 is influenced by a1, a5 , a9, and a10, while 
a1 is also related to a5 .
A simpler Bayesian Network structure to be 
used as an example for this illustration:
a11 is influenced only by a1 and a5 , while a1
and a5 are, again, related.
a11
a5a1
Example Conditional Probability Tables of the 
variables of the (simple) Bayesian Network of Step 1.
Here, for example, P(a11=p3 | a5=h, a1=m) = 0.8.
These Tables are learned by analyzing the history of 
the services that are similar to the examined service 
a11 is the query variable, while a1 and a5 are the evidence variables. At this step, evidence (E) is gathered 
for the evidence variables by analyzing the monitored service call records of the examined service.
For example, with the following four records for the examined service*
*the evidence state would be:
e = (P(a1=s)=0.75, P(a1=m)=0, P(a1=h)=0.25, P(a5=s)=0.25, P(a5=m)=0.25, P(a5=h)=0.5)
* Of course, evidence has to be gathered from a much higher number of records.
Given the Conditional Probability Tables and the evidence state, beliefs for the probabilities of the query 
variable can be infered based on basic probability theory rules.
For example, P(a11=p1 | E=e) = P(a11=p1,E=e) / P(E=e).
This would be then also the final score for a11.
Figure 23: Illustration of the core logic of the four steps of the QoE-based scoring
algorithm
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in [170], while [23] provides a detailed description of approaches for performing
inference with soft, i.e., uncertain, evidence.
6.5 evaluation of selected imputation algorithms
As has been already mentioned –and will be explained in more detail in Subsec-
tion 6.5.1–, this evaluation section draws the focus upon the issue of missing data.
The evaluation examines the efficiency of different imputation algorithms that can be
used to enhance the application of the presented QoS-based algorithm for solving
the ABS problem. The reasons for drawing the focus into that direction, along with
further design decisions regarding the performed evaluation, are explained in the
following subsection, before the description of the evaluation setup.
6.5.1 Purpose and Setup
For the case of handling the ABS problem with the presented QoS-based scoring
algorithm, six state-of-the-art imputation algorithms are compared in six different
test scenarios, in an attempt to investigate which of them achieves to minimize the
error caused by missing data. The research potentials and the open issues concerning
“missing data in the ABS problem” have been introduced in Section 6.3.
General Decisions and Focus
Because of the multitude of algorithmic solutions that may be applied, but also
because the problem formulation (cf. Section 6.2) includes a big variety of factors,
the ABS is a very broad issue, such that certain decisions concerning the focus of the
evaluation are necessary in order to narrow the scope and reach interesting insights.
Two important decisions have been made: (i) not to evaluate the quality of suggestions
but the potential enhancements through the handling of missing data and (ii) to base
the evaluation of imputation algorithms on the QoS-based scoring algorithm.
The quality of the suggestions, i.e., the correctness of the delivered scores themselves, has
not been in focus because:
• The scores of the different scoring algorithms are based on different criteria.
Different operators of the mediator layer (that would host the scoring algorithm)
would, in turn, be interested on different factors, so that there is not a single
algorithm to which all operators would “agree”. In other words, there are
currently no evaluation datasets, along with corresponding optimal scoring
outputs, which would not be highly objective. Exactly because scores are up to
an extent subjective, they are used as decision support suggestions and not as
automated action triggers. As already mentioned, it is assumed that the scores of
the previously presented scoring algorithms are meaningful because the scoring
algorithms are based on the insights of an educated survey. Potential users of
the algorithms (i.e., mediation layer operators) should evaluate the quality of
the algorithms based on their own systems and their own expert opinions.
• From a scientific point of view, the comparison of imputation algorithms seems
to be more interesting than the comparison of case-specific scoring outputs
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because of three reasons: Firstly, the evaluation methodology (or specific parts
of the evaluation) can be reused in order to evaluate the efficiency of imputa-
tion algorithms in other related scenarios. Secondly, in the examined domain,
missing monitored data exist with such a high probability (cf. also [54]) that the
errors caused by them may be much more significant than the “errors” caused
by imperfections of the scoring logic. Thirdly, as already implied above, the
evaluation related to missing data can be performed more objectively.
For the evaluation of the missing data handling, i.e., for the comparison of imputa-
tion algorithms, the QoS-based scoring algorithm has been preferred5 over the QoE-based
scoring algorithm because:
• It is more representative for handling the ABS problem, because it considers all
context attributes (and not only those that may affect the user’s choice), because
it is more directly based on the survey results and more intuitively derived from
them, and because QoS-approaches are in general less subjective and probably
more widely used in the domain of networks.
• It uses a straightforward logic and only a few steps for the calculation of the
scores. Thus, it seems to introduces less “noise” than the QoE-based algorithm
(or similar algorithms) with regard to the effect of missing data. For example,
as shown in the experimental results of [103], the effect of missing data in
the case of the QoE-based algorithm may depend heavily on the number of
the available Web service call records (elements of the set R, cf. Section 6.2),
because a minimum amount of records is necessary in order to “learn” the
user behavior efficiently. However, this is a characteristic of machine-learning
algorithms which is not considered to be ABS-specific, so that any related effects
are not especially interesting and should be avoided or filtered. [103] also shows
that the effect of missing data in the case of the QoS-based algorithm does not
depend on this factor.
Decisions about the imputation algorithms selected for comparison, the test datasets,
the examined cases of missingness, and the used metrics are explained in the para-
graphs that follow.
Compared Imputation Algorithms
The algorithms that have been examined are those that have been listed as state-of-
the-art imputation algorithms in Subsection 2.3.3. These algorithms cover the different
possible classes of algorithms and are often used in similar surveys [87]. Together
with them, the case of no imputation at all is included as a sixth approach, meant
to be the baseline with which the results of the other algorithms are compared. It
is, of course, expected that the case of no imputation will give the worst results, but
this should not be taken for granted, because in extreme cases, the “guesses” about
missing data can be worse than not guessing at all. The compared approaches are:
• No Imputation
5 However, some relevant evaluation results for both the QoS- and the QoE-based scoring algorithm have
been presented in [103].
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• Case Deletion
• Modus Imputation
• Random Hot Deck
• Distance Function Matching
• Multiple Imputation
More information about the algorithms can be found in Subsection 2.3.3 and in the
respective referenced publications, e.g., [87].
Test Scenarios
The current evaluation considers six scenarios for building the test datasets. More
concretely, two ways for generating complete test data (without unknown values) and
three ways for “inserting” unknown values into them have been used, resulting in
six different combinations concerning the way the final datasets are generated. These
combinations are called test scenarios.
The data themselves, before the insertion of missingness, have been generated in
the following two ways:
• Random: All values of the attributes of the Web service call records are generated
randomly.
• Scenario-based: Scenario-related assumptions are used for data generation, so
that randomly generated attribute values have an effect on the probabilities
of particular values for other attributes. More concretely, two assumptions are
made. Firstly, it is assumed that certain services are likely to be consumed by
the same clients or by clients with similar characteristics. Secondly, it is assumed
that a relationship between device capabilities and used network connection
exists, i.e., that users with more capable devices tend to use better connections,
both because their devices can technically achieve it and because they can afford
it.
The missingness is then inserted into the generated complete data sets with one of
the three following methods6:
• Random: Randomly selected values of the complete data set are marked as
unknown (u).
• Unreliable data sources: The insertion of unknown values is based on an analysis
of the sources that normally monitor or collect the respective data. The attributes
are divided into those that can be measured by the mediation layer and those
that are potentially known only by the service consumer itself. The first class
contains the attributes of the Web service, as well as the latency and the packet
loss of the connection during a Web service call. The rest (bandwidth, stability,
6 The exact probabilities and correlations have been chosen in a way that all cases end up having a
missingness of ca. 25%, in order to obtain comparable results. The exact values are not critical, as it
should first be examined if the different scenarios affect the efficiency of the algorithms at all.
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Table 12: The six test scenarios for the evaluation of imputation algorithms in “Always
Best Served”
test scenario data missingness
RR Random Random
RS Random Unreliable data sources
RC Random Unreliable data collection
SR Scenario-based Random
SS Scenario-based Unreliable data sources
SC Scenario-based Unreliable data collection
CPU power, service call frequency, service call criticality) should be reported
by the consumer. The latter have a higher probability to be missing, while the
attributes latency and packet loss, which can be monitored by the mediation
layer, tend to be missing together, when they are missing.
• Unreliable data collection: The previously described way of inserting missingness
is extended here by taking into account not only the sources of the data, but
also their collection and transmission. Assuming that the attributes that are
monitored on the device have to be transmitted to the mediation layer at some
point, capable devices are considered to have a higher probability of performing
or achieving this. Thus, records with a value s for CPU power have a higher
probability of missing the rest of the “on device-measured” attributes.
It is noted that the first two cases are different cases of MCAR missingness (cf.
Section 2.3), while the third case is MAR, because the missingness of attributes does
not only depend on luck (as in the first case) or on the missingness of other attributes
(as in the second case), but also on attribute values, namely on the value of CPU
power. The six different test scenarios are summarized in Table 12.
Metric
The metric used for the comparison of the examined imputation algorithms is the
error imposed by the missing values on the result of the scoring algorithm. It will be
examined how the application of the imputation algorithms reduces this error. As
there are different ways for defining error metrics, a series of formal descriptions is
provided, not only in order to mathematically define the used error metric, but also in
order to provide a better understanding of the steps of the conducted measurements.
References are also made to the symbols and definitions of Section 6.2, including the
sizes of the sets defined there.
If a dataset D ∈ V |R|×|A| is a matrix that contains the values of the attributes of the
monitored Web service call records, G is the set of the (two) data generation scenarios
(cf. previous paragraph), M is the set of the (three) missingness scenarios (cf. previous
paragraph), H is the set of the (six) examined imputation algorithms, and I is the set
of the performed repetitions of the experiment, then:
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• The set of the test cases, each of which is going to be repeated |I| times, is:
T = G×M×H
• For i ∈ I and t ∈ T :
Di,t : I× T 7−→ V |R|×|A|
is the dataset resulting for the i-th iteration of the test case t. For each such
dataset, a reference dataset exists, which is used for the calculation of the error.
This reference dataset refers to the respective case without missingness and
without imputation, such that it is denoted as:
Di,bt : I×G 7−→ V |R|×|A|
where bt simply denotes the reference test case of the test case t.
• Thus, safely abstracting from any other information used by the scoring algo-
rithm, the scoring function (f) can be defined as a function that maps a dataset
to a matrix of scores for the service-proxy pairs (remember that B is the range
of scores that can be assigned):
f(D) : V |R|×|A| 7−→ (B ⊂ R)|S|×|P|
• The error (e) of a scoring output is calculated as the difference between this
scoring output and the scoring output for the respective reference test case and
this error is calculated for all test cases. Thus:
e(Di,t) = |f(Di,bt) − f(Di,t)| ,
e(Di,t) : V
|R|×|A| × V |R|×|A| 7−→ [0,bmax − bmin]|S|×|P|
• The final metric is the above error normalized by the observed7 range of its
possible values and calculated as percentage of this range. This metric represents
better the extent (in percent) to which the missing data affect the scoring output
and is the variable that will be plotted in the results of Subsection 6.5.2. Thus,
the final metric is:
enorm(Di,t) :=
e(Di,t)
b
′
max − b
′
min
× 100%
The average values and the standard deviation of enorm can be calculated and used
for the comparison of the imputation algorithms. Different error metrics could have
been used, e.g., comparing the changes in the ranking of proxies caused by missing
data. However, the scores are supposed to be suggestions. Therefore, the errors of
every individual value are equally valued, which leads intuitively to the use of the
calculation of differences. The errors could be further grouped “per service”, e.g., by
using the euclidean distance of the two respective vectors when comparing the results
for two services. This is performed in [103] because the results are presented per
service. Here, however, the focus is just on the behavior of the imputation algorithms
as a whole, service-independently.
7 Note that not the theoretical range of scores, but the one observed throughout the experiment is used,
so that b
′
max and b
′
min may differ from bmax and bmin.
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Further Details
The measurements have been conducted with a software which has been realized to
execute the necessary steps and also store intermediate results in order to support a
better tracking of the process and further analyses of the results.
The main software program has been implemented with the Java programming
language, while for the tests of the Multiple Imputation algorithm, the external
statistics program R8 has been integrated. Scripts that call the R program are used in
order to write intermediary results into files which are then read by the main Java
program. The Multiple Imputation implementation that is used in R is described in
[162].
Concerning the length of the datasets, namely |R|, [103] indicates that it does not
affect the results. Thus, the experiments have been performed with |R| = 10000, as
this size is big enough for eliminating effects of luck in single repetitions and can still
be processed in reasonable time. Similar is true for the amount of services that appear
in the records (six have been used), while the rest of the information needed by the
QoS-based algorithm (proxy characteristics) is taken directly from the survey results
of Section 4.4 (four proxies from the corresponding table have been used). These
variables are not in focus, because individual tests (cf. also [103]) indicate that they
do not play a decisive role with regard to the results presented in the next subsection.
Each test case has been repeated ten times (i.e., |I| = 10). This number of repetitions
has been enough in order to achieve sufficiently small confidence intervals for the
average errors, as will be seen in the results.
6.5.2 On the Comparison of Imputation Algorithms
The results, i.e., the average values and the corresponding (99%) confidence intervals9
of enorm for the examined imputation algorithms in the six different test scenarios
(cf. Table 12) are presented in the six corresponding graphs (Figure 24 to Figure 29).
The observations that can be made based on these results do not only relate to the
efficiency of the examined imputation algorithms, but also to the meaning of the
standard deviations and the confidence intervals that appeared in the results and to
the meaning of the differences (or similarities) between the results of the different test
scenarios. Finally, some comments about the complexity of the imputation algorithms
are provided, although this aspect is normally not critical in the examined scenario
and no detailed measurements of execution times are presented here. This is because
proxy generations are performed a priori offline and not real-time during particular
Web service calls.
Three of the imputation algorithms, namely Case Deletion, Random Hot Deck, and
Multiple Imputation, deliver the best overall results, minimizing the error caused by
missing data in the scoring output. This is common in all the results and the statement
cannot be affected by the deviations that appear, because the named algorithms
present in all cases an error of under 2.5%, which is comparable only with best-case
errors (outliers) of the other approaches, while the average errors of the latter are
usually many times bigger. Among the best approaches, Multiple Imputation seems
to have the smallest average error, but without statistically significant differences (i.e.,
8 http://www.r-project.org (Last accessed in January 2012).
9 cf. Section A.3 about the calculation of the confidence intervals.
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Figure 24: Average normalized error of the imputation algorithms in the test scenario
RR (Random data, random missingness)
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Figure 25: Average normalized error of the imputation algorithms in the test scenario
RS (Random data, missingness from unreliable data sources)
not always and with overlapping confidence intervals). Reminding that the results
are used for decision support, the errors of all three best algorithms are in any case
so small that normally the choice should be between Case Deletion and Random
Hot Deck, in order to avoid the (implementation- and time-) complexity of Multiple
Imputation. More information with regard to complexity is provided later. Finally, as
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Figure 26: Average normalized error of the imputation algorithms in the test scenario
RC (Random data, missingness from unreliable data collection)
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Figure 27: Average normalized error of the imputation algorithms in the test scenario
SR (Scenario-based data, random missingness)
expected, the complete absence of imputation leads to very big errors in the scoring
output, usually bigger than 10%.
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Figure 28: Average normalized error of the imputation algorithms in the test scenario
SS (Scenario-based data, missingness from unreliable data sources)
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Figure 29: Average normalized error of the imputation algorithms in the test scenario
SC (Scenario-based data, missingness from unreliable data collection)
6.5.3 Discussion
An interesting observation regarding the results per test scenario is that, in general,
no significant differences in the efficiency of the imputation algorithms can be observed
for the different test scenarios. Only in the two scenarios with data collection-related
missingness (RC, SC) seems the difference between the good-performing and the
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bad-performing algorithms to become bigger, which is probably because of the MAR
missingness and the fact that the missing data of these test scenarios cause a bigger
“initial” error (cf. the results for “No Imputation”). However, it should be mentioned
that the good-performing algorithms achieve for these test scenarios very similar
errors as for the other test scenarios. This similarity between the results leads to a very
important conclusion: The differences in the efficiency of the imputation algorithms
lie rather in the nature of the problem (use of discrete categorical values, use of survey
results for the proxy characteristics, scoring algorithm logic) than in the distribution
of the values and the types of missingness.
An observation that has been made in parallel to the analysis of the overall efficiency
of the imputation algorithms is that relatively big standard deviations appeared in the
results. However, this cannot be seen on the graphs10, as enough repetitions have been
performed in order to achieve a sufficient confidence about the average errors. Only
overlapping confidence intervals could reduce the confidence in the comparative
statements. Obviously, the facts mentioned in the previous paragraph concerning the
three best approaches and the inefficiency of the absence of imputation cannot be
affected by the standard deviations. The standard deviations seem to be caused by
the fact that, among others, results of different proxies are summed and averaged.
The fact that some of the proxies are scored very negative or very positive because
of their restrictions, results in that their scores are not really affected by the missing
data, i.e., they remain “very good” or “very bad” even when data is missing. Thus,
for such proxies, no imputation algorithm presents big errors. This aspect could be
further investigated, but it is here out of scope, because big errors for “only” some of
the proxies are enough to affect the decision process.
As expected because of the different complexities of the algorithms, some of the
imputation algorithms have been much more time consuming than the others. Although many
statistical software packages (such as R, which has been used in the experiments)
provide practical and relatively efficient implementations of complex imputation
algorithms, some of them are computationally intensive and time consuming [24].
Indeed, while most of the algorithms completed their work in seconds, Multiple
Imputation and Distance Function Matching often needed many minutes for a single
iteration. As already mentioned in Section 6.3, the decisions are taken offline whenever
the operator needs to decide which proxies to generate and not on-the-fly at the
moment of particular Web service calls. Therefore, complexity may not be critical and
is out of scope here. However, given the very similar results of Multiple Imputation
with, e.g., Case Deletion, it is very probable that the first would not come into question
when dealing with big datasets (as in the experiment), because so long execution
times are often undesirable or disturbing even if the process is performed offline.
All in all, with retrospect to the part of the research question that refers to finding
the best way to make the scoring of Web service proxies resistant to missing context
data, the experiments have provided valuable results, which indicate the adequacy
(or not) of the imputation algorithms. Although decision makers may pose different
requirements on the decision support system, Case Deletion and Random Hot Deck
should cover almost all cases with satisfactory results and small implementation
effort and computation overhead. Unless the data types, the value ranges, the used
algorithms, and the proxy descriptions are dramatically changed, one of these two
10 cf. Section A.3 about the calculated standard deviations.
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imputation approaches should be probably applied for enhancing the scoring of Web
service proxies when data is missing. Even in the case of a heavily changed problem, a
detailed examination of the results and the analysis of the previous subsection should
help identify if the changes in the nature of the problem should lead to considering
other solutions.
6.6 summary and conclusions
This chapter has focused on the case in which a mediation layer has to choose among
different possible Web service adaptation mechanisms, i.e., among (some of) the
different proxies that have been studied in the previous chapters. Accordingly, the
corresponding decision problem has been mathematically formulated, two scoring
algorithms have been presented for its solution, and six imputation algorithms have
been tested and evaluated with regard to their adequacy for making the decisions
resistant to missing context data.
The formulation of the decision problem has narrowed the field of study by setting
the requirements of a Web service proxy scoring algorithm for decision support. Then,
the exploration of related work has explained, among others, why a case-specific
analysis is necessary in order to find out which imputation algorithms would perform
better in the examined scenario.
Next, two scoring algorithms have been proposed for the solution of the formulated
decision problem. They represent the two big classes of solutions in decision support,
namely QoS-based and QoE-based approaches. The scoring results themselves have
not been evaluated due to lack of objective reference data sets, but also because they
are assumed to be “appropriate enough”, as they are based on the insights of the
corresponding survey of Chapter 4.
Instead, an evaluation of imputation algorithms that can be employed for the
handling of missing context data in the discussed problem has been performed.
The evaluation results have shown the potential for enhancing the decision support
significantly by using imputation algorithms. Case Deletion, Random Hot Deck,
and Multiple Imputation have been shown to be the most promising imputation
algorithms for maintaining the quality of the proxy scoring results in a scenario with
missing context data. Further, the evaluation has also shown that striving towards the
development of a new, scenario-tailored imputation algorithm is not a worthwhile
goal, unless extreme requirements for the accuracy of the scoring output are set. This
is because, with loose requirements, the results of Case Deletion, Random Hot Deck,
and Multiple Imputation cannot be enhanced much more.

7
C O N C L U S I O N A N D O U T L O O K
»Begin thus from the first act, and proceed; and, in conclusion, at the ill which thou hast
done, be troubled, and rejoice for the good.«
— Pythagoras
Concluding the thesis, this chapter provides some final remarks along with asummary of contributions, as well as a discussion of the possibilities to exploit
the research results or extend the work towards future research directions.
7.1 conclusion
SOC and mobile computing are two successful disciplines that originated from very
different domains and have grown in parallel. It is certain that it has often been
difficult to let the powerful, verbose, self-descriptive messaging technologies of SOC
converge with the “thin”, lightweight nature of the processing and communication
modules of mobile devices. However, the huge potentials could not be ignored.
Instead, ways had to be found for allowing the (wireless) mobile devices to participate
in service-oriented systems without overburdening their limited resources.
In the field of the most important SOC-related technology, namely standard XML-
based Web services, the reaction to the aforementioned issue appeared in the form
of Web service adaptation mechanisms, i.e., approaches which attempt to reduce the
load caused by the Web service invocations on the device, usually by attempting to
minimize the wirelessly transmitted and on-device-processed data. In addition to
making communication more lightweight for wireless mobile participants, adaptation
mechanisms have also been employed in order to enhance further aspects, e.g., the
automated context-enrichment or the handling of technical incompatibilities of Web
service invocations that are performed by wireless mobile clients.
Although this thesis discussed different types of adaptation mechanisms and pre-
sented an architecture and a framework for Web service adaptation, called Mobility
Mediation Layer, the focus has been laid on adaptation mechanisms related to per-
formance. In this context, a survey and analysis of possible (performance-related)
adaptation mechanisms has been presented in order to identify open issues and to lay
a foundation for further research on this issue. Then, a new Web service adaptation
mechanism has been developed and, finally, the issue of appropriately choosing the
most adequate adaptation mechanisms under changing conditions of the mobile
system context has been elaborated.
While carrying out these research activities, various contributions have been
achieved. Although the contributions have already been abstractly listed in the
Introduction, they are revisited in the following, as all technical details and the results
of the corresponding work have now been explained to the reader. In accordance
with the mentioned research activities, three major contributions can be identified,
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while secondary contributions stem from partial results, collateral experiments, or
theoretical analyses that have been necessary in fulfilling the research goals.
The first main contribution is the result of the survey of Web service adaptation
mechanisms that can enhance the performance of mobile wireless Web service con-
sumption. A case study helped to identify four network-related aspects (bandwidth,
latency, packet loss, stability), one device-related aspect (CPU power), three service-
related aspects (“Data size”-to-“Web service message size” ratio, Web service message
size, processing time) and two application-related aspects (service call frequency,
service call criticality) as the aspects of the system context that should be considered
in the analysis. Then, eleven approaches (based on fourteen publications) have been
analyzed with regard to the conditions of the system context that render them benefi-
cial. The survey has been complemented by experiments exclusive for this thesis, for
which no similar experiments have been found in literature. The results of the survey
indicate that different adaptation mechanisms make sense under different conditions.
For example, on-the-fly compression of Web service responses is more beneficial
when the response sizes are large, while SOAP-to-RMI protocol transformation makes
sense either when the response sizes are small or when the responses include complex
data types. These survey results can serve as the “heart” of corresponding decision
support systems, which could be part of mediation layers, assisting system designers
and developers to decide what kinds of proxies should be generated and used for
certain Web services. Further, the survey results assist further research by helping to
identify open issues and potentials for the development of new performance-oriented
Web service adaptation mechanisms.
The second main contribution is the development of a new, caching-based Web
service adaptation mechanism. The developed approach enables the automated and
generic generation of Web service proxies that enrich the communication with external,
possibly third-party Web services, with the following capability: Responses of the
Web services can be cached and used on (mobile) consumer devices with guaranteed
freshness, while the complete responses are re-transmitted only when changes have
occurred. This capability is known from the WWW and the caching of Web content,
and its absence in the world of Web services has been known and discussed, implicitly
or explicitly, in related prominent surveys and technical documents [43, 159]. The
innovative proxy generation process has been described with sequence diagrams
and pseudocode extracts. The enabled communication scheme has been evaluated
concerning the saved bandwidth and the reduction of (mobile) user-perceived latency
in different scenarios. It is characteristic that the benefit of the approach does not
have upper limits, as it may spare the transmission of messages that can theoretically
be infinitely big. However, the benefit of the approach depends on the service call
traces, i.e., on the frequency of identical service calls, the frequency of changes in the
responses etc. Therefore, detailed evaluation results have been presented for service
call traces that have been accounted to be realistic, again indicating the significant
benefits of the approach.
The third main contribution is the analysis of decision support algorithms for Web
service mediation layers, so that the latter can employ the most adequate Web service
adaptation mechanisms under given conditions of the mobile Web service usage. After
formally describing the problem and after proposing two scoring algorithms (one
QoS-based and one QoE-based) that are based on the insights of the related survey (cf.
first contribution), the focus has been laid on the scenario-related handling of missing
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data. Based on the results of an evaluation which has been performed for the first
time for this kind of problem, two main findings concerning the handling of missing
data for the scoring of Web service adaptation proxies have been discussed: Firstly,
the simple imputation approaches of Case Deletion and Random Hot Deck should
be preferred unless the problem formulation and its details are heavily changed.
Secondly, the investigation for the development of new imputation algorithms, which
would be tailored to this particular scenario, is not a worthwhile pursuit.
Secondary contributions of this thesis can be found in the modeling of the adap-
tation lifecycle for mobile Web service usage, in the architecture/framework for the
mediation of mobile Web service calls, in the survey of Web service response caching
approaches, in the development of particular scoring algorithms, as well as in the
examination of the subject of Web service adaptation for wireless participants as a
whole. The latter has helped to identify research challenges and open issues, but also
important engineering aspects.
7.2 outlook
Naturally, each detail of a research approach –each algorithm and each design
decision– may be open to modifications or extensions, with the possibility of en-
hancements. For example, with regard to the presented caching-based adaptation
mechanism, it could be investigated if extensions that enable the use of cached data
even in cases of cache misses could also be implemented generically and enhance
performance. The idea would be to automatically generate proxies that can always
calculate the “XML-difference” of the current Web service response with the one in
cache and transmit only this difference under certain circumstances. Further band-
width savings would be the advantage of this approach. Some disadvantages could be
the implementation complexity and the necessity to include XML-difference handling
logic at the client-side, as well as the processing overhead that comes along with it.
Other example extensions can be thought of, as well.
However, regarding the research conducted in this thesis as a complete and thor-
oughly evaluated work, it is more interesting –and more helpful for future researchers–
to examine how the insights gained herein can be exploited to set new research goals
and build the foundation for examining further aspects, always considering the
ever-changing needs of the researched technology area.
Therefore, given the importance of energy or battery consumption in modern and
future systems [112, 113], but also the evolution of new Web-based technologies,
especially for being used in the Cloud [56], two corresponding parts of the work
at hand can be further researched in order to develop innovative solutions in the
respective directions. Firstly, how the situation changes if the focus of Web service
adaptation is drawn away from performance and towards energy can be further
researched. Secondly, if and how far it makes sense to develop similar adaptation
mechanisms for related Web-based technologies other than standard XML-based Web
services can also be researched.
With regard to the development of energy-aware Web service adaptation mechanisms, the
critical point lies in the fact that the majority of Web service adaptation mechanisms
(including those discussed and developed in the context of this thesis) focus heavily
on the reduction of the data that is processed on and wirelessly transmitted by
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the device. Concerning performance, usually measured as response times or user-
perceived latency (response plus parsing and processing times), this has been an
overwhelming factor. Although the wirelessly transmitted data is a dominating
factor of energy consumption, it has not yet been thoroughly examined whether
other service-related factors affect the results in a similar way, or even more heavily.
Generally, arguments such as “the data transmitted wirelessly during the Web service
invocation have been reduced, thus energy is being saved” are withdrawn, as factors
like the number of connection establishments to the server or the total time spent
by a device outside the “idle” status have proven to be sometimes dominating over
the amount of wirelessly transmitted data. Therefore, a researcher should begin with
experiments that reveal the impact of service-related characteristics (e.g., length of
time intervals between service invocations, importance of connection establishments
compared to data transmission etc.) on energy consumption. Then, corresponding
rules and models could be extracted, which would in turn inspire the development of
energy-aware Web service adaptation mechanisms.
With regard to adjusting Web service adaptation mechanisms to related modern Web-
based technologies (which exist or will evolve), the questions are whether or not the
corresponding messaging mechanisms include self-description overhead in a similar
way to standard Web services and whether or not particular mechanisms for reducing
the load of messaging (such as validity-check-enabled caching) are inherently (or can
easily be implemented as) part of these technologies. For example, it would probably
not be very promising to develop generic and automated mechanisms for performing
translation of REST messages into another format, protocol, or representation (because
the messaging overhead of the alternative format is not likely to be much smaller),
but it would probably be worthwhile to investigate what other techniques can be
employed in order to crop data intelligently. Further, the intensive research and the fast
advances in the Cloud domain may result in new technologies for Web-based service
provision and consumption. Thus, these advances should be closely observed, in order
to come up with solutions for adapting these technologies to the needs of wireless
mobile devices. For example, new ideas are emerging in research communities with
regard to the participation of mobile devices in the Cloud, not only as service users,
but also as participants that offer resources. Such a technical landscape could further
complicate the nature of the description- and messaging-overhead utilized, so that the
applicability of adaptation mechanisms such as those examined in this thesis should
be re-examined and provided through corresponding extensions.
All things considered, SOC technologies are still far from being completely harmo-
nized with the features of mobile computing. However, viewing the work at hand as a
step towards achieving this goal, researchers could continue on making service-based
communication of the future really seamless. This should be pursued not only with
regard to technological complexity, which is often already well hidden, but also with
regard to performance. Towards this goal, it should not be forgotten that the devices
of future service-oriented systems will not necessarily look like today’s devices. Al-
though –fortunately– no one can tell the future, no technological advancement is
likely to eliminate all other technologies and, with that, the benefits of adaptation.
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A P P E N D I X
»It ain’t over till the fat lady sings.«
— Anonymous
This appendix provides additional information and screenshots from the operationof the Mobility Mediation Layer (A.1), as well as further details and results (A.2
and A.3) from the conducted evaluations.
a.1 operation and use cases of the mobility mediation layer
The Mobility Mediation Layer (MML – cf. Chapter 4, Figure 9), which has framed the
scenario of the adaptation mechanisms examined in this thesis, has been developed
in the context of the project Green Mobility1. Although the MML is a general-purpose
solution for the mediation of mobile service calls in the Internet of Services, its
mechanisms have been tested and/or demonstrated with particular prototypical
implementations.
The current Appendix section provides briefly described screenshots that can help
understand the role of the MML. The presented screenshots stem from or are related
to one of the following three aspects:
• Operation and administration: In order to control and monitor the operation of the
MML, a simple Web-based interface has been developed. The navigation through
its options can support the understanding of some of the MML functionalities.
fig:mmladmin-login shows the list of services that are known to the MML,
i.e., the services the descriptions of which have been uploaded. These services
(and their corresponding proxies) can be activated and deactivated. By clicking
on “Show Logs”, one can view the service call logs of particular services (cf.
Figure 31). These logs include information such as the sizes of the original
Web service response and the MML Web service response, as well as response
times etc. The Web interface can also be used in order to upload new service
descriptions, as shown in Figure 32. Finally, Figure 33 shows how the caching
proxy of a service can be activated or deactivated through the MML Web
interface.
• Use Cases: The first use cases, the examination of which led to the conception
and motivated the development of the MML, have been so-called “mobile
companion” applications, i.e., applications that assist a worker, a working
team, or any person with similar needs in a mobile environment. Accordingly,
Figure 34 presents screenshots, firstly, from a “visitor’s assistant” (on the left),
who can locate points of interest, find routes, search for and communicate with
her/his colleagues, and more, and, secondly, from an “emergency worker’s
1 http://www.greenmobility-project.de (Last accessed in January 2012)
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assistant” (on the right), who can view the location and the status of the
cooperating forces, and communicate with them. However, the main use case,
with which the MML has been tested during its development and operation, has
been a mobile car sharing platform (cf. Figure 35). The corresponding mobile
application integrates diverse services, such as services for the spontaneous
search of offered rides (Figure 35 – left) or the indication of further information
about arranged rides (Figure 35 – right).
• Single Tests and Demos: Various further mobile client applications have been
developed in order to test or demonstrate particular aspects of the mediated
mobile service consumption. An simple example which demonstrates the re-
duction of the service response sizes achieved through the activation of diverse
proxies of the MML is shown in Figure 36.
Figure 30: MML Web interface: list of services that can be mediated
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Figure 31: MML Web interface: log of mediated invocations of a particular service
Figure 32: MML Web interface: Uploading a new service description so that invoca-
tions of this service can be mediated
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Figure 33: MML Web interface: (de-)activation of the (caching) proxy for a particular
service
Figure 34: The mobile companion use case, which motivated the conception of the
MML
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Figure 35: The mobile car sharing use case – main MML use case
Figure 36: Simple mobile application for testing and demonstrating the service per-
formance adaptation mechanisms of the MML
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a.2 experiments with regard to energy-related considerations
The experiments presented in this section have been performed with the goal of
evaluating the impact of Web service-specific factors on the energy consumption of
Web service-based smartphone applications. The standard factors (device and network
type, amount of data) have been controlled as needed, or varied to an extent which
is known inside the tested Web service invocation sequences. The next paragraphs
explain which two Web-service specific factors have been examined and why.
Device state changes and “device-network tail times” are critical for energy con-
sumption [11, 113]. As these are normally determined by time constants [11], an
aspect of Web service invocations that can strongly affect them is the timing of the
invocations. Further, the logic of service response caching [104] is an aspect of services
computing that can implicitly affect standard energy consumption factors, such as
the connection establishments [119] or the amounts of transmitted data [11]. Based
on the above, but also on findings from own preliminary experiments, it has been
concluded that the following factors may affect the energy consumption of a given
sequence of Web service invocations:
• Temporal distribution of the invocations: The lengths of the time intervals between
subsequent invocations can determine how many times the device changes its
state2, but also how long it remains in idle states, which are important for
achieving low energy consumption. Generally, it can be assumed that there are
three possibilities for the intervals: (i) They are so short that a state change is
not probable at all, (ii) they have a length that does not allow certainty about
the exact state changes between the calls, and (iii) they are so long that the same
state changes should always occur between subsequent invocations. Therefore,
it makes sense to talk about three categorical values for these intervals, namely
short, medium, and long. A finer granularity is thinkable, but is avoided because
it does not seem to be necessary and it would complicate the design of the
experiment and the drawing of conclusions.
• Purpose of Web service response caching: Because of the device states, but also be-
cause of the costs of consumer-provider connection establishments, the purpose
with which Web service response caching is applied (or not), may be an impor-
tant factor. Web service response caching is applied with one of two different
goals: Either in order to achieve the transmission of shorter responses, as in [104]
and [74], or in order to eliminate transmissions, as in traditional approaches,
e.g., [79]. Both approaches have advantages, e.g., the first ones can guarantee
response freshness, while the second ones need less connection establishments
(cf. Chapter 5). The different handling of connection establishments may lead
to big differences with regard to energy consumption. Putting it all together,
caching may (i) not be applied at all, (ii) be applied in order to achieve more lightweight
messaging, or (iii) be applied in order to avoid connection establishments.
Table 13 summarizes the nine invocation patterns (InvP1-InvP9) that are obtained
by combining all possibilities for the two examined factors.
2 The number of possible states, as well as their characteristics, may be device-dependent. More detailed
discussions about them can be found in [11] and [179]. However, note that the rest of this section handles
them abstractly and without loss of generality.
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Table 13: Combining possibilities for the definition of nine Web service invocation
patterns
WS invocation
time intervals
short medium long
U
se
of
ca
ch
in
g No InvP1 InvP2 InvP3
For lightweight messaging InvP4 InvP5 InvP6
For less connections InvP7 InvP8 InvP9
Testbed and Setup
Although parallel validating experiments have been performed on an Android-based
Google Nexus One device, as well, all the results presented here come from a Symbian-
based Nokia E71 device. This is because the latter offers very detailed energy-profiling
possibilities. The same network connections, i.e., the same WLAN and the same UMTS
card, have been used for all the experiments.
The software that enabled the measurements consisted of own implementations
of Web service-based mobile testbed applications and off-the-shelf energy-profiling
applications, which ran in parallel. The latter have been the Nokia Energy Profiler3
for the Symbian device and the PowerTutor4 for the Android device. The testbed
applications have been implemented with J2ME and the Android SDK, respectively.
Special care has been taken so that the Web service invocations have been the only
variable energy-consuming activity during the measurements.
In every single experiment, the same Web service has been called the same number of
times, namely ten times, resulting in responses of the same size, namely ca. 15 kB each
time. All single experiments with the same network have had the same total duration
(315 seconds for WLAN and 325 seconds for UMTS, because UMTS sometimes needs
this extra time to finish all invocations). Only the invocation patterns, as defined in
Table 13, have been varied. All energy consumption sources that are not related to the
invocation pattern, e.g., display brightness, have been held constant.
In an attempt to give to the time intervals (for the given testbed) the meaning they
are meant to have, the three categorical values have been interpreted as follows:
short = 0 seconds (consecutive calls), medium = 5 seconds, and long = 30 seconds.
Experiments with different values could be meaningful. However, the given values
reflect the purpose of the definition of the categorical values and have been sufficient
for drawing interesting conclusions.
For the invocation patterns that involve caching, a cache hit ratio of 50% has been
used. As the approaches imply, in the case of a hit, the responses of InvP7-InvP9
were found on the device, while the responses of InvP4-InvP6 were SOAP messages
with trivial body elements (cf. [74, 104]). Keeping the hit ratio constant at 50% has
been sufficient for drawing conclusions, as the effects of caching on the amount of
transmitted data have been known and taken into account for the analysis.
3 http://www.developer.nokia.com/Resources/Tools_and_downloads/Other/Nokia_Energy_Profiler
(Last accessed in January 2012).
4 http://www.powertutor.org (Last accessed in January 2012).
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Figure 37: An instance of power consumption over time for each Web service invoca-
tion pattern with WLAN
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Figure 38: Comparsion of the energy consumption of all Web service invocation
patterns for WLAN
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Figure 39: An instance of power consumption over time for each Web service invoca-
tion pattern with UMTS
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Figure 40: Comparsion of the energy consumption of all Web service invocation
patterns for UMTS
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Results and Discussion
For illustration purposes, only one representative detailed result of “power consump-
tion over time” is presented for each case, i.e., for each combination of an invocation
pattern and an access network. However, each case has been repeated three times,
with very small deviations in the results. The values of the average consumed energy
of each case are presented with 95% confidence intervals in comparative histograms.
Thus, Fig. 37 shows the exact power consumption over time for every invocation
pattern with a WLAN connection, while Fig. 38 compares the energy consumption5
of the invocation patterns. Accordingly, Fig. 39 shows the power consumption over
time for every invocation pattern with a UMTS connection, while Fig. 40 compares
the energy consumption of the invocation patterns.
In the following, first, a summary of the results is provided and, second, three
important domain-specific findings are explained.
As can be seen, the Web service invocations dominate completely over any side-
operation or background-activity. This is indicated both by the clarity with which the
occurrence of the invocations can be “read” on the graphs of Fig. 37 and 39 and by
the very small deviations among the repetitions of the experiments (cf. confidence
intervals in Fig. 38 and 40). The small peaks6 that appear independently of the
invocations in the case of WLAN connections may appear with a different frequency
for different WLAN connections. However, their insignificance in this experiment is
shown by the small deviations of the total energy consumption.
In general, the invocation patterns InvP1, InvP4, and InvP7 seem to be the most
energy-efficient for both WLAN and UMTS, while InvP5 also presents good results
in the case of WLAN. A further remark is that, with some exceptions (e.g.., InvP8 vs.
Invp9), the invocation patterns that perform better with a WLAN connection perform
better with a UMTS connection, as well. However, the differences are much bigger
in UMTS, not only in absolute numbers, but also proportionally. This is a direct
consequence of two UMTS characteristics. First, the high power states are higher
than those of WLAN although the low ones do not differ. Second, the UMTS tail
time “multiplies” the effect of network activity on energy consumption. As a final
general remark, it is noted that the results verify the known fact that WLAN is more
energy-efficient than UMTS [11, 113], achieving at least 50% (e.g., InvP1, InvP4, InvP7)
or even up to 75% (e.g., InvP3) less energy consumption.
A more detailed analysis of the results reveals many differences among the different
invocation patterns. Among them, the ones that are most interesting from the point-of-
view of services computing and would have not necessarily been expected or foreseen
by studying related experiments from other domains, are the following:
• Clustering of Web service invocations is able to reduce energy consumption: Although
this has been expected for UMTS because of the tail time, the results show how
great the effect of the clustering is, achieving from ca. 25% (Inv7 vs. Inv8) up
to ca. 60% (Inv1 vs. Inv3) energy reduction. Thus, the handling of subsequent
Web service invocations is a very thankful scenario for reducing energy by
exploiting UMTS tail times. Interestingly, clustering can often help with WLAN
5 Energy = power × time. Thus, energy consumption is calculated as the integral of the curves of power
over time, i.e., it is equal to the black-colored areas of the graphs in Fig. 37 and 39
6 Because of router beaconing or similar connection maintenance activity.
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connections, as well, although WLAN connections have no tail time and are
thought to depend only on the amount of transmitted data [11]. For example,
InvP1 consumes ca. 15% less energy than InvP2 and InvP3. This seems to happen
due to the higher temporal overlapping of networking and processing activities
when the invocations are clustered. Note, for example, that the percentual
energy savings achieved by [144] with CPU- and display-related techniques do
not exceed the value of 12%.
• The number of Web service connection establishments is not always a dominating
energy consumption factor: This remark refers to the comparison of caching for
less connections with caching for lightweight messaging (e.g., InvP4 vs. InvP7,
InvP5 vs. InvP8 etc.). This is a very important finding, because the inability
of “caching for lightweight messaging” approaches to reduce connection estab-
lishments might be otherwise assumed to be a big disadvantage concerning
energy consumption. However, the very small overlapping of networking and
processing activities of InvP3, InvP6, and InvP9, as well as the fact that they
have bigger intervals between the connection establishments, prevent them from
being more energy-efficient than other invocation patterns. Actually, caching
has generally not offered great enhancements (cf., for example InvP4 vs. InvP1),
though this could be different for bigger response sizes.
• For Web service invocations, WLAN energy consumption is not proportional to the
amount of transmitted data: Related work has often come to the conclusion that
the consumed energy with WLAN connections is proportional to the size of
the data transfer [11]. An argument against this has been already provided
in the first remark with regard to clustering. Even stronger evidence appears
when caching also comes into play. Compare, for example, InvP1-InvP3 with
InvP4-InvP6. Although the first ones have transmitted wirelessly almost twice
as much data as the second ones, their energy consumption is only slightly
higher. This is again because of the characteristics of temporal overlapping of
processing and transmission in the scenario of Web service invocations.
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a.3 further evaluation details with regard to decision support
This Appendix section provides details that have been omitted from the decision sup-
port analysis and the corresponding imputation algorithms evaluation of Chapter 6.
More concretely, the calculation of the confidence intervals used in the imputation
algorithms evaluation is explained. Then, the exact and detailed results of the mean
errors of the imputation algorithms, as well as the corresponding standard deviations,
are presented in tables.
Calculation of the confidence intervals for the imputation algorithms evaluation
For the sake of the representation and the statistical analysis of the evaluation results
of Chapter 6, 99% confidence intervals have been used for the mean error in the
scoring outputs after the application of the examined imputation algorithms. This
practically means that if an infinite number of experiments is performed, i.e., for the
complete population of the possible test cases, then the mean errors have a probability
of 99% to lie within the calculated confidence intervals. Another way to express this
confidence level of 99% is through the so-called significance level, which is denoted
as a and is in this case equal to 0.01.
The 100× (1− a)% confidence interval of a mean value e is determined by the
value
i = (z1−a/2 × s)/
√
n
where z1−a/2 is the (1− a/2)-quantile of a unit normal variate, s is the standard
deviation, and n the number of values that have been averaged. The actual interval is
then (e− i, e+ i). More information about confidence intervals, as well as a table for
the calculation of unit normal variate quantiles, can be found in [52].
For the results of Section 6.5, this has meant the following: for a confidence level of
99%, z1−a/2 = 2.576, while n has been equal to 240, so that
√
n = 15.49193338, and,
finally, i = 0.166280085× s.
Detailed results of the imputation algorithms evaluation
Tables 14-19 include the exact values of the mean errors of the imputation algorithms
that have been graphically presented in Section 6.5. Additionally, their standard
deviations and the corresponding confidence intervals are listed next to them. The
results are rounded to ten digits. The meaning and the calculation of the confidence
intervals are explained in the next subsection.
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Table 14: Exact source data for Figure 24
imputation alg. avg . error std. dev. conf. int.
Case Deletion 1.234 1.114 0.185
Modus Imputation 4.853 3.546 0.590
Random Hot Deck 0.347 0.296 0.0493
Dist. Func. Matching 5.036 3.911 0.650
Multiple Imputation 0.387 0.313 0.052
No Imputation 12.52 4.288 0.713
Table 15: Exact source data for Figure 25
imputation alg. avg . error std. dev. conf. int.
Case Deletion 0.933 0.734 0.122
Modus Imputation 4.856 3.383 0.562
Random Hot Deck 0.351 0.297 0.0494
Dist. Func. Matching 4.615 3.747 0.623
Multiple Imputation 0.373 0.318 0.0529
No Imputation 10.36 3.097 0.515
Table 16: Exact source data for Figure 26
imputation alg. avg . error std. dev. conf. int.
Case Deletion 1.143 0.956 0.159
Modus Imputation 7.055 5.621 0.935
Random Hot Deck 0.420 0.348 0.0578
Dist. Func. Matching 7.552 4.998 0.831
Multiple Imputation 0.486 0.394 0.0655
No Imputation 15.03 4.557 0.758
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Table 17: Exact source data for Figure 27
imputation alg. avg . error std. dev. conf. int.
Case Deletion 1.223 0.893 0.148
Modus Imputation 4.888 3.491 0.580
Random Hot Deck 0.695 0.550 0.0915
Dist. Func. Matching 4.688 4.168 0.693
Multiple Imputation 0.348 0.255 0.042
No Imputation 11.47 4.091 0.680
Table 18: Exact source data for Figure 28
imputation alg. avg . error std. dev. conf. int.
Case Deletion 0.903 0.757 0.126
Modus Imputation 4.210 3.237 0.538
Random Hot Deck 0.632 0.520 0.086
Dist. Func. Matching 4.291 3.365 0.559
Multiple Imputation 0.325 0.266 0.044
No Imputation 9.501 3.008 0.500
Table 19: Exact source data for Figure 29
imputation alg. avg . error std. dev. conf. int.
Case Deletion 1.442 1.230 0.204
Modus Imputation 8.874 7.191 1.196
Random Hot Deck 1.234 0.902 0.150
Dist. Func. Matching 6.430 5.500 0.915
Multiple Imputation 0.378 0.303 0.050
No Imputation 13.50 4.310 0.717
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